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VIZAW ltITE 
PERSONAL WORD PROCESSOR 

• 

VizaWrite Classic is a high performance, easy-to-use 
word processing program designed for the 
Commodore 128 computer. 

VizaWrite Classic is the successor to the VizaWrite 
word processor for Commodore computers. 

VizaWrite Classic includes word processing 
features that improve all aspects of document 
preparation and printing. 

VizaWrite Classic takes full advantage of the 
colour, graphics and memory capabilities of the 
Commodore. Creating the full power and style of a 
dedicated word processing station , without the 
expense. 

Full 'newspaper-style' columns, high resolution 
dot-matrix printer fonts and true proportionally 
spaced printing mean high quality presentation. 

Serious word processor users expect their 
document to be formatted as they type, in to pages. 
VizaWrite Classic does this instantly. No preview is 
necessary-tabs, indents , centeringandtextcolumns . 
are always in-view. 

A phrase glossary, full function calculator and 
integrated spelling checker mean fast and reliable 
document content. And much more. 

VizaWriteClassic, an easy-to-use word processor 
with Classic features . Clearly presented and easily altered. 

Editing 
• Copy, move and delete text by 

highlighting. Highlight by 
character, word, sentence, 
paragraph, page or searching. 

• Full screen and document 
scrolling, upt0240characterpage 
width . 

• Find and replace any sequence of 
characters. 

• Go to any page, instantly. 
• Merge almost any other word 

processing file directly into a 
document-including Easy Script, 
Superscript, Paper Clip and 
Omniwriter. 

• Glossaryarea, forquickinsertion 
of frequently used phrases into a 
document. 

• Full function calculator. Add, 
subtract, divide and multiply
directly or using figures in a 
document. 

Formatting 
• Page-based 'What You See Is 

What You Get'- word wraps and 
formats text, instantly, as you type. 
Alterations to layout are quick, 
easy and immediate. 

• Format lines are used to set 
margins, tab stops, indentation 
and column drops. 

• Simple to remember format 
symbols for tabs, indents and 
column processing. 

• Automatic paragraph indentation , 
numerical tabbing, rightalignment 
and centering. 

• True 'newspaper style' columns, 
with variable width control, plu's 
full editing and printing features . 

• Format and file compatible with 
VIZAWRITE 64 and OMNIWRITER. 

• Foruse with80-column colour or 
monochrome monitors, with full 
colourcontrol. Runs in 128FAST 
mode . 

Printing 
• Multi-line headings and footings 

with automatic page numbering. 
• Multiple and collated printcopies. 
• Mail-Merge simply and selectively, 

print up to 4-across labels with 
ease and speed. 

• Mail Merge can also include 
information from VIZASTAR 
database files . 

• AswellasCBMprinters, VizaWrite 
supports virtually any parallel or 
RS232connectedprinterinciuding 
EPSON, STAR, JUKI, BROTHER 
and SPINWRITER. 

• Proportional character printing on 
JUKI, BROTHER and other 
'DIABLO compatible' daisy wheel 
printers. 

• Built-in proportionally spaced 
'NearLetterQuality' fonts for use 
on dot-matrix printers, CBM, 
EPSON, and compatibles . 

Plus Integrated 30,000 Word Spelling Checker 

r- -- - - - -----

VIZ~ 
I Please send me further details about VIZAWRITE CLASSIC for 

the CommOdore 128 

Name 

l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

SOFTVVARE 
Order now, or fill in the 
coupon for more details . 

VIlA SOFTWARE LTD. 
Chatham House, 14 New Road, 
Chatham, Kent ME4 4QR. 
Telephone: (0634) 45002. 

Company 
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The one magazine every 
Commodore owner needs 

HISTORY OF MICROS 16 
A concise history enabling you to astound 
your friends with useless information! 

BEGINNERS BASIC 25 
OVERVIEW 
Young Computer Brain 
Conference requests ... 
Ireland! 

5 The first in a 12-part series that takes your 
hand and leads you through the mysteries 

of Britain... of programming. 
Elephant in 

1541 FACTS 34 
PRODUCT UPDATE 
128 software... Buffering up 
computer ... Keeping it clean. 

7 Why your disk drive goes bump in the 
your night (or day) and how to stop it. 

HOLOGRAPHY 10 
An insight into the fascinating world of 
holography - how do computers fit in? . 

SUPER COMPUTER 13 
Following Superman and Superwoman 
comes the Super Computer. What is it and 
do we need it? 

CHECKPOINTS 73 
Recovering from a crash of the computer 
kind. It doesn't have to be painful. 

LETTERS 44 
Got a problem? Then ask our expert, ~ae 
West. 
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NewYearl 
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BUYERS GUIDE 17 
With the first time buyer in mind, CCI 
leads you through the marvels of 
computing. We broaden your computing 
horizons and provide an in-depth look at 
the graphical world with peripherals (p 19) 
and monitors (p22). This is just the 
beginning! 

MUD PAGES 50 
Zap hod the Arch-Wiz continues the MUD 
saga. Turn to this page for all the latest 1----------------, gossip. 

CHARTS 41 
Ocean hold the number one slot for the 
second month running, but competition 
from new entries is fierce. 

BOOK REVIEWS 59 
Revealing the Official Guide to the 
Commodore 128, and others. 

HINTS AND TIPS 62 
GAMES NEWS 42 Autorun advice all the way from Belgium. 

If you've got any money left after 
Christmas, we've news of some exciting 
(and some not so exciting) games. And 
discover how you can become a CCI star! 

BASIC 66 
Rescuing an unsaved program that you 
have tried to New. Don't panic! 

DISK-BASED GAMES 28 COMPETITIONS 46 MACHINE CODE 69 
Do disk games really offer you more 
sophisdiskation (groan!) than cassettes? 
CCI reveals all. 

MEGA-REVIEWS 37 
Some real biggies this month - Rambo, 
The Flintstones, Thunderbirds .. . Are they 
awesome or naff. Watch out for the new 
CCI ratings! 

You won't believe your eyes when you see 
the amount of goodies we're giving away 
this month. Are you feeling lucky? 

Make your MPS 801 happy - let it print 
descenders. 

SOUND SENSE 57 I---NEXT MONTH----I 
Exposing the people responsible for the 
amazing sound tracks which now playa 
starring role in computer games. 

CCI focuses on sound and music for your 
micro, plus a competition you can't afford 
to miss and much, much more ... 



Electrosound 64 

CAD 64 

PASCAL 64 
Orpheus Pascal 64 is based on standard Pascal with numerous 
extensions for graphics sound and hardwore control. A 
comprehensive 128 page ring bound manual is supplied with the 
package which explains with examples, the working of each 
command. As Orpheus Pascal 64 is expected to be popular with 
educational and domestic users Orpheus will be providing a free 
technical update service to customers when they send back their 
user registration forms. 

MEGABAsE 
Records are created efficiently in memory, and date files can be 
easily saved onto disc and tape (a quick loader/saver is provided). 
You can define up to 26 fields, which give you meaningful names 
for later reference. The fields in each record can be either numeric 
or strings of characters. You do not need to specify limits to the 
length of the fields. 

Megabase provides an instant sorting mechanism, resequencing 
your file according to any number of fields, in ascending or 
descending order. Your records stay in order even after records 
have been added, deleted or changed. 

ELECTROsOUND 64 
The complete electronic music package for the novice and the 
professional musician. 

Use Electrosound 64 to create incredible music and sound 
effects. Play the keyboard manually with three note polyphony or 
build up complete sequences and tracks. Electrosound allows you 
to design your own sounds with full control of waveform, envelope, 
filtering, triggering and sweep. 

£24.95 

£24.95 

£14.95 

CAD 64 r-------------, 
Computer Aided Design on 
your Commodore 64. Design 
3D objects on the screen, 
rotate them, expand them, 
amend them and print them 
out. 

Use CAD 64 at home or at 
school for technical drawing, 
graphics design or simply for fun. 

£14.95 

1 Please send me 
1 __ copies of PASCAL @£24.95 

_ _ copies of MEGABASE @ £24.95 
1 __ copies of ELECTROSOUND @£14.95 
__ copies of CAD 64 @ £14.95 

P&P FREE (UK only); £2.00 P&P overseas. 

Name: ________________________ __ 

Orpheus Ltd., The Smithy, Unit 1, Church Farm, 
Hatley St. George, Nr. Sandy, Beds. SG19 3HP 

Address: ______________________ _ 

Tel. Gamlingay (0767) 51481/91 Telex 817117 ETHGEN G 

NEVER·LOOK·BACK .. . 

Please make cheques or money orders payable to 
Orpheus Ltd and send together with your order form to: . 
Orpheus Ltd, The Smithy, Unit 1, Church Form, 

L
Hatley St. George, Nr. Sandy, Beds. SG 19 3HP. ~ I 

------------X ... 
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... news ... news 

The new Young Computer Brain of Britain is 13-year-old 
Joseph Saumarez Smith of London. He won the Sunday T~"?es/ 
Commodore competition with a program for computer/smg 
dental patient records. In addition to a trophy, Joseph received 
£1,237 worth of Commodore equipment including a 128, disk 
drive, a cassette unit, colour monitor and £250 of software. 

PLUS/4 DEAL SECURED 
BY COMMODORE 

Commodore recentl y 
announced a deal 'with Harris 
Queensway and Comet' for 
150,000 Plus/4s. Claimed to be 
one of the biggest home 
computer purchases of all time; 
the Plus/4 will be bundled with 
a 1531 datacorder, joystick, 
interface, and 10 pieces of 

software for £99.99. 
The package wi ll be so ld 

through the retail outlets of 
Comet, Greens, Supreme and 
Ultimate. Market response is 
sa id to be responsible for the 
upping of the order from 
100,000 to 150,000. 

SOFT AID SORTED. 
FINALLY 

In a deal recently concluded, 
Rod Cousens -the mastermind 
behind Softaid - agreed a sum 
" in excess of £130,000" which 
Microdealer UK would pay to 
the Band Aid trust. Microdealer 
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Dear Reader 
For many of you CCI this month will, I am sure, be a new 
experience, Commodore, we are informed, has been pouring 
machines onto the market at incredible prices offering, as they 
say in the commercials, 'never before equalled value', 

They are selling not just the recently launched 128 butC64's, 
Plus/4's even C16's, The computers are offered 'bundled' with 
joysticks, data recorders, games and other sales promoting add
ons and are reputed to be finding customers by the hundred 
thousand, 

Many thousands of these buyers will find, as have established 
owners, that knowing what is available and what it can do for ' 
you takes YOLi half the way toward really getting the best out of 
your Commodore computer. That's why in this and coming 
issues of CCI, we are presenting a complete guide to everything 
you need to enjoy totally the enormous potential of your 
machine, 

This month we are covering many different aspects including 
ways of using your micro g,nd in-depth reports on graphics and 
monitors, And .yotr'iHindthere is, as we say, much, much 
more". 

In fact, there's something for everybody - and all the 
machines, We also have lots of games mega reviews and a 
sharp, new games rating system to keep you right on top of all 
the best of the current - and coming soon - releases, 

The faithful CCI reader - and there are many who have been 
with us since CCI started nearly four years ago as the first real 
Commodore magazine - will recognise this combination as the 
unique CCI mix, You see we have the strange idea - strange 
anyway to some magazines - that you should be treated as an 
intelligent human being who is interested in not just one thing 
but everything you can do with YOLir computer, We believe that 
you want more than just kids' stuff, that you want the fun and the 
power that really understanding the computer can give you. 
Power to the Commodore people - that's what CCI means. 

In this CCI, as in all CCI's you'll find you'll be reading the 
magazine that ranges right across the whole Commodore field 
- and sometimes outside it, too - in search of what will interest 
you and help make you feel you're getting the very best out of 
your computer - and out of your life ... 

This time next year, by the way! we will be giving away a 
special CCI Oskar. It will go to the Reader of the Year, as will 
some very special other prizes and privileges. Whether you are 
a new or a longtime reader, you will have an equal chance. So 
keep on reading the one magazine that every Commodore 
owner needs and 12 months from now you could be our 
powerful Reader of the Year." 

Yours sincerely 
Antony H.Jacobson, 
Publisher 
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.~.news ... news 
HIGH TECH 
HELP 
Honeywell has set up the 
Honeywell Enabling Techno
logy Task Team (E r3 for short) 
w ith the aim of applying the 
latest computer and micropr
ocessor techno logy to the 
prob lems of the handicapped. 

EYECOM is a project aimed 
to help those who cannot speak 
to communicate fluently via 
special optical sensors, even if 
they are completely paralysed 
apart from their eye muscles. 

Special spectacles display an 
array of symbols to the user and 
a sensor uses tiny beams of 
infrared light to detect w hich 
symbol the user is focusing on. 
The symbol is then disp layed on 
a screen, printed out, or used as 
input to a computer. 

ABLENET aims to help 
children with severe mental and 
phys ica l d isab ili ties to use toys 
and educationa l aids . 

Another successfu l project 
has led to a voice-activated 
telephone interface w hich 
enables quadriplegics to obta in 
jobs as switchboard operators. 

On the subject of computers 
and the disabled, the British 
Computer Soc iety's Specialist 
Group for the Disabled (North) , 
are organis ing a conference 
entitled Computers In Therapy. 

It is sched uled for 9-11 April 
1986 and w ill be held at the 
University of Manchester Inst
itute of Science and Techno
logy. Runn ing alongs ide the 
Current Perspectives 86 
conference run by the Health 
Informatics Groups, it is 
anticipated that the two events 
will merge for joint sess ions. 

The organ isers are looking for 
papers and contributions from 
people working in relevant 
areas. People wishing to submit 
papers, offer help or ass istance 
(practical or financ ial) or 
requiring more information, 
should contact: Mr F Ell is, 9 
Almond Tree Road, Cheadle 
Hulme, Cheadle, Chesh ire SK8 
6HW. Tel: 061 485 4467 Ext 
204 (office hours) or 061 485 
7738 . 

BTRAINS 
OK!! 

British Telecom recently 
an nounced detai ls of its newest 
software label, Rainb ird. 
Named after its founder, Tony 
Rainb ird, it wi ll be 
concentrat ing on "state of the 
art" simulations, appl ications, 
adventures and simulations. 

Firebi rd, Telecom's other 
software label, (which Tony 
Rainb ird co-founded) wi ll 
continue in its present pos ition . 
The fi rst 64 product to be 
re leased is the Advanced Music 
System (reviewed last issue). 
Rainbird are also developing 
software for Commodore's 
eagerly awaited Am iga, 
including a rumoured flight 
simu lation/Star . Wars game 
ca lled Starglider. 

Rainb ird products w ill also 
be marketed in the States by 
Firebird Licensees Incorpor
ated, a who lly owned sub
sidiary of British Telecom. 

ELEPHANT 
SITED IN 
IRELAND! 
Success of the Elephant brand 
of floppy disks and computer 
supp lies has led American 
manufacturer Dennison to 
open its first European floppy 
disk factory, in Southern 
Ireland . 

W ith the insta llment of the 
latest state of the art eq uipment, 
the new site is claimed to be the 
most automated and modern 
floppy disk factory in the world. 
The disks are virtually 
untouched by human hand and 
are manufactured in an 
environ ment of filtered and 
refi ltered air, wh ich is 100 parts 
per million clean! 

The completion of the factory 
wi ll add another 200 to the 
10,000 people already 
employed worldwide by 
Dennison . 

II I 

Commodore's Consumer Pro
ducts Manager, David 
Tomkins, is CCI's guest writer 
in this month's Commodore 
Comment. 

The opinions published here 
are those of Commodore, and 
do not necessarily concur with 
the views of CCI. 

A fter a busy Christmas, Commodore's home computer 
division are well into the busiest lime of the year . 

The 64 Compendium pack has really caught the imagination 
of non-computer owners and soon you'll be joined by close to 
100,000 new 64 users. One of the items in the Compendium is 
the Music Maker Software and keyboard which has shown just 
how versatile the 64 is and how easy it can be to use the 
powerful features of the SI D chip. Music Maker however, is just 
beginning and now becoming available are some really 
sophisticated sound devices. 'Sound Sampler' is my favourite, 
being able to record voice or sounds and then play them back 
higher or lower in pitch or even backwards. It's great fun and 
provides many of the gimmicks used in today's pop music. 
There's 'Sound Studio' for really professional synthesiseI' effects 
and 'Sound Expander' using the latest digital technology to 
produce up to 8 notes at a time of high quality syntheSized 
sound - Hey, I've jus~ thought of a great name for a pop group 
- The Commodores! 

Commodore's activity is by no means slowing down in the 
New Year, if anything we've got even more going on. We're 
launching 'Passport to Pleasure' from January 1 st - a special 
offer giving holiday vouchers worth up to £250 away with any 
piece of Commodore hardware - so if you're th inking of 
extending your system, now's the time to do it! 

1985 was certainly a watershed for the home computer 
market. In the ear.ly months of the year, the pundits were 
preedicting gloom and despondency for the industry and in the 
case of some manufacturers, these predictions proved to be 
accurate. There is no doubt that Commodore itself suffered from 
the uncertainty in the market place but now, thanks to excellent 
products like the 64 and the 128, and the support of its 
customers, Commodore is through this period and looking 
forward to 1986 with great excitement and optimism. 

In conclusion, I should like to thank you for your support 
during 1985 and wish you Happy New Year from myself and all 
at Commodore. 

David Tomkins 
Retail Product Marketing Manager 
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128 
Business 
Software 
Dialog has released enhanced 
vers ions of four of its business 
packages for the 128. 

Transact is a book-keeping 
system and nominal ledger 
package suitab le for 
a'ccountants and small business 
applications. 

Sales Ledger and invoice 
processor is an open item 
accounting system w ith 
extensive reporting to screen 
and pri nter. 

Purchase Ledger is another 
open item accounting system; 
and finally Stock Aid which is a 
stock contro l system. 

All four packages are fully 
integrated and can be bought 
separately at £39.95 or together 
for £90 . 

Contact: Dialog, 20 New Row, 
London WC2N 4LA. 
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Buffer them up 

DN Computer Services recent ly 
announced the Trudata printer 
buffer to free your computer 
while your computer is busy 
churn ing out your life history! 

The buffer absorbs all the 
data to be printed as the 
computer can send and then 
feeds the information at a speed 
the printer can accept, while 
leaving the computer free for 
other tasks. 

Both 16K (enough for 10-1 2 
pages of text) and 32K (20-2< 

pages of text) buffers are 
available for either parallel or 
serial printers. 

Prices range from £115 for 
the 16K version to £153 for the 
32K versions. All units have an 
integral power supply. 

Contact: oNCS, Truedata 
House, Green Lane, Heywood, 
Manchester OL 10 2oy. Tel: 
070667567. 

Keep it 
Clean 
Whatever the make of your 
computer, it needs to be kept 
clean and free of static. 

A new series of anti-static 
w ipes has been announced by 
The Process Contro l company 
ca lled Protostat wipes. 
Available in fully-sea led 10-
wipe packs, they each measure 
6" x 4" . 

The Protostat w ipe is 
impregnated with a static 
elim inating additive suspended 
in a solution containing ISP. 

The fluid used in Proto stat 
wipes is harm less and non-toxic 
and can therefore be kept on 
the work bench safely. 

A pack of 10 wipes costs 
£1. 70. 
Contact: The Process Control 
Company, Griffin Lane, 
Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire 
HP19 3BP. Tel: 0296 84877 

Four In One 
For 128 
Team M ate is a package for the 
128 including a word pro
cessor, spreadsheet, database 
and high resolution graphics -
all for just £49.95. 

The word processing mode 
utilizes an 80-column fo rmat 
and contains all the usual 
functions . 

In spreadsheet mode, there 
are 17 columns and 50 rows 
and frequently used 
ca lculations can be duplicated 
throughout these . 

The database allows you to 
store and retrieve mailing lists, 
inventories, persona l files, etc. 

H igh resolution graphics 
enab le the creation of pie 
charts, line graphs and bar 
graphs. 

As the programs are 
intergrated as a single system, 
data can be moved between 
programs. A window capab il ity 
allows data to be viewed in one 
screen while working with 
another set of data in the other 
screen. 

Contact: Team-Mate Software, 
oebden Green, Saffron 
Walden, Essex CBl 1 3LX. Tel: 
0377 830848. 

Accessories 
from 
Lightwave 
Lightwave, importers of The 
Stick, now offers a range of 
accessories for Commodore 
computers. Included in the 
range are cables, dustcovers, 
accessories and boards . 

All are said to be we ll
packaged w ith an illustrated 
description where app licab le, 
showing lead ends and 
mach ine compatibility . 

For more deta il s and a price 
list send a SAE to: 

Lightwave Leisure, PO Box 23, 
Wallasey, Merseyside L44 
lEW. 



Keep your eyes peeled for NOW GAM ES 2. Five major 
your attention on this packed-solid-with-fun cassette. 

1. AIRWOLF - Elite Systems Ltd 
Stringfellow Hawke must use his helicopter to free five 
imprisoned scientists in this exciting arcade game which 
takes place in a subterranean terrorist base! 

2. TIR NA NOG - Gargoyle Games 
This remarkable interactive graphic adventure allows you 
to play the mythological Celtic. Cuchulainn, searching for 
the fragments of the Seal of Calum. 

3. CAULDRON - Palace Software 
Take up the witches' challenge and unravel the mysteries 
of this beautiful land in this striking arcade adventure. 

4. CHUCKlE EGG 2 - A & F Software 
Help Hen House Harry in the smooth running of the A & F 
Chocolate Egg Factory! He must find equipment and find 
out where to use it In this amusing arcade game. 

5. WORLD CUP - Artie Computing 
This great football simulation lets you re-enact the 
tough fight to the World Cup Final. Playa friend 

Available from all good software retailers or the computer (a pretty tough opponent)! 

Also available directly from : Virgin Games Mail Order. 2-4 Vernon Yard. Portobello Road. London Wll 2DX 



Graphics 

A hologram is a form of photography 
which is 3~ . When you take a 

photograph you record light - both the 
direction and intensity. You record 
direction and intensity with a hologram, 
but also the phase of light. Phase 
differentiates between the light arriving at 
the fomt of an object and at the back, 
giving the appearance of 3~. 

The tricky thing with holography is that 
the only way to reconstruct a hologram is 
to use the same laser which you recorded 
with in the first place. 

A technique was developed whereby 
you make a transfer hologram from a 
master . For example, if a hologram is made 
with a red laser, when you shine a light on 
it, it will absorb or reflect off at different 
angles all the light which is red - it selects 
the wave length. That is what happens with 
white light holograms. 

There exist a number of problems with 
current methods of producing holograms. 
When you make a hologram using lasers, 
you movethe slightest bit, the result on the 
exposing plate is similar to the results of 
camera shake. Because the reflection or 
information is so tightly packed, you end 
up not seeing anything at all . 

Movement causes 
problems 

You cannot make a hologram of living or 
animate objects. Wayne Clarke of 
Richmond Holographic Studios illustrates 
this point with what one would assume to 
be an inanimate object - a loaf of bread! 
He explains: " If you try to make a 
hologram of a freshly baked loaf of bread, 
nothing will come out as bread is 
constantly undergoing movement. If you 
leave it a couple of days and try again, you 
will start to see something. Only when the 
loaf is completely stale and all moisture has 
evaporated can you successfully make a 
hologram. And that hologram will show 
what to all appearances is a completely 
fresh loaf of bread." 
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Holograms were originally 
a British invention in 1947 

by Dennis Gabor, a 
Hungarian working at 

Rugby. At that time lasers 
had not been invented and 
holograms were treated as 
an optical curiosity. When 
lasers were invented in the 

States, white light 
holograms really took off. 

Britain is now back in 
front with many 

companies producing 
commercial holograms as 

security devices. 
Computers and 

holography are developing 
very close ties as Sue 

Pearce discovers. 

Another problem is that holography is 
still a medium in which there is no way of 
reducing or enlarging images. A hologram 
acts as a window. If it is a small window it 
reduces the amount of the object you can 
see. With a large object, you either have to 
use a very large plate or make a model of 
the object. 

There are, however, solutions to these 
problems. The problem of living or 
animate objects can be overcome by using 
a pulsed laser. This operates by giving 
bursts of light which are very short -
something like 30 nanoseconds. 
Therefore, it records an object before it 
moves. You can also achieve an action 
sequence as in photography. 

It is still not possible to take a hologram 
of natural scenes, but there has emerged an 
amalgam of photographic principles and 
holographic principles, based on 
stereoscophy. 

The aim is to make a film using ordinary 
cinefilm. Shots of an object are taken 
through a number of angles. The negative 
of the film is then used as the object. It is 
then projected onto the hologram plate 
and is passed along the plate one slit at a 
time. Tbree hundred and sixty views are 
compressed onto the plate. When you 
view that, you are looking at 20 views, but 
compressed in such a way that your brain 
creates a 3D picture. 

Current state of the art 
At the recent Graphics 85 exhibition, 

examples are shown of the current state of 
the art concerning computers and 
holography. Andrew Pepper, who lectures 
on holography, explains the main areas 
people are working on. 

"There are two main areas people are 
working on as far as computers go. The first 
is ray tracing". 

"This is using a program on the 
computer which you give perimeters and it 
works out how light reflects off the object. 
You can get the computer to then draw out 
points on a graphics plotter. The actual 
points are then photographically reduced 
so small that they relect light. These points 
take on the form of a hologram. It's not 
particularly 3D, because there is not an 
incredible amount of information. " 

The second, and most used method, is a 
hybird of photography and holography -
holographic stereograms. 

Pepper says: "You can ask a computer 
to draw a drawing and then ask it to rotate 
through 360 degrees and photograph each 
degree. " This is the process explained 
above by Wayne Clarke. 

Although most work in holography is 
being carried out on very large computers, 
it was a home computer which was used in 
the original stages of a method employed 
by Polaroid . 



Pepper says: "Software was written 
using a home computer to draw a stereo 
image and to clculate the areas in between, 
using the output from the graphics plotter 
to make a hologram, In this way a 3D 
image of something that has never existed 
is created ," 

Another large company using 
computers in holography is Chryslar. 
Somewhere in the region of 40% of new 
engineering parts are produced by CAD 
systems, Designs are then converted into a 
hologram, This offers a saving in the 
expense of constructing models of parts of, 
or the whole car. 

Photography as ~n 
intermediary 

By using photography as an 
intermediary, you are able to make a 

There are all sorts of possiblilties, With 
computer graphics, an image has to be 
dealt with screen by screen because the 
information is 2D, With computer graphics 
applied, it is possible to see the end result, 
as with CADCAM (computer aided design, 
computer aided manufacture), 

"The ideal is to develop a system which 
is a kind of black box peripheral that can be 
logged into a CADCAM system," says 
Clarke, "This black box will, in some way, 
write onto a hologram plate, This maybe 
five years away, maybe ten or fifteen years, 
There's a difference between what people 
accept technically and what they accept 
commercially," 

Current graphics programs will handle 
perspective and changing views, There are 
3D programs available on very expensive 
systems, but it is still a very slow process, 

Clarke says: " If you want wire frame 
images you can get them quickly, but a 
solid, colo,ured model has to be taken one 
screen at a time and each screen can take 
two or three minutes, 
" If you want an image through 120 
degrees, and three views are required for 
each degree, you're talking about 18 hours ' 
of solid work, Once you've got the film, 
you have still got to bring it back to the 
laboratory,., hence the attraction of the 
black box," 

The problem is one of overcoming the 
technical and design equipment problems. 
In all these cases one is still hampered by 
the colour problem. New emulsions need 
to be developed. Some are available but 
only in research and development 
quantities. Another solution would be a 
laser which would provide light at three 
different wave lengths, 

Computers and holograms 
coming together 

"There's going to be a lot of work in 
marrying computers and holograms as 
computers become more sophisticated, 
cheaper and have greater storage capacity 
and, at the· same time, holograms are 

Graphics 

becoming more sophisticated," says 
Pepper. 

" The two are coming together. There's 
going to be a hybird of computers and 
holograms which will allow the generation 
of a hologram from computer graphics or 
things that have never existed," 

He continues, "Holographic computer 
games are a long way off. They are not ' 
possible with current technology, 

" There was a game in the States in 1980 
called Cosmos. It was a table top shooting 
game. The screen was a hologram and you 
had to shoot at holographic images. 
However, it didn' t seem to take off and I've 
heard nothing of it since," 

Most of the major innovations haVE 
come from scientists working either on 
their own or with big companies. It is thE 
colleges studying the subject who reall) 
show people what can be don. Waym 
Clarke says: "Some computer companie~ 
are interested in holography as a storagE 
medium. A large amount of inforamtior 
can be stored in a small place, 

"Provided that a suitable material coule 
be found you could, for example, take th! 
entire contents of the British Library ane 
store it in holographic memory the size of i 
sugar cube!" Clark compares the currentl) 
used magnetic medium to a car, in that 
there is only much you can do to improVE 
on the original standards, 

He says: " We are moving from an 
electronic age into the of light - satelitE 
communications, fibre optics, use of laser~ 
and optical computers. 

"In the next 25-30 years there will be an 
enormous change in the direction in which 
people are heading, 

"Lasers are following a path similar to thE 
development of the micro-processor, " hE 
continues. "Only it is about 19-20 year~ 
behind. 

"The use of holograms is tied in with the 
development of optical computers, When 
you have got optical computers, you are 
going to require enormous amounts of 
storage. At that point holograms will be 
used as a storage medium." 

hologram of anything that you can film, holography at allkleVa~I~~cilitieS available fodr 
These are generally termed multiplex or , see some examples Thirdly, to ma e, g holographers an 
integral holograms, f yOU would like to , Trocadero has a h" g to practlSItl 

Considering the nature of the problems \ of holograms, L?~don ~alled The Light ul~ldertake commi,ssions, d Holographic 
currently associated with holography, permanent exhlblhtl,Ob~t:lon 'IS on between ntly RlchmOn t 'n Europe 

h' 'd 'd I h I I 2 t curre , t blishmen I 
computer grap ICS proVI e an I ea Fantastic, t e eX

d 
'Iy It will cost yOU £ 0 StudioS is the onlY,es baas'lc and advanced 

solution, 1 Oam and 10pm al 'well-spent, offering courses In 
Wayne Clarke says: "The potential of get in but it is money Art Centre has holography, , of courses noW offered 

computer graphics is immense, For Br~ntford' s Wate~~~~on of holography, The wide vanety day seminar, a 
example, you can set up a camera and been running a~ e~~fore going, as the at the studios are ahi~~~nc\udes maki~g a 
computer system and then write a program but do ~hec mOve on, weekend semltlar w da basic practical 
that will supply a sequence of views of an exhibition IS due to If in Paris, it IS worth hologram, a dfivea f'lv~ day advanced 
object. The camera takes a picture, the If yOU find yourse f Holography, workshop an 
screen is cleared and another view is v'ls'lt'lng the mUseum 0 learn more abou, t d ced workshop , e specialist a van 
drawn, This process can either be carried If yOU want, to d HolographiC AI there ar 'I made to 
out manually orthrough the computer, For holography, Rlch~~~urses , wor~~hops which are tal or 
example, the program draws an image and Stud'ios run a sene, sO f the stud'ios were ds lane 

o specific nee " Informat'lon phone sends a signal to the camera which takes a' The original ~Ims a facility where the For more 25 
picture, The camera then sends a signal firstly, to prlod~~~xplored and develop ked Molina on 01-940 55 ' 

back to the computer to clear the screen, medium co
u

, I and creative ~~o~r~,:, :::::::::::::::r .. 1 and so on , This sequence of images is then through expenmenta rovide courses Itl 
translated into a hologram, " Secondly, to p 
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SAVE £79.75 on 
Professional Business 
software for the CBM 

C64 & Plus/4 Computers 

TRANSACT 
Book-keeping System 

TRANSACT is a book-keeping System and Nominal Ledger package 
Provides a flexible alternative to manually operated systems 
Observes normal accounting conventions 
Suitable for Accountants and small business appl ications 

Full Trial Balance printout excludes null Accounts 
VAT payments and rebates controlled through Clearance Account 
Produces Profit & Loss figure and 'quick' Balance Sheet 

Price Cassette £29.95 Disc £34.95 

PURCHASE LEDGER 

Open item Accounting System, Automatic 
payment runs, Print remittance advice notes, 
Allows for settlement and trade discounts, 
C heque writing capability, Ex tensive reporting 
to screen and printer, Suppliers referenced by 
name or part name 

Price Disc £29.95 

Home Accounts Manager 

HOME ACCOUNTS MANAGER is a comprehensive home 
management system designed to assist in the maintenance of any 
househo ld budget. There are 4 major options from the main menu 
as f ollows:-

1. HOME ACCOUNTS Produces detailed expenditure 
2. BANK ACCOUNT Full Bank statements, reports, etc. 
3. ADDRESS FILE 50 Name Addresses 
4. UTILITIES 

Price Disc £19.95 

VISA "d' I la og ... 

SALES LEDGER 
and invoice processor 

Open Item Accounting System 
Fast creation of invoices from product tables 
Multiple rates of VAT allowable on invo ices 
Suspense accounts fo r 'unrecognised ' payments 
Trade and settlement discounts allowable 
Extensive reporting t o screen and printer 
Clients referenced by name or part name 

Price Disc £34.95 

STOCK-AID 
Stock Control System 

Single Screen Format displays: 
Reference: Un ique Stock Code/ Description/ Supplier 
Prices: Current Unit Cost/Current Unit Sale 
Inputs: Units Bought & Value to date + number of Tra nsactions 
Outputs: Units Sold & Value to date + number of transactions 
Re-orders: Minimum Stock Level / Units to re-order & Value 
Update: Balance & Value of Stock/ Profit of Sales 

Price Disc £34.95 

We are offering our complete 
business set for an all in one 
price of £75.00 , 
A fantastic saving of 79.75!! 

Cheques made payable to Dia log Software 

C128 Software 
Now available. 
Phone 

DEBDEN GREEN SAFFRO N WALD EN ESSEX CB 11 3LX 
for 
Details 

Ph one: 0371831009 



The Key to the Future 
- is it the Super Computer? 
W hen you can buy a perfectly good 

computer for a few hundred pounds, 
you might ask why someone should be 
saying that we need to spend about £50 
million on a single jump in advanced 
computer power. Yet a report has just been 
published in the U.K. saying just that and 
warning that if the UK government does 
not come up with the cash to buy its way 
into 'supercomputer' world then the whole 
of the country s economic future will be put 
at grave risk. What is needed now , 
the report insists, is not the 
development of something in the next 
decade but immediate access to one of the 
already ex isting supercomputers of the 
Cray series, preferably the fastest 
commercia lly ava ilab le computer in the 
world the Cray X-MP Model 48 . 
('commercia ll y avialable' because the US 
Department of Defence and the CIA both 
possess massive specially created 
supercomputers specially created. And 
you can be sure nobody can buy them!) 

The report was produced by a 
prestigious working party drawn from the 
official bodies that guide the British 
government on research budgets and 
computer resources. It also included top 
industralists and was chaired by an 
eminent scientist Professor Alex Forty of 
Warwick University. 

The report links the U. K. 's fu ture directly 
with its need fo r a supercomputer. 
'Without access to supercomputers ... 
industries in Britain will find it increasingly 
difficult to compete in international 
markets'. 

It shows how already countries like the 
U.S. , Japan and West Germany are well 
advanced in providing their sc ientists with 
super computer power. 

In the U.S. for example a programme 
was launched last year to buy time-sharing 
for college scientists on already ex isting 
supercomputers . (In addition to the Cray, 
in the U.S. there is also the CDC Cyber 
205) . The U.S. programme also plans for 
the early establ ishment of four 
supercomputer research centres linked by 
a national communications network. The 
cost w ill be about $26 million a year for 
each centre - a total of $520 million over 
five years . 

The SuperComputer 
league 

At present, the U.K. lies second 10 the 
U .S. in supercomputers instzillcd. But it is <l 

long way behind - 13 to 77. Frilnce Jnd 
Germany have 10 each. Interest ingly Japiln 
has only five but it plans for a fast growing 
number of new instJllations, mainly in the 

Super computers are not 
just important, but 

beginning to playa vital 
role in many sectors of 

industry. The research they 
make possible is basic to 

the economic life of 
industrial countries. 

Anthony Mael examines 
the Report which 

tells us why. 

universities. The U.S. hJS 20 super
computers installed in government 
research laboratories, the U.K. only one. 
Aerospace - which includes defence 
spending and, of course, the StJr Wars 
plans - runs next with 13 in the U.S. (U .K. 
one again). The largest non-governmen t 
sector is oil. The big oil companies are rich 
enough to buy and use the 
supercomputers econom ically. In the U.S. 
there are 12 installed in til(> oil induslry, in 
the U.K. 3, France, <lnd Wesl Germany 1. 
One other interl'stillg .tre.t when' till' 
massive compulational Glicul,ltions 
required need the 'supers' is wealher. rhe 
U.S. has 4 working on n,lming and Ir.lcking 
their hurricanes and the U. K. has 2 to 
predict what has always been thought 
unpredictable - the British weather. 

Other places that have installed 
supercomputers are Australia (1) , Canada 
(2), Italy (1), Middle EilSt (2), Netherlands 
(2), Sweden (1), ilnd Switzerland (1). 

The Forty report points out thilt it is not a 
question of some recondite research in 
ivory tower academic laboriltories. It 
declares that progress across a whole range 
of crit ically important sectors ca nnot be 
made without ilccess to supercomputers . 
Massive compuling .cilpability is nol 
something, the report milkes cle;u, thilt 
should be restric ted to iln elite but it must 
be like water, electricity or gilS freely 
available to illl who need it. 

Advanced computing - the term used to 
describe supercomputers - in such areas ilS 
engineering is absolutely vital. Professor 
MacFarlane of Cambridge University, a 
member of the Forty working party, 
pointed out that without it the UK is 
'a lready falling behind in our ab ility to do 
the large field ca lculations required for 
aerodynamic and similar work and in the 
large scale system simu liltion techniques 
required for integrated circuit 

d~velopments'. He wt'nt on 10 pr<~dict 
difficulties in a number of induSlries and 
specificJlly serious d,lIihlge to the U .1' .. 
computer I1J rdwilr' · and softw<lre 
industries if the U .K. did not kl'ep up w ilh 
super computing c/('velopm('nts. 

The £50 millie. I, the Forty Report ca lled 
for was to be spent over five years. First to 
buy, immediately, the (ray X - MP Model 
48. Then to begin to pliln in 1988 to instJI! 
a second supercomputer. The Report also 
recommended the spending of £11 million 
on improving JANET, the university dJtil 
communications networks. It wan ted to 
see the crEation of high speed pilcket
switching long distalKl' lines between the 
major centres. 

About 20 Yl'a rs ,lgO, ilrlOtlwr cOl1lrnill('l' 
produced tlIP Flow(' ~ Repol I. II hi til< ' 
way for spendiqg Oil uiliversity cOl11putillg 
which, it is generally ilgrl'ed, Ihrusl the UK 
up witl, t:1l' 1" ;L.l(:'rs of scientifiC' rese,m:h ill 
many ilreas . The Forty Reporl cI('ariy slat('~ 
that the tin1l' 1r , 1 ~ come for illlOtlrer simil,H, 
if expensive leap forwilrd. Supl'r 
ce>mpulers and the vast power thcy conl-I,r, 
arE-. it SUggC5tS . a vital key to the future of 
the U. K. and illi rndustrial countries. Any 
country that dol'S not possess them may 
well find itself behind in the highly 
competitive race for world economic 
advantage .. . 

Advanced 
Computing 

S upercomputers which make 
'advanced computing' possib le have 

the enormous advantage of so lving huge 
computationa l problems at speeds wh ich 
mean that key questions can be responded 
to in time for practical use to be made of the 
answers. 

For example, when Halley's Comet 
passes the earth the large astronomical 
te lscopes that observe it are all controlled 
by computers - normall y mainframes. The 
telescopes - and observation satellites -
commu nicate their information in 
computer language. This stream of data is 
now so vast and complex that it needs a 
supercomputer to classify and interpret it 
properly. 

Astronomers are coming to bel ieve that 
the processes they thought they 
understood are rea lly much more 
complicated than they previously 
imagined. They consider that today' s 
mainframes, powerful though they are, 
simply cannot cope with the enormous 
variations required in creating all inclusive 
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computer models of astronom ica l 
phenomena and processes. One 
interesting point is that computer programs 
devised to help understand complex 
events that may take place light years away 
in distant stars can also be used to aid the 
understanding of such earthbound 
processes as the metabolism of animals 
and human beings. 

In weather forecasting too, there is a 
direct practical result of advanced 
computing. The early computers were at 
once used to solve the huge computational 
problems involved in long range weather 
forecasting or tracking - and predicting -
storms and hurricanes. Now, they can 
prov ide cheap and flex ible ways of testing 
theories and predictions which could only 
be otherwise tested in ve ry expens ive 
experi ments . 

In medicine, recent developments in 
laser plasma physics in the UK and the U.S. 
have brought the possibility of three 
dimensiona l X ray photographs. This 
would require huge computationa l power 
to interpret the billions of variations 
possib le but it would provide an 
outstanding aid in many areas of medical 
diagnosis and treatment. 

Thi s 'non-destru ctive testing' also has its 
uses in other fields too; allowing the testing 
of so lid materials such as machinery or 
pip ing without in any way damaging the 
object being investigated. 

Perhaps the fie ld in which there is the 
greatest present demand fo r advanced 
computing power is in biology. It is the 
molecu lar biologists, investigating life in 
terms of the chem istry and physics of the 
bas ic molecu les, who hunger for the use of 
massive computing power to exp lain the 
mysteries of what makes us what we are. 

Laser accelerators connected to super 
computers could accelerate elementary 
particles in experiments into the 
fundamental nature of matter. Laser 
accelerators could be 100 times more 
powerful than in the linear accelerators in 
use today. Data from accelerated particles 
wi ll be co llected at a far greater rate than 
today and will need supercomputers for 
their management. This is particularly true 
of X-ray crystallography, the technique 
which led to the discovery of the structure 
of DNA and its role in hered ity. Thi s 
technique is now. being applied to larger 
and larger molecules, w ith the idea of 
understanding the structu re of every aspect 
of physical being. This kind of research 
however does not need to be limited to 
human or an imal structure but can also be 
applied to things like better design of 
medicines or foods . 

So the Supercomputer w ill be reach ing 
out and touching more and more aspects 
of our lives. 
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Making 
Supercomputers 
more Super 
A supercomputer is not like HAL in 

2001 . It can ' t get close to what we call 
" think ing" . It is not necessarily even 
involved in the development of Artific ial 
Intell igence (see CCI March, etc). It is 
merely a mainframe writ very large indeed. 
The Cray series or the CDC Cyber 205 are 
designed to carry out very special kinds of 
ca lculation at the maximum poss ible 
speed . They are often compared in 
motoring terms to a racing car but a better 
comparison wou ld be for a home 
computer to be thought of as a canoe; a 
business (PC) comuter as a motor boat, a 
mini as a cargo vessel , a mainframe as a 
passenger ship and a supercomputer is one 
of those ungainly but extremely large oil 
tankers - hell to turn round but carrying 
enough oi l to light a big city for a week. 

The main force for the development of 
supercomputers has been the enormous 
improvement in sem i-conductor 
technology. While the home computer has 
ga ined power slowly and fallen in price 
quickly, the greater power avai lble has 
been app lied massively to create super 
computers . For example, the super 

numbers requIring ca lculat ions many 
times, it can be done in o'ne operation , 
saving time - which, in compu ter terms is 
money. 

Pipelines 
" Pipelining' is a kind of simulaneous 

multitasking. Its like manufactur ing, where 
you break down a process to be ca rried out 
into seperate sections on different 
machines. In pipelin ing, a ca lcua ltion is 
broken down into series of sub-operations; 
each sub-operation handled by a 
separate processor. This means that w hile 
one calculation is being carried out the 
next is already moving up the pipeline and 
does not wait for the first to be finished 
Time - and money - saved again. 

Array Processing 
Array processors are, as they sound, on 

'array' or multitude of small or simple 
processing units each carrying out the 
same instruction but each working on 
different elements of the data. It is like a 
factory of people carrying out differing 
tasks but all starting and finishing at the 
same time and producing one product. 
This means the supercomputer ca n work 
with w idely varying data but, because it is 
us ing a single instruction, it is able to 
complete a task much more qukkly. 

ICL's Distributed Array Processor and 
GEe's Grid are good examples of this kind 
of machine already in operation. 

The massive Cray computer as used in the University of London. 

computer of just 15 years ago was the 
Ferranti Atlas. There are many mainframes 
today that eq ual the power possessed. 
Today's supercomputers are about 200 
times more powerful. 

However, techn iques are being 
developed to add even more muscle to the 
heavyweight supercomputers. 

Vectoring 
'Vector computers' are programmed to 

manage vectors (large ordered sets of 
numbers) with a single instruction as if they 
were single numbers. The purpose is to 
ach ieve results for operations done 
through vectors much faster than they can 
be gained by carrying out the same 
calculation again and again on each 
number. So if you have a large set of 

Parallel Processing 
We have been promised this for a long 

time in small computers. In the super 
computers, it is already beginning to 
operate. Parallel processors can carry out 
more than one ca lculat ion at the same time 
employing a number of separate parellel 
process ing units. Thi s is technically very 
difficult to ach ieve, especia ll y when very 
many units are used. But it is thought to be 
the most likely avenue toward farther 
potential increases in supercomputer 
power. However, developemnts are taking 
place that w ill almost certain ly bring it -
and its advantages - fully into the next 
generation of supercomputers; and, it is to 
be hoped, the next generation after that of 
small computers. 



§DIMENSION 
computers I.t.d. 

27/29 High Street 
Leicester LE1 4FP 
Tel: (0533) 67479 

THE MIDLAND'S LARGEST HOME COMPUTER STORE 

commodore SOFTWARE OFFERS 

eMPS801 

PRODUCT ENQUIRY HOTLINE 

PRECISION 
Superscript 64, Disc. . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...... .. ~ - £49.95 
Superbase 64, Disc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ~ - £59.95 
Superscript+ Superbase 64, Disc . . . . . . . . . . . .. ~ - £99.95 
Supertype (Typing Tutor), Disc ...... . .. .. .... ~ - £22.95 
Supertype (Typing Tutor), Tape. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ~ - £17.95 
Superscript128, Disc ' . .. . . ..... . . ......... ~ - £59.95 
Superbase 128, Disc' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ~ - £74.95 
Superscript+Superbase128,Disc' ........... ~ - £124.90 
*These offers end 31st January 1986 

COMMODORE 
Easy File (Database), Disc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..£W:OO" - £19.95 
Future Finance (Planning Package) . . . . . • . . . . .. ~ - £17.95 
Easyspell (EasyscriptSpelicheck) .... .. ..... .. ..£59:1Jtf - £19.95 

AUDIOGENIC 
Wordcraft40 (Word processor). Cartridge ....... ~ - £24.95 
Magpie (Database), Cartridge + Disc .......... . ~ - £24.95 

HANDIC 
Easycalc (Spreadsheet), Cartridge . . . . ... . . ... ~ - £14.95 
Diary, Disc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ~ - £9.95 
Calc ResultAdvanced (Spreadsheet) . 

Disc+Cartridge . ..... . .... .... . . . . ... .. ~ - £39.95 

PRACTICORP - Business Starter Pack 
Inventory (Stock Control Package). Disc ..... • .... . ... .... £29.95 
Practicalc (Easy to use Spreadsheet). Disc .. ... .. ......... £44.50 
Practifile (3800 Record Database). Disc . . .. .. .. . . . ....... £44.50 
64 Doctor (Hardware DiagnostiC). Disc . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . £19.95 
64 Pack (Unique Applications Pack). Disc .............. ... £14.95 

Total Retail Price £153.85 
---

OFFER PRICE £49.95 

Practicalc 11- Advanced Spreadsheet with 
Database/Wordprocessing facilities. Disc. . . .. ~ - £49 .95 

Logo+Pilot(Educational Languages) . Disc .. .... ~ - £14.95 
Quick Brown Fox (Word processor), Disc . . . . . . .. ~ - £9.95 
Quick Brown Fox (Word processor), Tape . . . . . . .. ~ - £9.95 
Practicalc (Spreadsheet). Tape. . . . . . . . . . . . . •. ~ - £9.95 

PLEASE RING FOR DETAILS OF THE WIDE RANGE OF 
HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS AVAILABLE VIA 

OUR MAIL ORDER SERVICE. 

Please add £1 .00 towards carriage + packing 
on any software order, or hardware order 
under £40.00, and £5.00 Carriage on hardware 
orders over £40.00 
To order, either send cheque/P.O. with coupon 
or ring (0533) 57479127874 with Access/ 
Barclaycard number. 

COMMODORE C2N DATA RECORDER £44.95 £34.95 
Commodore MPS 801 Printer (without software) £99.95 
Commodore MPS 803 Printer £139.95 
Commodore 1701 Colour Monitor + 
Seiko Computer Wrist Terminal/Watch £199.95 
Commodore 64/128 Green Screen Monitor £99.95 
Commodore 128 £269.95 

. Commodore 1570 Drive £199.95 
Commodore 128 + 1570 Drive £449.95 
DPS 1101 Daisy Wheel Printer £199.95 
Pair Quickshot II Joysticks £14.95 
Currah Speech 64 £19.95 

PERSONAL CALLERS AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

ALL OFFERS STRICn Y SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. 

,- -- - -- - -- -.- -- - - - - - - - - -- - - --
, Send to: Dept. CC112. Dimension Computers Ltd. , _ .... 
, 27/29HighStreet,LeicesterLE14FP. ~ ~ 
, ITEM QUANTITY PRle 

. . . . . . . . . . 

TOTAL __ _ 

Name .... . . . .. . ... . . . . . .. . ... .................. . 

Address 

Telephone . .. ... . 
PLEASE ALLOW 7 DAYS DELIVERY 



A Concise History of the H~me Computer 
(or how to impress your friends!) 

I n the beginning was the ZX80, a real 
gem of a computer, with nearly 1 K of raw 

unadultered power. Its black and white 
unan imatable graphics were so 
outstanding, and its keyboard was so 
radical , that Sir Clive (or plain Cl ive as he 
was then) had to go ex-d irectory to avo id 
ferr iol purchasers from phoning him at 3 in 
the morning to order one of these £100 
wondermachines . 

almost as accepted as a fifteen year wait for 
a Sincla ir product, and w ithin a matter of 
two years Acorn - in conjunction with the 
BBC - annou nced the BBC (wow did these 
people have a way w ith names!) Micro . For 
£400 you got no screen, no cassette, and a 
product with no software backup. No 
wonder it was a success! 

fiddly bits - all for £400. 
Meanwhile Commodore, Apple, IBM all 

laughed away merril y at the failing British 
compu ter world , only to produce products 
of such incomprehensible incompatibil ity 
that some people were not sure if Clive had 
not em igrated. 

The close of this saga has to include one 
man - Mr Alan Toffee (oops, Sugar) who, 
having made millions producing twin tape 
players, ideal for copying software, 
decided to produce a computer that was 
cheaper and better than any English 
competition - with a monitor and cassette 
recorder thrown in. 

After thi s came the even more amazing 
(a nd just as excitingly named) ZX81 . With a 
wide choice of graphics colours (Black, 
White, White or Black) - some great games 
were programmed on this machine. 

If buying a ready made computer was all 
too much fo r you, and you needed to feel 
that the machine was created by your own 
fair hands, a new company had the answer 
for you! The Acorn Arom was a easy to 
assemble kit (req uiring only a BSc in 
electronics to assemble) . 

Meanwhile Clive was trying to produce a 
cheap altern ative, and soon he came up 
with the Spectrum - so named because it 
had a co loured stripe on the black box. 
This computer was hailed by the medical 
profession as a great addition to their 
research into arthritic fingers, as the 
keyboard was so appa lling that arthritis of 
the hand soon became ca lled 
'Spectrumi stis' . 

At a time when both Sinclair and Acorn 
are in dire trouble, one bei ng bailed out 
by the Italians, the other by Dixons, we at 
CCI wonder what this Quantum Leap into 
the quicksands of the microworld has 
really achieved? 

As time passed - please excuse me if I'm 
going too fas t - colour graphics became 

By this time the rush for cheap 
microcomputers had really begun, and 
Clive - in his normal ly astute way- spotted 
this trend, and produced an advertisement 
offering a black box, complete with wi res, 
lumps, dongles, and a wide va riety of Francis Jago . 

DUCKWORTH 
HOME COMPUTING 

USING THE COMMODORE 16 
by Peter Gerrard £9.95 

This is an essential book for any CI6 user. Starting with a refresher 
course in Basic progranuning, it moves on to explore the more 
sophisticated facilities available on the CI6, including windows, 
graphics and sound commands, c:tisk commands and the use of the 
built-in machine code monitor. 

With the aid of numerous examples the book shows you how to 
master everything from a simple game in Basic to machine code 
progranuning. A full-blown database, a complete adventure game 
and several other amusing and instructive programs are also in
cluded. Each program is accompanied by detailed notes enabling 
you not only to understand its structure but also to modify it to meet 
your own needs. A chapter is devoted to peripherals, including the 
creation of sequential and relative files. 

THE COMPLETE COMMODORE 16 ROM 
DISASSEMBLY 

by Peter Gerrard & Kevin Bergin £6.95 
This book is for anyone who has ever wondered how the C 16 really 
works. Intended for the serious programmer, it includes the 
fundamental memory map, ROM memory map, the c:tisassembly 
itself and (for reference) the complete 8501 machine code instruc
tionset. 

Peter Gerrard is the former editor of Commodore Computing 
International. He and Kevin Bergin are co-authors of The Complete 
Commodore 64 ROM Disassembly. 

VISA 

DUCKWORTH 
The Old Piano Factory, 43 Gloucester Crescent, London NWI 7DY 

Tel: 01 -485 3484 
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Adamsoft Special Offers 

Commodore 64 Software on Disk 
Firstbase + Firstword + Powerplan £56.95 
(save £60) 
Basic-64 Compiler + Assembler Monitor £34.95 (save 
£20) 
Chartpak-64 + Busicalc I £34.95 (save £10) 
Cadpak-64 + Videobasic-64 £49.95 (save £20) 
Zoom Pascal + Assembler Monitor £24.95 (save £20) 
Ultrabasic-64 + X ref-64 £19.95 (save £10) 
Synthy-64 + 3 Music Disks £14.95 (£12.50) 
Anatomy of 1541 Book + Super Disk Ut il ity £14.95 
(save £6.50) 

Special Offers on 1 st Books 
Machines Language Book + Advanced Machine 
Language Book £9.95 
Anatomy of the C64 + Tricks & Tips + Cassette Book 
£16.95 

Hardware Offers 
Commodore 128 + 1570 Disk Drive + 10 Disks £449.00 
Commodore 128 £269.00 1570 Disk Drive £199.00 
1541 Disk Drive + Anatomy of 1541 Book + 10 Disks 
£149.00 
1541 Disk Drive + MPS801 Printer £199.00 
MPS 801 Printer £99.95 
Free delivery within the U.K. 

Commodore-16 and Plus-4 
Send 12p or 17p stamp or sae (min 81/2/1 x 4/') for a free 
copy of our new 16 page catalogue of games, utilit ies, 
books and hardware. 
Payment by cheque/P.O., Access Card, or Transcash 
(alc 687944007) 

ADAMSOFT (Dept CCI), 
18 Norwich Avenue, Rochdale, Lanes. OL 11 5JZ. 

Tel : 0706 524 304 (inc evenings) 



ses 
For a Home Computer 

5 0 you are the proud owner of a 
home computer. What are you 

going to do with it? Whether it's a new 
experience for you or you're tiring of 
zapping and blasting your way 
through the latest games 
extravaganza, this article will give 
you some ideas on how to get the 
best f,rom your computer. 

Perhaps we exaggerate when we 
say 101 uses fora home computer. It 
all depends on whether we accept 
some of the more questionable uses 
suggested to USI by those who know 
(or those we thought knew). 
Suggestions like using it as a 
doorstop, bookends, paper weight, 
or even building a giant dinosaur 
(along the same lines as the 
submarine built out of tyres)! 

Seriously though, a computer is far 
more than just a games machine, so 
read on. 

The Gamer 
Most computer users will, at some time, 

want to play computer games. You will 
find a vast selection of excellent games for 
your Commodore computer catering for all 
tastes . There's the good old arcade game 
designed to test your reflexes - and the 
strength of your joystick as you blast away 
at the 399th screen. Test your imagination 
and logic with complex adventures, or 
.combine the two w ith arcade adventures. 

Chi ldhood desires of becoming a pilot or 
even a train driver can at last be fulfilled 
with realistic simulations - sometimes 
notorious for the massive instruction 
booklets . After read ing some manuals you 
may well feel competent to try the real 
thing, although we don't actually adv ise 
this! 

And for the more serious games player, 
there is a selection of computerised board 
games ranging from competition level 
chess to Monopoly. 

The Musician 
Computers provide the ideal tool for 

music. From a beginner to an advanced 
musician, you w ill fi nd something to satisfy 
your needs. Many programs are avai lable 
that w ill teach you how to write music, 
how to read music, or just how to play 
well -known tunes w ith absol utely no 
musical knowledge. 

It is possible to use your computer 
keyboard as a musical keyboard , but there 
are also cheap keyboard overl ays w ith 

several of the packages plus an immense 
va riety of keyboards w hich you can 
interface with you r computer just £70 to 
£700. 

M IDI (Musica l instrument d igita l 
interface) is a term you w ill quickly become 
acquainted with. Using a MIDI interface, 
you can plug all sorts of instruments into 
your computer for professional sounding 
results. 

Another fun peripheral is a sa mpler. This 
enables you to record any sound and to 
play arou nd w ith it : reverse it, speed it up, 
loop it. Records such as Paul Hardcastle' s 
19 were produced us ing a sampler. 

The Artist 
As we ll as amazing sound, your home 

computer is also capable of producing 
graphics. In th is issue we tell you about 
graphics peripherals - devices to add on to 
your computer for some outstand ing 
resu lts. There also numerous graphics 
programs wh ich ca n be operated by 
joystick or keyboard to help you produce 
anything from abstract designs to co lourfu l 
pictures, and also sprites if you are keen on 
writing your own games. 

The Teacher 
Lea rning can be fun. Especially with a 

computer. Many children wou ld much 
prefer to sit down in front of a computer 
than studying a text book and the 
computer is also a convenient learning tool 
for adults keen to swot up a new subject. 

Educational programs range from those 
designed for five to seven-year-o lds up to A 
Level sta ndards. A variety of subjects are 
catered fo r including maths, geography 
and languages. Severa l focus on books 
from the a and A Level syllabuses. 

On a lighter level, there are programs to 
teach you new recipes, or how to diet, 
exercise and discover your own IQ. 
O ne word of warning, do shop arou nd 
when considering educational programs. 
Some do li tt le more, if as much, as a text 
book. Others recognise the users'grasp of a 
subject and automatica ll y move onto 
harder questions. 

The Communicator 
Communicat ions is an area of 

computing which ca n be both fun and 
useful . You will req uire a modem, wh ich is 
a device connecting your computer to the 
telephone. Compunet is a 
commun icat ions network designed fo r 
Commodore owners. It enab les you to 

leave messages in the electronic ma ilboxes 
of other users, conta ins software for you to 
download (both free and at a price), and 
many other sections . A popular feature of 
Compunet is MUD (multi-user dungeon). 
Through Compunet you can take part in a 
massive on-going adventure w ith 
hundreds of other players. (See our MUD 
pages. ) With a modem you can also access 
Micronet 800, Prestel and more. 

The Businessman 
Computers are now a feature of many 

businesses . The home computer can play 
an important part in business, both in the 
office and at home. 

Word processing is one of the most 
commonly used functions. Look around 
and find a package w hich suits your needs 
and you will never want to go back to using 
a typewriter . 

Computers are also used to keep 
accounts, as spreadsheets, for the payro ll , 
as databases - the list is almost end less. 

Again think ca refull y about what you 
require a business package to do for you. 

The Controller 
With the use of software packages and a 

little imagination , you can set your 
computer up to act as a contro ller. Just a 
few uses to set your imagination going are: 
to contro l household lighting, as a measure 
of economy or as a deterrant to burglars if 
you are away; as a security device, rigged 
up to a vi deo camera or infra-red sensors; 
and to control robotic devices, such as 
robot arms or turtles. 

We only have space here to touch lightl y 
onall these uses, but we hope we have fired 
your imagination'. 

Don't forget though. If you want to get 
the best from your computer, look after it! 
Smoke and everyday dust and grime can 
play havoc with a computer. We do advise 
you to invest in some form of clea ning kit. 
They are not expensive and wi ll extend the 
working life of your computer with anti
static wipes, compressed air, brushes, etc. 
Don ' t attempt to clean a computer w ith 
household detergents, you' ll do more 
harm than good. And if your computer 
does develop a fau lt, in most cases it is 
advisab le to have it repaired 
professiona lly. Don't forget, taking the lid 
off your computer can inva lidate the 
guarantee. 

With that word of warning, we w ill leave 
you to get to grips with your computer! 
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.CREATE HI -RES GRAPHICS INC. VAT 

.TRANSFORM YOUR OWN PROGRAMS 

.COMES COMPLETE WITH DISC AND TAPE SOFTWARE
NO EXTRAS REQUIRED 

• SOFTWARE INCLUDES HI-RES GRAPHICS PACKAGE, 
MOUSE CONTROLLER, SPRITE DESIGNER, ICON DESIGNER 

"'"' 
SMC SUPPLIES ~ALERS PLEASE NOTE: 
125 East Barnet Road, Magic Mouse is now 
New Barnet, Herts EN4 8RF avai~able through/f . . . 
Tel: 01 -441 1282 . ' , . -;i/,f'-J7, . .... : 
Telex: 295181 SMC G . c:!:::..k.~ 

TRADE/EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME: . : : J~ D.': 

FLIPPY DISKS are the most versatile 5 y.." soft sectored disks available . 
They are double sided, double density, and specially designed to allow 
both sides to be used, either on a double or single sided drive. 
Single sided drive users will require the use of a DISK NIBBLER to enable 
them to write to the flip-side. The end user can now save up to 50% on 
disks and disk storage boxes. 

ORDER NOW 
AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR LAUNCH "SPECIAL OFFER" 

(SAVE £4.301 £2.00 off Disk Nibbler plus free Flippy Disk. 

(SAVE £13.001 £3.45 off box of 10 Flippy Disks plus free Nibbler 
And single sided drive users still get 100% more storBge 

Just return the order below, enclosing your cheque / p.c. / m.o. and post to 

Computatill Ltd .• Freepost. Oldham. OL9 6BR Ina stamp required) I Ilr' ~I 
or ring 061 6528006 with your Barclaycardl Access details. VISA 
TRADE AND BULK ORDERS PLEASE RING 0616528006 _ 

r-----------------, 
To Computatill Ltd., Fraepost. Oldham, OL9 SBR 

I I would like to take advantage of your launch "Special Offer" I 
I Qty I 

Please send c-=l DISKNIBBLER I S at~ £7.95 = £ 
I plus ~ FREE FLIPPY DISK lone per Nibblerl =------ I I Please send B BOX/ ESll0)FLlPPY DISKS atDa1lO £19.95 £ II 

plus FREE DISK NIBBLERI S I lone per box of 10 Flippy Disks) I 
I l enclosecheque/ p.o.im.o. for TOTAL = £ I 
I ::~:ESS ....· I 
I . . . ........ .. .. . .. . ". . .". I L _________________ ~ 

If you're as 

~ ~® 
Impressed o as we are 

with the new 

O Commodore 
. 128, you'll be 

even more 
Impressed with the new software that's 
appearing for It nowl Already we've got 

SuperBase 128 (£~ £85.00!), 
SuperScript 128 (£~ £69.95!), 

and the amazing VlzaWrlte Classic 128 
(~£89.00!)... so watch this space! 

~
lthOU9h we are by far 

the largest UK retailer 
of Super Base, VizaStar 
and VizaWrite for 1110 

Commodore 64, for 
.. over five years we 

have supported 
the best software for 

all the Commodore business machines! 
So if you have a CBM/PET 3000, 4000, 
8000, 700 or PC, then don't forget us .. 
we .haven't forgonen you! Why nol phono 

or write for our CBM/PET cata logue? 

¢l$ 
All the features you'll ever need for professional 

~ 4 word processing ... and then more! Unrivalled 
240-column lext handling, variable wldlh 

up screen, word-wrap, cut-.and-paste, four-way ~ scrolling. documenllinking for unlimited capacity, 
global search-and-replace, help screen, full memory calculator, 

row and column arithmetic, menu or keyed commands with command strings, 
background printing. complele letter quality print control, spelling checker wilh 

both UK and US disk dictionaries, comprehensive four part user manual. .. 

OUR PRICE ~ £58.951 ... WHILE STOCKS LASTI 

lliJGJ300KS 
The Anatomy of A Commodore 64 £8.95 
The Anatomy of the 1541 Disk Drive £8.95 
Your '64 Cassette Book £8.95 
Tricks and lips for your '64 £8.95 
Machine Language Book for the '64 £8.95 
'64 Advanced Machine Language £8.95 
Peeks and Pokes for the '64 £7.95 
Commodore 64 Idoa Book £8.95 
Graphics Book for your '64 £S.95 

~ 
Are you a !wo

linger typist? 
Then why nollet 
SuperType help 

. you learn to touch
type the fasl and easy way... wilh your 

computer as the teacher! All the family can 
Idarn this useful skill, at their own pace .. , 

and profil from Ihe very laiesl compuler
aided training and feedback techniques! 

ON TAPE £~ £16.951 

ON DISK £¢ £21.951 

~4 
Transform your Commodore 64 into a full 
featured professional database system, 
with up to 1000 characters per record on 

up to four screens ... and up to 128 Items 
per record, definable as key, text. numeric, 
result or date ... in files of up to 16 million 

charactersl SuperBase 64 even has calculator and calendar functions, easy Input 
from word processor or data files, both menu-driven and program contr~1. sortl~g 

and searching, fully definable report and screen formats... Superbase 64 IS essenllal 
if you want the most from your 64! Supplied on 1541 disk with excellent tutorial 

and reference manual, plus audio learning tape ... 

Your programs 

.We take off with 
'7.j;~ ~ will really 

_ JetPack 641 V 100% compatible 
with CBM Basic, Jetpack compiles 
Basic programs into machine code, 

running up to 25 times faster ... 
using up to hall as much memory! 

And it even accepts Basic extensions 
and machine code routines as well! 

WHILE STOCKS LAST... £~ £29.951 

NOWONLY~5 £69.951 

(lr.;",J BUM PER 
~ BUNDLES! 

For a limited period we can offer amazing 
savings on top-quality books & software from 

First Publishing. Save £60 on ONer No.1 
(FlrstWord ... First Base ... PowerPlan) 
for only £56.951 Save £20 on Offer NO.2 

(Basic 64 compiler + Assembler Monitor 64) 
... only £34.951 And save £1 0 on best-sellers 

ONer NO.3 (Anatomy of the 64 + Tricks 
& Tips + Cassette Book) ... only £16.851 

Please allow 5 days' delivery. 

VIZAST.2iR 64 ~~;::::::~~ 
grap~lcs too .. 

all Integrated 
into one amazing 

package, at an amazingly affordable price! The very latest design techniques combine 
the ultimate in ease-of-use with all the sophistication of a fully Integrated product... 

VlzaStar's advanced lealures include high speed malhs funclions, large 1000 by 64 
worksheet, programmability, windows, cell protection, search and sort, text editing, 

wordprocessor compatibility, simultaneous graphics .. . integrated with a 1000-charactcr 
per record database, up to 250 characters per field ... the only product of its kind for the 
Commodore 641 Suits most printers, supplied with excellent handbook. (XLS version now 

available wilh a 40% bigger spreadsheet plus business graphics. £~ £115.95!) 

OUR PRICE (XL4) NOW ONLY £74.95! 

VIZAWRITE 64 A high-performance, low-cost 
wordprocessor, with full on-screen 
formaning, that takes full advantage 

of the colour, graphics and memory capacity of the Commodore 64.. that works with 
both disk and tape ... and supports virtually any printer! With a concise and easy-to - follow 

user manual, VlzaWrlte is the ultimate personal computer word processor! JAvailable 
with VlzaSpell, a 30,000 word disk dictionary and spelling-checker, for £~ £85.001) 

VIZAWRITE (DISK) ~ £67.951 (CARTRIDGE) £~ £78.951 

SuperBase Starter (SAVE £10!) 29.95 EasyScript to SuperScript upgrade-
SIMON'S BASIC (SAVE £15!) 35.00 send disk and manual cover 44.95 
MASTER 64 (SAVE £30!) 39.00 SuperScript to SuperScript 128 57.95 
JETPACK (TAPE) 14.95 Super Base to Super Base 128 67.95 

WANT IT TOMORROW??? CALL US TODAY!!! ON 01-546-7256 

Prices Include VAT and POSTAGE 
and are correct on going to press. 
Order by post or phone, using 
cheque, Access, Barclaycard or 
postal order. Despatch Is by same 
day 1 st CLASS post Product dala 
available on request, or phone for 
advice II In doubt IREF A351 

LAKESIDE HOUSE, KINGSTON HILL, SURREY, KT270T. TEL 01-546-7256 



C omputer graphics have become part 
of everyday life. Even the computer 

illiterate will have marvelled over the 
special effects of the cinema created by 
computers in such films as Star Wars, Tron 
or even the more recent Weird Science. 

Television is another platform for the 
computer generated graphics used by 
advertising companies. And anyone who 
has walked into an amusement arcade, or 
played a computer game will be aware of 
the increasing sophistication of graphics. 

The home computer is an ideal tool with 
which to become familiar with the 
generation of graphics. Don 't expect to 
become Van Gogh overnight, but with the 
help of the numerous graphics peripherals 
around you' ll probably impress even 
yourself. 

There is a vast selection of programs 
designed to help you create graphics on 
your computer, but what we are 
concerning ourselves with here is the range 
of graphics peripherals designed to help 
you to make the most of the graphics 
capabilities of your computer. 

Before parting with your hard-earned 
cash, you should decide what you want to 
achieve with a graphics peripheral and 
which type will you find easiest to use. 

The newcomer to computer graphics 
will most likely feel more confident 
discovering hidden talents with the use of a 
graphics tablet. 

Graphics tablets generally come in the 
form of a graphics tablet, a sensing device 
which electronically senses the movement 
of the control arm and translates that 
movement to your television or monitor. 

The many features incorporated into 
graphics tablets include: colours, clear, 
draw, fill , erase, circles, lines, and boxes. 
All these features are easily accessible, 
although they may vary in accuracy from 
package to package. 

One of the biggest advantages of a 
graphics tablet is that you can rest it on a 
table or your lap for comfort and for ease of 
use. 

All you need to know 
about the peripherals 
which will enable you 

to create graphical 
works of art. 

Anirog market a package called Super 
Sketch (although unfortunately we. hear 
that there are supply problems, so if you 
are interested look in your local computer 
shop while stocks last) . Super Sketch is 
constructed of clear white plastic and has a 
clear plastic control arm which moves the 
pen holder around the tablet. You can 
place a pencil or other drawing utensil 
through the pen holder. Paper is held in 
place by clamps which are released by the 
release bar at the head of the tablet. 

An added bonus wuth Super Sketch is 
the thoughfully provided collection of line 
drawings which can be held in placeby the 
clamps and which allow you to explore the 
many features of the package before 
embarking on your own masterpiece. 

The Touchmaster, distributed in the UK 
by Panorama, says it all in its name. 
Touchmaster is easy to use and provides a 
large working area. It is a pressure sensitive 
device operated by any applied pressure, 

using a stylus, pen or pencil. This graphics 
tablet is ideal for the first time user, but also 
provides a sophisticated graphics tool for 
the more experienced graphics designer. 

If you want to 'buy British', British Micro 
offer Grafpad II. This digitising tablet and 
pen can be used with various graphics 
programs to create high resolution 
graphics. You can design graphics, trace 
outlines of pictures or graphs and do free 
hand. drawings in a choice of colours. For 
the more advanced, Graftpad II also 
enables you to design circuit diagrams, 
mechanical engineering and kitchen 
designs ! 

Koala Pad, from Audiogenic, conjures 
up pictures of flying to Australia with a 
small furry companion. Uust get on with it
Ed!) It is a touch tablet and accompanying 
graphics program which enables you to 
manipulate objects on screen and to 
enlarge any pictures created. 

If you've a steady hand, a strong arm and 
a desire to stray away from the 'pen and 
paper' approach of graphics tablets, then a 
light pen may be the answer for you . Light 
pens are also usually substanially cheaper 
than graphics tablets if you are limited by a 
tight budget. 

Light pens get their name from the light 
sensor at the tip of the pen which picks up 
information from the screen . A switch tells 
the pen whether to ignore or act on signals. 
With a light pen, you quite simply sketch 
your drawing on the screen. Some people 
find this easy, others find their hands 
slipping and their arms tiring before the 
masterpiece is complete. 

A choice of drawing styles is usually 
available including such options as lines, 
dots, turtle, continuous and erase. 

Datapen Technology have a light pen 
called - wait for it! - the Datapen. This is 
accompanied by a comprehensive and 
easy-to-understand manual. An 
introductory program includes a section on 
how to find routines for your own 
programs, and a Hi-Res draw option to 
produce high resolution drawings. 

If you are a C16 or Plus/4 owner, then 
you may want to look at the Trojan 
Lightpens from (here we go again!) Trojan . 

Also compatible with 64 and VIC-20, 
Trojan Lightpens will draw freehand,,,can 
magnify or reduce and can fill in with either 
colour or two different patterns. 

First Koala'S, now mice! Do we have a 
fixation with small furry creatures? No, a 
mouse is the 'name given to a graphics 
peripheral which is operated by sliding it 
slowly over a smooth surface, such as a 
table top, with your hand. 

Mice are the ideal graphics tool for those 
who require very precise graphics. For 
example the business man who would like 
to create impressive pie charts and 
diagrams for his reports. 
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The quality of circles and diagonal lines 
is often better with the use of a mouse and 
the speed in which shapes fill is an added 
bonus, serving to justify the price. 

someone had to do it! Another icon-driven 
program, it contains all the necessary 
commands and more (including an 'undo 
last move' command). 

This really is a precise graphics 
instrument - and so it should be designed 
as it is along the same lines as the tracker 
balls used by the Ministry of Defence and 
air traffic controllers. Software is given 
away free with the tracker ball, based on 
the popular Panorama H program from 
Talent. 

Another advantage in purchasing a 
mouse is that several companies are 
producing utility and word processing 
packages designed for use with the mouse 
for the more serious graphics user. 

Our review sample of the MS2000 
turned up just too late for inclusion in this 
issue, but if you can wait until next 
month ... watch this space! 

The Datex Graphics Mouse System, 
from EEC, is icon driven with pull-down 
menus making it easy to use. A variety of 
functions are offered from the usual draw, 
paint, fill and erase to text, brush styles and 

. a choice of spray and fill patterns. This is an 
excellent package to get to grips with, 
although the absence of an 'erase last 
move' option had us tearing our hair out on 
more than one occasion. 

"Built like a battle ship." We've said it 
before, but it is an apt description of the 
Marconi RB2 tracker ball from Central 
Trade Exchange . 

Designed as a quality device for the 
serious hobbyist, for educational uses, and 
for low cost CADCAM applications, the 
tracker ball also doubles as a joystick for 
some nifty games playing. 

All the graphics peripherals mentioned 
here allow you to save your works of art on 
disk or cassette, and many enable them to 
be incorrporated into your own programs. 

Joystick and mouse controls are 
replaced by a central ball which rotates 
freely. 

For details on price and where you 

The Magic 'Mouse, from SMC, suggest 
all sorts of graphical marvels with its name. 
Indeed it is a comprehensive package 
enabling you to create high resolution 
graphics which can be incorporated into 
your own programs. It comes with a choice 
of disk or tape software which includes a 
hi-res graphics package, mouse controller, 
sprite designer, and an icon designer. 

Newest in the family is the MS2000 
mouse from Wigmore House - well
known for their BBC mouse-equivalent. 
Designed for the 64 and 128, the MS2000 
mouse comes with a software program 
delightfully named 'Cheese'! I suppose 

Datapen 

Trojan Lightpens 

Grafpad II 

Features 

Buff casing, no interface needed 

Black. Will draw freehand, can 
magnify or reduce, can fill in with 
either colour or 2 different patterns 

Features 

Use to design circuit diagrams, 
mechanical engineering & kitchen 
designs, in general CAD packages 

Commodore 
Machine 

64, VIC20 

64, VIC 20, 
C16 

Commodore 
Machine 

All 

The Touchmaster A4 size surface which generates All 
coordinates. Free graphics program. 
can fit different overlays 

Super Sketch Graphics tablet with many features, 64 
which comes complete with Starter 
Kit 

Datex Mouse Mouse, tape & disk software 64 

The Magic Mouse Mouse, tape & disk software 64 

MS 2000 V Optical encoding and a 
comprehensive cassette-based software 
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Price 

£25.00 

£17.25 

car. obtain them, turn to our 
graphics checklist. 

Guarantee Company 

1 2 months Datapen 

Trojan 

Price Guarantee Company 

£44.95 6 months British Micro 
(interface 
£23.95) 

£99.00 12 months Panorama 
(including 
interface, 
pad,stylii 
& overlay) 

£51.95 12 months Anirog 

£76.00 

£59.95 

£69 

12 months EEC 

12 months SMC 

12 months Wigmore 
House 



HIGH-RES GRAPHICS AT LOW-RES PRICE 

FREE-HAND DRAWING 
ICON SOFTWARE 
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USING GRAFPAD 
FOR TRACING 

• A4 SIZE DRAWING AREA 
• HIGH RESOLUTION COLOUR 
• HOME AND BUSINESS USE 
• VARIETY OF OPTIONAL 
PROGRAMMES 
• FREE HAND DRAWING 
• CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 
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ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT 
DESIGN WITH CIRKWIK 

WEA rH ERB ORRO 

WAT ER OAR 

BflRDWODD CIU 

P I TCIIMA S TIC 
SCREED 

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 
WITH DDX SOFTWARE 

FREE ICON DRAWING 
SOFTWARE WITH EACH 

GRAFPADII 

£59.50 inc, VAT 

.C.A.D. 
• PCB 
LAYOUTS 
• EASY 
TO USE Avai lable from most Computer dea lers or direct from Grafsales Ltd . 

GRAFPADII-
THE ULTIMATE IN GRAPHIC INPUT DEVICES 
FOR THE BBC, COMMODORE AND AMSTRAD MICROS 

The first low-cost graphic tablet to offer the performance and durability 
required for business, industrial, home and educational applications. 
It's small, accurate and reliable. Needs no adjustment or preventive main
tenance. GRAFPAD II is a unique product that brings the power of modern 
technology under the control of the user. 

GRAFPADII: 
• A brilliant British invention 
manufactured in Gt. Britain, unequalled 
in the world of graphics input. 

• Ferranti's space age technology 
makes the Grafpad II unique in its 
digitising technique. 

• The culmination of 3 years of 
advanced research to create a final 
graphical solution for the world 
computer market. 

IT COMBINES IN ONE DEVICE ALL THE 
FACILITIES OF PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS AT 
INPUT DEVICES. THE APPLICATIONS ARE 
AS NUMEROUS AS THAT OTHER 
COMMONLY HELD DEVICE-A PEN!-AND 
INCLUDE: 
• Option Selection. Form Input. Data 
Collection. Logic Design. Circuit Design 
• Picture creation. Picture storage 
• Picture retrieval. Construction design 
• CAD .• Text Illustration. Games 
• Pattern Design. Education. PCB Design 

SPECIFICATION 
~: ;;::;S~:;;- - - - - --I 

Resolution: 
1280 x 1024 pixels 

Repeatability: 
1 pixel 

Output rate: 
2000 co·ordinate pairs 
per sec. 

Interface: 
parallel 

Origin: 
LH corner or selectable 

Dimensions: 
350 x 260 x 12 mms . 

EXPORT AND DEALER 
ENQUIRIES WELCOMED 

Unit 8, Derby Works, Carey Place, Watford, 
Herts, WD1 2LR. Tel: (0923) 43942 I 

Please supply __ GRAFPAD(S) II for * MICRO I 
at £59.50 plus £2.50 p&p or £8 Courier insured delivery. 

' Please indicate for which machine . NAME: ____________________________________ _ 

ADDRESS: __________________________________ __ 

Cheque enclosed value £ _______________ _ 

I 
I 
I I You can pay by credit card or telephone your order I 

~:= I_ J 1 J!J 
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P icture if YaEl will, the peaceful scene 
of a family sitting round the television in 

a cosy living room. All is well. .. or is it? 
Granny is fighting with young Wendy over 
whether they should be watching 
BrOOKside or Adrian Mole .. . and little 
'Herbet is i nsis~ing that he needs to use the 
television to finish programming his latest 
mega-game (he's only been working on it 
for eight months after all!) 

Sound familiar? If it does - and maybe 
even if it doesn't - it's about time you 
considered becoming a two television set 
home. Better still get yourself a monitor to 
get the best from your computer. 

Why a monitor as opposed to a a second 
television? Well, it really depends on what 
you use your computer for. If you regard it 
merely as a games machine (shame on 
you!), then a television set may be fine - if 
you don't mind a fuzzy picture and the odd 
flicker. 

Consider this. There are two ways of 
producing an on-screen display from a 
computer. With a television you have to 
fiddle around with the aerial socket at the 
back of the set and tune a spare channel 
into the computer. 

Alternatively, with a monitor you plug 
directly into the back of the computer 
without the aggravation of tuning in the set 
to the computer. 

Looking closely at the two processes! it 
becomes apparent that although both 
types of set produce an on-screen display 
of information, they do it in different ways. 

The conventional television produces its 
picture by receiving the signals from the 
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If you have a computer in 
your home, you will 

recognise the need for a 
second TV set or, better 

still, a monitor. We tell you 
how to best suit your 

requirements. 

computer through its aerial socket using 
the same system that it uses to receive, or 
produce, broadcast television pictures. 
That is, Radio Frequency (RF) - it uses its 
own tuner. Monitors produce pictures by a 
more direct means, by cutting out the tuner 
section thereby eliminating RF interference 
inherent in this system. The signal from the 
computer is transfered directly onto the 
screen. Another advantage of monitors is 
that home computers alsd demand a signal 
bandwidth capable of displaying 80 
characters across the width of the screen. 
This is more than the ordinary television set 
can manage. 

A bewildering selection of monitors are 
available as manufacturers rise to the 
requirements of the end-user. Coming in all 
shapes and sizes, they can be divided into 
five main groups: monochrome, TV! 
monitors, standard, medium and high 
resolution . 

Monitor resolution governs the quality of 
a monitor's display. It is the ability of a 
monitor to clearly display a number of 
pixels or computer defined dots. Pixels are 
the units which make up the graphics or 
text images on the screen. The higher their 
density, the better the ·quality of visual 
display. 

Before rushing out and parting with your 
hard earned cash, sit down and think about 
what you use, or intend to use, your 
computer for. 

For purely games use, you will find your 
needs adequately met by a lower quality 
monitor. If you use your computer mainly 
for word processing, programming and 
business uses, you will easily pick up a 
relatively cheap monochrome monitor. 
These are usually avai lable with either 

ure? 
amber or green screens. 

A standard resolution monitor is 
satisfactory for games, but will only 
produce a display good enough for a 40 
column screen. The next step up is a TV/ 
monitor which combines the standard 
monitor facility with a television. 

Medium resolution monitors can usually 
just manage an 80 column screen and they 
also eliminate much of the eye strain 

commonly associated with low-resolution 
sets. At the top end, the high-resolution 
monitor. Although perfect for 80 column 
use, the price of a high resolution monitor 
sets it above the financial reach of the 
average computer user, but makes it ideal 
for businesses. 

Do shop around when chOOSing a 
monitor. Beware inflated prices and the 
shop assistant who like to appear 
knowledgable, but actually know less 
about the products they are attempting to 
sell than a worm! Yes, we've all come 
across them in our time. 

Look out instead for the models which 
include extras such as anti-glare screens 
(far more convenient than draping the 
lastest copy of CCI over the monitor in 
order to cut out glare on those sunny 
days!), and remote control units for the 
same price as a similar monitor lacking 
these features. 

Arm yourself with our monitor checklist 
and go forth into the world of monitors! 
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'MONITORS! 

Product Features Price Guarantee Company 

BM7502 P31 Phosphor, green screen 12" £87.95 12 months Ph i lips 
Mono 

BM7522 LA Phosphor, amber screen 12/' £91. 95 12 months Philips 
Mono 

BM7542 WD Phosphor, Paper white screen, £91 .95 12 months Philips 
12" Mono 

BM7513 P39 Phosphor, green screen 12" £119.95 12 months Philips 

CM8500 Std. resolution , grey glass screen 14" £222.95 12 months Philips 
colour, composite video 

CM8501 Std. resolution, grey glass screen 
RGB 14" colour 

£243.95 12 months Ph il ips 

CM8524 Std. resolution, dark glass etched 
screen, composite video + RGB 14" 

£279.95 12 months Philips 

colour 

CM8533 Med. resolution, darkglassetched £314.95 12 months Phi l ips 
screen, composite video + RGB 14" 
colour 
Compatible with 64, +4, 16, 128, 
PC 

CM14 14" monitor, RGB, Scart, composite £199.99 12 months Fidelity 
video. Colour. 

KX14CP1 14/1 monitor, new and specially 
designed unitfor use w ith personal 
computers. H igh resolution, video 

£462.50 12 months Sony 

input connector enables it to be used 
with VTR orTV tuners and direct 
broadcast satellite. 

1701 14/1 colour monitor gives the £230.00 12 months Commodore 
sharpest picture with the most vivid 
colours poss ible from any 
Commodore home computer. It has , 
two inputs . The composite video 
input at the front w i II accept a signal 
from the VIC 20 or a su itablevideo 
recorder. The second input accepts 
chrom inance and luminance signals 
output from the 16, 14 and +4 . 
Comes complete with 8 pin 
connecting lead. 

1431 AP 14/1, standard resolution, £259 Microvitec 
low complexity colour display, 
high quality resolution 

2030 AP 20", standard or high resolution £465 Microvitec 

CM31481 VI 80-column text d isplay, £270 Thomson 
green or amber text switch 

VM 3102 VG Flat-face monitor with green 
text (amber text-VM 3102 VA) 

£85 Thomson 

CM 36632 V 40-column text display, 
built in speaker 

£189 Thomson 
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STACK 100 PRODUCTS 
FOR CBM64/128 (64 mode) 
• TRACKER BALL 
• BALLPOINT® COLOUR 

DRAWING SOFTWARE 
• FUNCTIONS AS JOYSTICK TOO 

(Software is supplied on cassette 
but is transferable to disk) 

A superbly smooth OPTICAL TRACKER BALL system for the CBM64 with a switch to change 
from ball to joystick mode. Ballpoint is a 100% Machine Code Program in HIGH RESOLUTION 
MULTICOLOUR mode giving 2 SCREENS of 160x200 pixels. Disk or tape picture saving 
- Printer Output - Icon manipulation. 

• Over 20 Ball-Selected Commands • Pick-up-a~d-Move Feature for sections of your pictures 

• Extra One-Key Commands • 16 Colours - Use any 4 at once • Accurate and stable 

Background 
Circle 
Clear 
Colour 
Copy 
Exchange 
Fill 

Get 
Line 
Lock X 
Lock Y 
Merge 
Nib 
Output 
Plot (OR) 

Plot (XOR) 
Put 
Quadrilateral 
Read 
Unplot 
Write 
Zoom 
Etc. 

Available from good computer stores or direct from 

MEEDMORE (DISTRIBUTION) LIMITED 
28 Farriers Way Industrial Estate, Netherton, 
Merseyside l30 4Xl ~ r==l 
Tel: 051-521 2202 ~ ~ * P&P FREE , Cheques : Meedmore 

'MS 2000 COMMODORE MOUSE 

The MS 2000 is a beautifully designed peripheral used to move the cursor simply 
and quickly around the screen like a drawing pen, paint brush or air spray. This 
popular device is so natural and friendly to use that it will add an exhilerating 
new dimension to creative art, CAD, design and business drawings such as 
graphs, pi charts and plans. 

The MS 2000 is a high quality mouse with a RU.BBER COATED BALL which is 
quiet and will not lose accuracy through slippage. The hardware incorporates an 
OPTICAL ENCODING technique in the mouse which has a resolution of 100 
points to the inch. It is accurate, reliable and repeatable . 

ONLY £64.90 INCL. MS2000 + CASSETTE. ROM CARTRIDGE OPTION £ 14.40 
Compunet"must be the Ibest" 
Popular Computing Weekly"hardware excellent, 

software technically stunning'" 

W
T.GMORE Commodore Horizons"certainly the best Mouse .1 for the C64" 

, HOUSElIMITED 32 Saville Row, London W1X 1AG. 01-7340173 - 01-7348826 



T his is the first of series of articles in 
which we will be looking at how to get 

the most out of your computer using the 
BASIC programming language. It doesn't 
matter which model of computer you have 
bought, one of the main functions of this 
series is to cover ALL the current 
Commodore computers, i.e. C16, PLUS/ 
4, C64 and C128. There are several 
assumptions that I have made during this 
series. The first being that you have set up 
correctly and switched on the computer. 
The second that you have read a little of 
your USER MANUAL which was supplied 
with the computer and know how to SAVE 
and LOAD programs from your cassette 
unit or disk drive. Finally, you WANT to 
learn something about computer 
programming. I will not be providing 
program listings which draw pretty patterns 
and have novelty value of 5 minutes, 
plenty of other places to find these. We' ll 
be looking at the whys and wherefores of 
BASIC programm ing. 

Although there are a large number of 
books which you can buy about 
programming your computer in BASIC 
they tend to be rather general purpose as 
opposed to specific to your own machine. 
The best advice here is to look before you 
buy. For C64 owners there are two books 
which I feel are indispensable and which I 
can personally recommend . These are 
"The PROGRAMMERS REFERENCE 
GUIDE" by Commodore which costs 
£9.95 and " PROGRAMMING The 
COMMODORE 64" by Rae West which 
costs £14 .95. 

A computer is really on ly a box fu ll of 
electrical switches which can be set either 
ON or OFF. The position of these 
individual switches and the relationship 
that they form to other switches within the 
computer determines what the computer 
will do at anyone time . Because the 
switches can only be ON or OFF, this forms 
the basis of a simple mathematical formula 
represented by 0 or 1, i.e. 0 represents OFF 
and 1 represents ON. Thus the relationship 
of groups of switches can be written down 
on paper like this: 001 meaning switch 
numbers 1 and 2 are OFF wh ilst switch 
number 3 is ON. 

These switch groups I mentioned are of 
fixed sizes and can be either4,8, 16,32,64. 
etc. You will notice that these numbers are 

If you have just become the 
proud owner of a 

Commodore computer (or 
even if you've had one for 
a while) and would like to 
learn how to program in 

basic, then this series is for 
YOU! 

multiples of 2 and this is the connection 
between the representation 0 and 1 as 
switch positions because a and 1 are 
BINARY numbers or base 2 numbers. The 
group width to give them their correct 
name are termed bits, so a computer 
whose switches are grouped together in 
banks of 4 is termed a 4-b it machine. 
Home computers such as the ones we are 
invo lved with here are genera ll y 8-bit 
machines: business personal computers 
such as the IBM-PC and APRICOT are 16-
bit machines; and the super personal 
computers such as the Commodore 
AM IGA are 32-bit machines. As a rough 
idea as to how many switches your own 
machine contains, multiply the RAM size 
by 8, so a C16 contains (16000 x 8) = 
128,000 whilst the C128 contains just over 
1 million, (my AM IGA conta ins 16 
million!).' 

What is a program? 
A computer without a program is rather 

like a car without petrol, you won 't get very 
far! The easiest definition of a computer 
program is a set of instructions in a form the 
computer can understand and execute. 
The idea of programming a computer is 
really the setting of these switches and in 
fact the very early computers of the 1940's 
and 1950's used programs which 
cons isted entirely of O's and 1 ' so This is 
called machine code and is extremely 
difficult to follow and under,stand by 
people so obviously the ideal became to 
use programs which contain just 
statements in plain English. 

Machine code is called a low level 

language because it is close to the 
computer in the sense of the switch 
settings. The development of computer 
programming languages still continues 
today and although there is still no 
programming language that completely 
emulates everyday English, some are very 
close . This concept of 'language level' is 
very important, BASIC is called a high level 
language since it is closer to English than 
machine code. 

The fo llowing tab le shows some 
programming languages and where they lie 
in the scheme of levels :-
LOW Level. .............. Mach ine Code 

Assembley 
Language 
FORTH 
C 

HIGH Level. .. ... ... ..... . FORTAN 
COBOL 
PASCAL 
BASIC 
COMAL 
LISP 

Some of these languages may be fami liar 
to you , you may have seen some programs 
using them or even programmed in them 
yourself. Of these BASIC is the most 
common since it is generally supplied w ith 
the home computer and Commodore 
computers are no exception to this. 

A high level language program such as 
BASIC is executed by the machine in line 
sequence order; in other words the 
computer reads the first line, acts on the 
instruction and then moves on to the next 
line. The program flow patch is very rigid. 
If it isn 't the program 'crashes ' as the 
computer tries to execute an instruction it 
can 't. For instance if the program directs 
that the next instruction should be 'move to 
line number 100' and line number 100 is 
not in the program then the machine w ill 
'crash ' or stop. The effects of the program 
crashing will be usually a screen which is 
full of mixed characters and co lours and 
the keyboard will not respond to anything. 
The so lution is to switch off the machine or 
use the RESET button if one is fitted 

Basic as a language 
BASIC is argueably a good programming 
language to start learning. The most 
compelling reason is because it comes free 
with the computer. It is also relatively close 



Basic . 

to English and depend ing on the 
application or purpose of the program, 
BASIC runs at a reasonable speed. So let's 
get going and try some BASIC 
programming. 

One of the very first th ing any program 
usually does is to clear the screen of any 
characters and set up the opening screen 
us ing co lours and/or characters, rather like 
the start of a film . There are a number of 
ways in which th is can be done. Type the 
word NEW and press RETURN and type in 
the following program . 

PROGRAM 1:-
10 PRINT "(CLR)" 
20 PRINT "WElCOME TO 
THE COMMODORE 
COMPUTER SHOW" 
30 PRINT "I HOPE YOU 
WILL ENJOY IT" 

When you have done this type the word 
RUN which is the instruction to the 
computer to start your program. You wi ll 
notice that I have used line numbers wh ich 
are always at the beginning of each line. 
This is very important since the machine 
wi ll recognise that it is starting to read a 
new line. For instance if you typed:-

10 PRI NT "CLR" 20 
PRINT "WElCOME" 

you will not produce the same result as 
program 1. This program is qu ite easy to 
understand since it reads more or less as to 
what the computer is going to do. Line 1 0 
uses the word PR INT meaning display on 
the screen all of the fo llowing words or 
numbers enclosed in the quotation marks 
(the " "). In th is case we have asked it to 
print the CLEAR character which is 
opbtained by pressing together a SHIFT 
key with the CLR HOME key. Your sc reen 
shou ld show a heart symbol at the po int 
when you press these keys. 

Line 20 and 30 are next and after 
executing the instruction to clear the screen 
in line 10 the computer displays the 
contents of the quotation marks on each 
line. Try changing these contents to make a 
message of your own. You can also add 
further lines and fill up the complete 
screen . 

When you type in a program the line 
numbers are stored in the computers 
memory in sequence. You don't have to 
type in the program in line (lumber 
sequence. You can if you want to , type in 
line 20 then li ne 10 then line 30, the 
computer will automatically store them in 
its memory in sequence. Try typ ing the 
word LIST by itself; you w ill see that the 
program will be' disp layed with the line 
numbers fo llowing each other. The 
command LIST tells the machine to show 
that it has in its BASIC program memory. 
The command NEW instructs the 
computer to empty its memory. Try it and 
see. 

There was no particular reason why 
I chose to start w ith a line number 10. You 
could start at line number 0 and use a line 
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number spacing of 1. You wi ll see later on 
that most BASIC programmers start at line 
10 or line 100 and leave gaps of 1 0 or 100. 
The maximum line number you can have is 
65535 , try changing the li ne numbers in 
program 1 to exceed this value and 
observe what happens . Similarly, there is a 
maximum to the number of characters you 
can have in one line of a BASIC program 
which is 88, (80 on the Commodore 64), 
again try this out. Remember the most 
useful way to learn is by doing; you cannot 
damage your machine doing the above 
things . 

Adding to a program 
The main reason why gaps are left is so 

that you can add further Ii nes to the 
program without hassle. Sometimes you 
may want to make some comments or 
description of what the program is about or 
what a particu lar section is meant to 
ach ieve . This becomes even more 
important if someone else has to read your 
program . BASIC allows for this by the use 
of the word REM wh ich is short for remark. 
I must admit when I first started 
programming in BASIC I woundered why 
the computer wouldn 't accept the word 
COM for comment. Suffice it to say for the 
present the reason being that the machine 
wou ld confuse it w ith COS the 
mathematical cosine function. Using REM 
your program would look like th is. 

PROGRAM 2:-
5 REM THIS LINE CLEARS 
THE SCREEN 
10 PRINT "(CLR)" 
15 REM THIS LINE 
DISPLAYS THE FIRST 
PART OF THE MESSAGE 
20 PRI NT "WELCOME TO 
THE COMMODORE 
COMPUTER SHOW" 
25 REM THIS LINE 
DISPLAYS THE LAST PART 
OF THE MESSAGE" 
30 PRINT "I HOPE YOU 
Will ENJOY IT" 

If you fi nd yourself getting into a mess 
don't worry just NEW the program and 
type it in again. One tip worth 
remembering, if you try and chage 
someth ing whi lst the cursor is between the 
quotation marks " " you will see some 
funny characters appear on the screen 
which seem to stick like glue on the cursor. 
Whatever you do, the result is a mess. Try 
pressing the SH IFT and RETURN keys 
together. This will break the cursor out of 
what is ca lled 'quote mode' and move it on 
to the line below. 

Another tip is line removing. If you want 
to erase a li ne just type the line number by 
itself. Again LIST the program to see the 
effect of this. Remember to press RETURN 
if you have made any changes on a line and 
you wish the computer to accept these 
changes. BASIC on Commodore 

computers has a built in safety net, this is 
the?SYNTAX ERROR message which is 
displayed if you spell a command word 
incorrectly . Try typing in some words at 
random and see the effect after pressing 
RETURN . 

Let's try some variations on Program 2. 
Change line 10 to read:-

10 PRINT CHR$(147) 
You shou ld find thatth is has the same effect 
as before, namely clearing the screen. In 
the Appendix of your USER MANUAL you 
w ill see a table called ASCII and CHR$ 
Codes. These numeric values have the 
same effect as pressing keys and apart from 
making your program look a lot more 
professional, have the side effect of us ing 
less memory. 

Remember, the shorter the program the 
faster it will run. Let's try some of these 
CHR$ or character codes to enhance our 
program. 

PROGRAM 3:-
5·REM THIS LINE CLEARS 
THE SCREEN 
10 PRINT CHR$(147); 
15 REM THIS LINE 
DISPLAYS THE FIRST 
PART OF THE MESSAGE 
20 PRINT 
CHR$(129):PRINT 
"WElCOME TO THE 
COMMODORE 
COMPUTER SHOW"; 
25 REM THIS LINE 
DISPLAYS THE LAST PART 
OF THE MESSAGE" 
30 PRINT 
CHR$(152):PRINT "I 
HOPE YOU Will ENJOY 
IT" 

There are two new items in Program 3 
other than the CHR$ codes, the colon ' :' 
and sem i-colon'; ' . The semi -co lon acts as 
a visual line linker and couples lines 
together. Remember each line in a BASIC 
program can only be 80 characters long 
and each new line in the program will be 
placed beneath the previous, the semi
colon prevents this. The purpose of the 
co lon is to break up into sections each line 
of the program and prevent the computer 
from misinterpreting our instructions. 

Ok that will do for now. I have 
deliberately not gone too deep into BASIC, 
you ' ll be earni ng your keep in the next 
article! What I would like you to do is to 
keep experimenting, keep practis ing and 
don 't worry if it all seems too much. 
Learning computer programming is rather 
like the old adage " 10% inspiration and 
90% perspiration" ! 
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the Flo-----

The floppy disk is an ideal storage medium as 
games become more sophisticated, requiring 

faster access particularly in the case of multi
part games. CCI looks at a selection of the latest 

disk-based games and sees what they have to 
offer. 

A t last you have it! That 
. have been 

, ...... .u. .. for. 

wait eagerly for it to 
load ... you wait ... and you 
wait... If only you had 
bought the disk version 
you could be engrossed in 
the game now rather than 
idly staring at the tape 
happily winding round! 

Speed in loading is just 
one of the advantages a 
disk-based has 

cassette games incor
porate speed loaders, but . 
these have their own 
problems. 

Disks also come into 
their own when a game 
has to be loaded in 
several parts. After all, 
there's nothing more 
frustrating when you 
think you have almost 
cracked an adventure to . -=-~ 
be told to load side 4 and -
be faced with a wait of ~- ~ 
several minutes during - _ 
which time your mind 
may wander away from ~ ~ 
the solution. . 'r. 

As the number of disk 
drive owners increases, 
more software houses _-~ - -
look to the possibilities " . " 

of releasing games on 
disk and the selection is 
now vast. 
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'J.!BE J!lU)OllaEl. 
Activision are really making the 
most of having the rights to the 
Lucasfllm range . of games in 
England. Last month I reviewed 
Ballblazer and Xoronis Bitt, and 
this month I am reviewing the last 
of the four currently available -
The Eidolon. 

As with Xoronis Bitt and 
Fractalus, Eidolon uses the 
Fractal graphics technique to give 
a more realistic three ~e
nsional image, only in Eidolon 
you are underground and the 
graphics are of caves. 

As this is not a full review, (the 
game is not due for release for a 
couple of months) I went to 
Activisions offices to be shown 
the game by two of their 
playtesters, John Davey and 
Matin Gysh. Having played the 
game a they seemed 

ins 

thank them for their cooperation. 
The Eidolon is a small craft and 

it it you must travel around a maze 
of caves, killing various Biter 
Birds and other baddies. Having 

WILD WEST 
What can I say about this game? 
Admittedly it's unlike anything 
I've ever played before, but is that 
necessarily a good thing? I for one 
have absolutely no ideal 

Unquestionably it is a graphical 
adventure, but I'm not r eally sure 
if the multiple choice type of 
gameplay is one I would choose to 
use on a game intended for owners 
of disk drives. Wild West is 
programmed by Andromeda, the 
company responsible for 
Ariolasoft's best product yet, 
Scarabaeus; and this shows in the 
jolly sound track, and smoothly 
animated sprites. 

BaSically, Wild West is an 
adventure in which you, with the 
help of your cuddly sprites, must 
recapture Fort Snake from the 
baddies. To do this you must work 
your way through three different 
'modules' of the game. 

done that you must collect a 
variety of different coloured 
crystals which will allow you to 
travel further into the network of 
caves. 

Graphically Eidolon is very 
good. Although the movement is a 
little jerky, it does not detract 
from the excellent effect that 
Fractal graphiCS give. The sound 
effects were also good, if not 
totally outstanding. They added to 
the atmosphere of the game well. 

Overall this game is another 
impressive Lucasfllm title. The 
screen display is good and 
attention to detail is obvious 
throughout the game, I just hope 
they keep up the good standards! 

Price: 
Graphics. £9.99 
Sound· • **** . * PlaYabili ** 
CCI'D- ty: **** 
~thlg.. ClII 

COZltact:.Ac· Sp 
HOuse tiVis10n l1Ic 
1428 ,London lVWl .!. 18 Harley 

. . ... el: 01 -938 

The graphics are nice, with good 
definition and an excellently 
done split screen, and the sound -
especially at the beginning - is 
verytwee, to say the least. 

Wild West makes the most of 
what is defintely an innovative 
idea, using the joystick to display 
three options, each given you by 
on'e of your sprites, but I think it 
will take a long time before 
anyone completes this game! 

Overall I think I liked this game; 
I'm not sure, but I think so! Giving 
gameplayers something new can 
only be a good thing, and new this 
sure is! 
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GOONIES 
I haven't seen the film, I have no 
intention of reading the book, but 
here I am reviewing the game, ah 
well! 

Goonies is basically a platform 
game, but with a difference, and it 
is this difference that makes it 
both more interesting and more 
challenging than most of the other 
platform games floating around at 
the moment. 
~s difference is that you do 

not just play one character, you 
play two on each screen! To do this 
you press fire to alternate from 
each character. This may sound 
like just another gimmick, but in 
many ways it means that to 
succeed at the Goonies you must 
not only be able to react quickly, 
but use your mind (Oh NOI! Ed). 

Having not seen the film, I will 
take Datasoft's word for the fact 
that the little animated 
cllaracters represent the films, 
and in many ways I can imagine 
that the film - in true Spielberg 
style will be a glorious 
adventure. 

One point of criticism I must 
raise; the music! Although it 
changes with each screen, the 
notes are so piercing as to make 
listening almost impossible, and 
the tune is nothing special either. 

The graphics are nice, although 
I can imagine that on a television 
screen they will be less 
impressive, something that must 
be taken into consideration. 

Overall it is a good game, not 
amazingly special', but good. It 
will sell if the film. is a success, 
and for some things it deserves to 
sell anyway. The moral of this one 
is 'try before you buy'. 

AWESOME - few and far between, but a must! 
MEGA- excellent, one of tho best games this month 
CRISP - very good, a game that we all enjoyed - truly 
playable 
IFFY - good, but should be tried first 
DODGY - not one of our favourites, but had some 
redeeming points 
NAFF - pretty bad, not really worth a look 
PRE-BASIC - the pits, not worthy of the tape it's on! 

.ACE - AIR COMB«T EMULaTOR 
I did not look forward greatly to 
reviewing this game . another 
flight simulator test was not my 
idea of an enjoyable Sunday 
mOrning! Ace however provided 
me with some real thrills, without 
having to spend 15 hours reading 
up on technical documentation. 

Ace is a very different kind of 
Simulator, allowing you to select 
ability, as well as what type of 
mission you want. U you choose 
the lowest option you are allowed 
to practice flnng, getting used to 
the controls, and trying a few 
avoiding tactics - when there 
aren't any planes chasing you! 
You will need it too, as later on 
ACE really puts your abilities to 
the test. 

Graphically ACE is very good, 
although the graphics are block, 
and not the more 'trendy' wire 
line graphics in many ways this 
increases the realism of the game. 
Your cock-pit view gives you all 
the essential information you 
need, including speech in mom
ents of dire trouble, such as being 
shot at from behind! 

Sound too is good, and although 
it does not have a title tune, the 
effects are convincing and car
efullythought out. 

DESERT FOX 
Fight Night managed to improve 

on a well known theme - boxing; 
and in its own way, so does Desert 
Fox. You play the British Tank 
fordes, the Desert Rats, and you 
must capture the German depots
the strongholds for Rommel, the 
Desert Fox. 

Although in the beginning of the 
game you must work out a few 
tactics, or rather approaches, 
most of the game consists of out 
and out arcade action, and 
excellent it is too! 

Overall, ACE is one of the best 
simulators (sorry Emulators) I 
have ever played. Unlike so many 
it provides immediate enjoyment 
whilst not becoming boring after 
two or three games. It is highly 
playable, especially in air-to-air 
combat, when you can almost feel 
the sweat on your brow as you 
duck and dive to avoid enemy 
missiles. 

However, to make the most of the 
game, you must take on a full 
campaign and try to defeat 
Rommel. 

Graphically Desert Fox is very 
good, and although it breaks very 
few barriers for originality it 
manages to provide excellent 
gameplay which certainly kept 
me hooked. Sound too is nothing 
really special, although the 
so~are speech certainly is 
(even a German accent!). 

Overall I was impressed, it 
manages to combine many 
different games in one for £14.95 
on disk, and that's good by 
anyone's standards. This just 
confirms my view of Sydney as a 
so~are house - one of the best!! 

Graphics: 
8 **** Oztnd(speech). **** 
Playabil:ity: . 
CCIBatlnd. **** 

The first menu given allows you 
to choose. to practice any of the 

'-----------------' five different arcade sections. 

P.rice: o· **** 
Contact· US £14.95 
Parkw • GOld, Unit 10 

ay Industrial ' 
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lVI.ASQUERADE 
This game is one which really 
shows why people need disk 
drives. It is an adventure, but 
more than that, it allows you to 
have a laugh as well as being 
neverendingly frustrated. 
If there are any Raymond 

Chandler or Dashiel Hammet fans 
out there this is a real essential 
for your collection and, if not, 
maybe it will be the game that 
converts you! 

Being a private dick is a tough 
profession, I thought to myself as 
I looked at the unconscious body 
on the floor beside me. Having 
searched him I realised one thing; 
this was going to be a hard 
assignment. I couldn't have 
anticipated how true this would 
turn out to be! (Enough! Ed!). 

COMING SOON - BORROWED TIME 

This really is a coming soon! I've 
only seen the game for twenty 
minutes at Activision, but I 
couldn't resist tempting you with 
this little morcellette! Basically 
the game is another Dashiel 
Hammettype dectective story, but 
from what I've heard and seen it 
should be really special. The 
opening screen alone is excellent 

The graphics in Masquerade are 
good, with well over sixty 
different pictures stored on disk, 
and some of them are really 
outstanding. Of course you can 
choose to play without craphics" 
but something is definitely lost. 

When Masquerade first arrived, 
I thought it was the game of the 
dreadful book by Kit Williams. To 
my delight it turned out to be a 
game of real quality, reminiscent 
of the large batch of detective 
adventures on the 

with an animated man smashing 
through the glass in your door! 

There are twenty suspects 'yow 
must track down, all of whom 
seem eager to put that final nail in 
your coffin. Using excellent three 
way split screen and a good 
vocabulary, this is definitely one 
to look out for mid '86. It could be a 
MEGA! 

Graphics.· 
**** SOlUld: lV/A 

__ ~_1P.,..,.,~a,;:'Yabi1:ity: * * * 
*** 

C. £14.95 
On tact: US Gol 

Parkway I d, Unit 10 
H ndustrial ' eneage Street Estate, 
B7 4LYTel: 021-389 3~t;~ingharn 

TEMPLE OF APSHAI TRILOGY 
This game is enourmous, that's 
the only word for it! It's based on 
Epyx's three Apshai games; The 
Temple of Apshai, The Upper 
Reaches of Apshai and The Curse 
of Ra. Now all three have been 
combined on one disk, and as such 
it will provide hours and hours of 
enjoyment for anyone who is 
dedicated enough. 

Altogether there are twelve 
differing levels for you to enter, 
and three completely different 
scenarios - as the name suggests. 
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To start the game you must choose 
which dungeon you want to play 
in. 

When you have done this, and 
chosen the level of play you are 
asked to name your character. To 
start with it is better to let the 
Innkeeper choose you characters 
attributes, but later on you can 
really do that on our own to create 
a fighting superhero! 

Next you choose what weapons 
you want, and haggle with the 
Innkeeper over how much each 

will cost. Again you must think -
too many weapons and you will be 
immobile, too few and you'll be 
killed immediately. 

Having armed yourself you will 
enter the dungeon, and from then 
on you must keep a sharp eye on 
your various ratings: Wounds and 
Fatigue especially. 

All the way through the game 
you will have to fight a variety of 
monsters, ranging from Jackals to 
Criosphinx, and during battle you 
are likely to be injured, so make 
sure you bought some Slaves from 
the Inkeeper! 

It would be very easy to go on 
and on about this game, as the 
eighty page manual hardly does it 
justice! I did not expect to enjoy 
this game, but I soon found myself 
very involved indeed! 
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T Wo years ago I bought my first 
Commodore 1541 Disk Drive, and 

although I now know how slow it really is, 
at that time I was delighted at the freedom 
it brought from the tedium of cassettes, and 
I still remember the pleasure of using really 
useful software like " Vizawrite" , " Easy
Script" and " Superbase 64" . 

At last my micro was freed from the taunt 
"but what can it do?" Then as time went by 
and I built up a very useful database, 
helping the local Deanery with monthly 
date sheets, personalised letters etc. , and a 
friend of mine with a Pigeon Racing 
Federation result-calculating programme 
based on 'Su perbase', I began to be aware 
of the importance of really accurate and 
reliable results . 

I had noticed the horrible rattle 
produced when loading " protected" 
software, but had not realised that it was 
anything but an irritation. I accept the fact 
that a programmer is worthy of his 
royalties, and having had truly wonderful 
backup from several firms as I struggled in 
the early days, I would have accepted the 
"bumps" as a necessary evil. Then one 
awful day I got a " data mismatch" error on 
a laboriously constructed and very 
important database. I switched to .the 
backup disk which had been up till then 
unused. A cold shiver quite literally ran 
down my spine as that quickly succumbed 
to a " read error", and I spent a whole day 
frantically trying to rescue my databases . 
Shortly afterwards I lost a rather important 

letter.! _.,.--.,.....,....---:-_...,....-=-::,.....,...~~ 
I had joined I.c.P.U.~. (the 

Independent Commodore Products Users 
Group) and in their magazine I found the 
reason for my troubles. That nasty rattl ing 
was causing my disks to become 
misaligned. The cause, briefly, for those 
who are new to the subject, lies in the 
cheap method used by disk drive 
manufacturers (not just Commodore) to 
bring the disk head into alignment after it 
has detected a read error. It " hunts" a little, 
" thinking" it is off track, then if it still 
detects an error it quite literally goes back 
to the outside of the disk and bangs itself 
against a very hard metal stop which marks 
the position of Track 1. Having relocated 
itself, it then goes back to the track it was 
trying to read, and, if the cause of the error 
was an accidental minor wandering from 
the correct track, it carries on quite 
happilyt..:._-:-:_---,-__ ..,--_..,.-_ 

The trouble arises when the severe 
banging shifts a tracking pulley from its 
original position on its shaft and the drive 
becomes permanently misaligned, reading 
only the outer or inner part of each track. 
To make matters worse, any disks wh ich 
are recorded after the pulley has shifted 
may be read my by the misaligned drive 
which made them, but cannot be ready by 
a correctly aligned drive. If you own two 
disk drives, one of which has knocked itself 
silly, and the other only half-bonkers, you 
will see the problems which swiftly spread 
through all your disks. 

The point which divides users is the fact 
that much protected software has 
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Things That Go E 
deliberate errors introduced, which are 
then checked for by the program, which 
will not run without them. These errors 
cause the head-banging every time the 
program is loaded . Some users blame the 
software firms, while others attribute the 
problem to the designers of the disk drive. 
I will not enter the argument except to say 
that I wish there was some other simple 
way of protecting software, but if there is 
not, then I wish the 1541 had been 
designed to stand up to its own error 
detecting mechanism. I had to have both 
my drives rea ligned, and the pulley 
mounted more firm ly on its shaft. This was 
an expensive business, and left me with a 
sense of unease in case it happened aga in. 
I have now found and used a program 
which cured my troubles, and gives me a 
sense of security. 

The program is called "1541 Physical 
Exam" , and is an American program 
marketed in . this country by Evesham 
Micros, one of the very helpfu l companies 
I spoke of before. The software is a 
specailly recorded disk with a series of 
asterisks spaced at 1/1 oooth inch intervals 
across Tracks 1, 16 and 35 (outs ide, 
middle and inside tracks) . These asterisks 
are picked up by the head and displayed 
on the screen of the monitor or TV together 
with two upright bars rather like goal -posts. 
If the asterisks fill the posts and are spread 
out to either side fairly evenly, your drive is 
in perfect alignment. If half the goal is 
empty and the asterisks are spread away to 
one side then you are in trouble . It is as easy 
as that.;..! ---:-_____ ;---;------:-:-

What then can one do about it? Well, 
accompanying the program is a very well
written, clearly-illustrated, if somewhat 
poorly-printed booklet. It doesn' t exactly 
tell you to open up your drive, but it does 
tell you precisely how a competent 
engineer wou ld real ign it. He would open 
it up (4 screws). He would take off the 
bottom case (6 screws). He would st ick a 
simple cardboard pointer on the bottom of 
the motor, and a sem icircle of paper on the 
front of the drive housing to act as a guide. 
Then he would slacken the two motor 
locating screws and turn the motor ever so 
slightly in the direction indicated by the 
pointer and screen display. He would run 
the test disk again to see if he had corrected 
the distribution of asterisks across the goal 
posts. If he was satisfied he would tighten 
the screws and reassemb le the drive which 
he could SEE was in perfect alignment, and 
run the programme (a matter of minutes) 
whenever he wanted to check the drive. 
There is even a built-in screen dump to 
provide proof that the drive is now all right. 
Obviously you are intended to be the 
" competent serviceman" ! 

But what, I hear you say, is to stop the 
drive koncking itself silly again? Now 
comes the simple but very clever answer. 
Supplied with the disk is the "Hardware" -
a tiny spring rather like a paper-clip which 
takes the place of the hard metal stop 
which I mentioned as the cause of all the 
trouble at the beginning of this article. This 
spring cushions the shock . The booklet 
tells you exactly how to instal it - a very 
simple job, which does, however involve 
temporarily lifting the printed circuit board 
inside the disk drive (7 screws). Trust 
Commodore engineers to have masked the 
'stop' with the circuit board! It could so 
easily have been mounted clear of the stop 
locating screw. The screen display then 
tells you if the stop position is GOOD or 
BAD, and the booklet explains very clearly 
what to do about it if it is 'BAD' . 

It may all sound complicated as I have 
described it, but with the aid of the 
excellent diagrams I was surprised how 
easy it all was. After all , I could see from the 
screen how well or badly I was doing. 
Incidentally 2 spring stops are supplied , in 
case you have two disk drives. I used the 
two I was given , but when a friend wished 
to convert his drive we used part of a small 
safety pin, wh ich has been going for a 
month or two now. You can buy the 
proper spring from America at 5 dollars a 
time, but that sounds a bit steep when a bit 
of safety pin does as well. And what in fact 
does it do? It absorbs the shock as the head 
bangs itself against it, preventing that vital 
pulley from slipping on its shaft, and as the 
booklet says, " your drive will purr like a 
kitten" instead of making those loud 
hammering noises which are such a trial to 
the nerves. The price? A whacking great 
£39.95 , but not much more than the price 
of a single realignement, and if you belong 
to a club it could be a joint ownership. 
After all , you shouldn't need to use it more 
than once!! 

Incidentally, the best £10 I ever spent 
was on I. c.P.U.G . membership. Not only 
was I sent the current year's back-issues of 
their excellent magazine full of meaty 
articles and news, but I was given access at 
no extra cost to much public domain 
software and much free advice. I easily 
saved my year's subscription by us ing their 
amazing discount scheme, and I was only 
a 'phone call away from some of the big 
names in Commodore software. The 
whole organsiation is purely a voluntary 
one, carried on in their members spare 
time, so do not fret if the free copy of some 
valuable software does not arrive by the 
next day's post. We all know how long the 
Commodore 1541 takes to copy a disk, 
don't we? Unless of course you use one of 
the disk-turbo programs ..... 



ump Anytime! 
Peter Richardson provides a new hardware answer to 

the 1541 disk drive misalignment problem, 

while Malcom North, an ex-Com modo rite reveals 

the history of these problems. 
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There have been many articles recently 
concerning a 'Bump Problem' on the 
1541. The Bump being the process the 
1541 uses when recovering from errors. 

The Problems 

M y experience of this prob lem (and 
many others) goes back to the VIC-20 

when I used to work for Commodore in 
their Technical Department. The drive was 
first introduced as the 1540 which had 
timing bus problems on the serial bus. Th is 
was fixed and designated the 1541 . It soon 
became apparent however that the drive 
had a few bugs both in the hardware and 
the software. The prob lems first showed up 
during program development when drives 
were being used 8-12hrs a day. The 
problems are as listed be low ... 
a/ . Drive motor pulley falls off. 
b/ . Serial bus locks up on power on. 
c/o Head goes out of alignment very 
quickly. 
d/ . Incompatible with 4040 disk drive. 
e/ . Plastic case split at the front. 

The Fixes 
When these problems were discovered 
all un its in stock were returned to Japan for 
repair . This is the period that 1541 s 
appeared in dark grey cases. The rebuild 
included a new logic board, a new drive 
and a new case. The fixes in more detail 
are . .. 
a/ . T he use of a longer screw to hoi d the 
drive pu lley on and the addition of 
adhesive to hold it in place. 
b/ . Clamping diodes were added to the 
Serial bus drivers oin the logic board and 
later on the 64 also. 
c/ o This problem was caused by a major 
design flaw, the head actuation 
mechanism is driven by stepper motor 
through a metal band (A very common 
drive mechanism). The drive 
manufacturers however had one screw 
holding the steel band to a collar and the 
collar to the stepper shaft (FIG 1). This 
means either the collar slipped on the shaft 
or the band slipped on the collar. The 
so lution is simple. An allen screw is used to 
hold the collar to the shaft and a shorter 
screw is used to hold the band to the collar 
(FIG 2). Once this mod ificat ion had been 
made a green mark was made on the drive 
casting. 
d/ . This problem was cured in a new ROM . 
The GAP between sectors was made to be 
nearer that of the 4040 . 
e/ . A new case was used . 

Conclusion 
Although earlier white 1541 s may have 

one or all of the problems lutlined a30ve 
the later grey 1541 s should be OK. Indeed 
I use 1541 s sometimes continously for upto 
10 hours a day and have very little trouble. 
I do not understand however how 
anybody could use an earlier drive without 
encountering problems! 
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SUPER GRAPHIX PRINTER 
INTERFACES 

FOR COMMODORE 64 AND VIC 20 MICROCOMPUTERS 
UNLIKE ANY OTHER PRINTER INTERFACES ON THE MARKET THESE AMAZING 
PRODUCTS CONVERT STANDARD DOT MATRIX PRINTERS TO NEAR LETTER QUALITY! 

CHECK THE OTHER FEATURES BELOW! 

SUPER GRAPH IX jnr 
o MICRO BUFFER 
o GRAPHICS & NORMAL QUALITY PRINT 
o NEAR LETTER QUALITY 
0 8 OCTAVE SWITCHES WITH CHANGES 

CONS;ANTLY MONITORED 
o COMMAND CHANNEL 
0 10 PRINTER MODES 
o CENTRONICS COMPATIBLE 
o SUPPORT MOST MAJOR PRINTERS 
0 100% COMPATIBLE WITH SOFTWARE 

FOR VIC 1525 PRINTER 
o USER MANUAL & SOFTWARE EXAMPLES 

PRICE £49.95 (inc. VAT) Post & Packing FREE 

SUPER GRAPH IX 
08 K BUFFER STANDARD 
010 PRINTER MODES 
o 3 INTERNAL SCREEN DUMPS 
o EXTENSIVE COMMAND CHANNEL 
o RESET BUTTON TO HALT PRINTING 

FROM BUFFER 
o NEAR LETTER QUALITY MODE BUILT IN 
o CAPABLE OF STORING 2 ADDITIONAL FONTS 
o CORRECT GRAPHICS / TEST ASPECT RATIO 

FOR ALL MAJOR PRINTERS 
0 8 OCTAVE SWITCHES WITH CHANGES 

CONSTANTLY MONITORED 
o INTERNAL FONTS SUPPORT, SUPER SCRIPT, 

SUB SCRIPT, UNDERLINING, BOLD FACE AND 
CHOICE OF 9 PITCHES 

PRICE £69.95 (inc. VAT) Post & Packing FREE 

Available Only Through Exclusive Importers & Distributors 

0CreenS Microcomputer Distribution 
Main Avenue, Moor Park, Northwood, Middlesex. Tel: 0927420664. Telex : 923574 ALACOL G 

Coming Soon! 
SFD1001 

1Mb Disk Drive for Commodore 128 or 64 
• Fourfimesfasferfhana 1541 
• $ixfimes more capacityfhan a 1570 or 1541 

DISK DRIVE PLUS INTERFACE PLUS IEEE CABLE ON,,69 
Precision For details and availability PLUS VAT 

Software phone 01 "'330 7166 
Free upgrade for Superbase users 





SPACE PILOT 2 
I must admit that I never played 
Space Pilot, but if it was anything 
like Space Pilot 2, I can only be 
described as very lucky. When I 
saw Space Pilot 2 I was surprised 
at how similar it seemed to Chris 
Butler's Z, only slower and less 
interesting. The background, 
probably the best thing about the 
game is also remarkably similar 
to the Paradroid genre of games. 

Perhaps Space Pilot 2's best 
feature is that you can have up to 

It doesn't really make sense to 
convert a game from the Speccy to 
the 64 - after all, the 64 is a vastly 
superior games machine, right? 
Wrong!! Dynamite Dan, Mirror
soft's latest release, was 
programmed originally on the 
Speccy, and the conversion for the 
64 is really rather good! 

Basically DD is a ledge game and, 
as such, has all the extras you 
would expect -lifts, transporters, 
and gravity movements. You play 
(surprise surprise!) Dan, a tall, 
bouncy, red-head who must stop 
the evil Dr BUtzen and his 
Assistant Donna from using some 
stolen secret plans! To do this you 
must travel around a maze, collect 
eight pieces of dynamite, blow up 
the Doctors safe, steal the plans 
and escape in your trusty Blimp. 
Easyeh? . 
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E ~o\l 
eight people playing at once, and I 
can just about imagine that this 
might be quite fun (maybe). 

The game consists of you 
controlling a centrally placed 
sprite, and you must fly around: 
blasting everything in sight for at 
least two minutes, and when you 
have done this you are moved 
(sorry, Hyperspaced!) onto the 
next sheet, where you must blast 
everything in sight fat the next 
two mintutes and so on. 

If the game had managed to 
retain my interest for more than 

five minutes I could tell you about 
the next screens, but I don't think 
I'll bother! MusiCally too this 
game was poor, although the 
actual effects and explosions 
weren't bad, the high score ' tune 
sounds like a two year old let loose 
on a Casio VL-Tone! 

Anirog have produced some good 
products in the past, but this is not 
one of them! 

Price: 
::.95 (caSsette) 

Graphics. .95 (diSk) , 
SOlUJd_ • *** 
P1ayabilti . * * 
CCIBa y. ** 

thlg.. l\TAF 
Contact~Uo l' . 
Hill D og Software 
0322 9~30rd, Rent DA.l 2~9L~est 

.... e1: 

.~ 
7 . ... 

I 
I 

/ 

Graphically DD is nice, although 
my real criticism is that it is just 
too close to its speccy 
predecessor. The music is really 
annoying! Although it does not 
play during the actual game, it is 
so repetitive it easily makes you 
scream. 
If you don't own a decent ledge 

game, or if you're not bored with 
missing frustrating jumps, then 
DD is defin.i.tely for you. I have to 
admit I was glued to the monitor 
for quite a while! One small point, 
when played on a 128, an 
annoying line appears at the 
bottom of the screen. A small 
point I admit, but it should have 
been checked. 

*** 
*** 

Playability: **** 
CCIBat:1ng: *** 

Contact: M1:rrorsot't, Maxwell 
House, 74 Worship Street, London 
ECB. Tel: 01-3774600 



PlUIvrEas 
DAISY WH EELS 
DPS 1101 
JUki 6100 
Daisystep 2000 

DOT MATRI X 

!:r; ~~8INC TIFEED 

FX80 

199.99 
399.98 
287.80 

293.00 
299.00 
399.98 

Yes Its true! ! ! 
For a limited period we ar e givin g away a £5.00 

Travel Chek for spending m oney on you r next 
holiday with EVERY £50 SPENT. 

That s not all folks! ! ! 
your vouchers could also win you a FREE stay 
HOLIDAY for two or four people in our lucky 

number s draw. 

"INSTANT CREDIT" 

ONE ENTRY FOR EVERY £5 VOUCHER 

Computer Centres 
48 Junction Road, Archway, London N19 511D 

01·263 9493/5 
238 MuaweU Hill Bi'oodway, London NI0 3SH 

01-1183 3705 

"INSTANT CREDIT" 

Terms 
All products are guaranteed for one year unless otherwise stated. Payment may be made by Access, Barclaycard, Bankers draft, Building Society 

cheque, cash or postal order . Sorry, cheques need five days for clearance. We reserve the right to change prices without prior notice. All prices 

are inclusive of VAT. Please check before ordering for carriage charges .• 



At last, after many weeks of legal 
wrangles, and exciting looking 
press releases announcing its 
imminent arrival, Commando -
the officially licensed game of the 
arcade smash - is here! 

Looking much closer to the 
arcade original than I would have 
thought pOSSible, it's just as 
enjoyable to playas well, giving 
you a great sense of satisfaction 
as you blow your enemies to bits 
whilst saving your compatriots. 

With all the publicity 
surrounding the Who Dares Winsl 
Commando arguments, I would not 
venture an opinion as to who was 
in the right and although a 
comparison review will no doubt 
be done elsewhere I am trying to 
avoid this, thus allowing 
Commando to be seen its own right 

I like Domark as a company, Ionce 
sold them a 64 - quite a few years 
ago! They send out good press 
releases, they have pretty covers, 
and I'm told their parties are 
excellent. Unfortunately their 
last two games (Codename Mat II 
and Friday 13th) are both pretty 
appalling. 

I thought that the Friday 13th 
films (parts 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 etc), 
were pretty unoriginal, and tried 
to make up for lack of contents by 
shocking the viewer; as opposed to 
John Carpenter's horror films. In 
many ways this is the games 
problem also. 

To play Friday 13th, you take on 
the roles of various holiday 
campers, and you must achieve 
two things; firstly you must find 
the cross, put it somewhere 
obvious and tell your friends to go 
there (where they are safe from 
Jason). Secondly you must kill 
Jason, using various weapons 
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as an enjoyable version 
of an excellent arcade game. 

Commando's graphics are very 
good, although programs such as 
this, with scrolling and sprites 
have gone about as far as they can 
and I see their future as slightly 
limited, to say the least. 

Soundwise Commando is superb. 
Yet another mega - sound track 
from Rob Hubbard. What is getting 
annoying however is that the 
more soundtracks this man 
writes, the more difficult it gets to 
think of superlatives to describe 
them! Both the main theme and 
the high score tune are really fab; 
I won't say more than that. 

If you want a game that 
combines a good shoot-em-up with 
good graphics, fabo music and is a 
true arcade clone, Commando is 
for you. 

such as Axes, Chainsaws, and 
other attractive numbers, and 
this is the part I really object to. If 
you suceed in killing Jason the 
first time, you change character 
and must repeat the whole process 
again. 
If there were any form of 

ratings on games, as there are on 
films, this would be an 'X'. If one of 
your friends is killed Whilst you 
are on the same screen, a really 
vile picture of a man with an axe 
in his head is flashed up, and this 
is something I cannot approve of. 

I really sound like a prune here, 
but if you have any sense you will 
not buy this game. It is 
uninteresting and not worth the 

Graphics: **** 
Sound: ***** 
Playability: **** 
CCIBat1ng: **** 
Price: £9.95 
Contact: Elite Systems Ltd, 53 
Bradford St, Walsall, W.Midlands 
Tel:0922 55852 

money. I hope Domark read this 
review and think before they 
produce another game as tasteless 
as this. 

Price: £8.95 
I Graphics: * 
Sound: ** 
Playability: * 
CCI Bating: Pre-Basic 
Contact:Domark, 204 Worple 
Road, London SW20, 8PN. Tel: 01-
9475624 
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GAMES 
NEWS 
Quite a few morc
els of information 
for you this mon
th. By the looks of 
things it should be 
a pretty exciting 
New Year for all 
games players, le~s 
hope so! 
Francis Jago 

GLOBAL 
BANGE 
Global Software, the 
people behind the highly 
playable Magic thingy
majig, have sent us a 
reasonably (Magic Ball?) 
funny press release. 

JOY DIVISION 
No, unfortunately this 1s 
not an announcement of 
a game based on the 
mega-group, instead I 
thought I'd tell you about 
a new and really: 
excellent new joystick I 
got sent to me in the 
office. 

Produced by Konix 
(''who?'' I hear you cry!), 
it is both unusual and 
good. It fits your hand 
really well, and indeed it 
is currently the one 
favoured by all the 
serious games players I 
have tested it on. 
Intended to retail at 
£12.99 it is worth that 
amount even without the 
accepted auto-fire swit
ches - who really uses 
them anyway? 

However I thought that I ~----------------------------------------------------------------~ wouldn't write anything 
about their games, so I 
won't! 

Well O.KI Old Scores, -
240 location adventure 
based on the South Banks 
Arts centre, well I 
warned you about these 
people. To tell the truth I 
think they're taking the 
P*&SII 

Also announced is 
Attack of the Mushroom 
People (oh dear, call the 
doctors!!!) - which will 
be available in March 
(wow II I can't wait??) -
Can You?? U you can't, 
you can phone them up 
and scream at them on 
01-228 1360. 
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TBA.NSFORlVlED 
Hot on the heels of 
Rambo, Ocean have 
released Transformers. 
Unfortunately I couldn't 
persuade it to load in 
time for this issue, so 
you'll have to wait until 
next month, when I'll 
tear it apart! 

Basically the game 
scenario is one based on 
the heavily advertised 
Transformer range of 
toys. 'In America this 
type of toy has been 

around for a while, with 
Gobots being a cult trend, 
and now they are taking 
of here. 

You control the five 
Autobots, each able to 
operate in Robot mode or 
be 'transformed' into 
vehicles. Hopefully I'll 
be able to do a 
comparison between this 
and Martech's similar ' 
title Zoids. Who'll win? I 
don't know yet, but I'll let 
you know soon! 

UIIlKtD If 



GAMES GALORE FROM AI! NO, IT CAN'T BE!! 
Adventure 'International 
have just given us details 
of their planned rele
ases. First is Seas of 
Blood, an Ian 
Livingstone/Steve 
Jackson book converted 
. to game form. Featuring 
over 300 locations and 
many original features, 
I'll see what I can do 
about getting a review for 
the next issue. 

Also announced are 
Davey Jones Locker and 
The Fantastic Four. 
Davey is a new type of 

game for .AJ:, being an 
Arcade Adventure, rath
er than the more normal 
adventure. 

Fantastic Four is the 
third in the now well 
established Questprobe 
Series. An adventure 
featuring the Human 
Torch, and the Thing. 

'Unlike the two previous 
games however you 
control both characters, 
I look forward to playing 
this one, it sounds truly 
novel! 

I've heard these dreadful 
rumours floating about -
ones which, if they prove 
to be true could be for all 
journalists in the 
computer games world. 

Mercenary, the most 
discussed game of all 
time, is out! I can't vouch 
for the reliability of this 
rumour, as my source 
was a pretty shady 
character to say the 
least. 

U, however, he was 
right I will have to find 
something else to fill up 
games news for the next 
six months. Maybe I'll 

Paul Woakes and 

ask him about the sequel! 
Look out for a full review 
next 

MORE YABBA-D.A.BBA-DOO!. INFINITE ' 
WISDOM? To make this game eveJl· 
A new games company, more attractive (read 

thi.s issue for full 

Ange,les for you and a 
companion. There you'll 
be . able to see 
Disneyland, the Hanna
Barbara studiOS, and 
much much morel 

So this really could be a 
red letter day for 
someone. The compe
tition runs until ,the end 
of February, so you've got 
plenty of time! 

based in that hotbed of 
games producers, Manch- review), if you buy your 
ester, is Infinate Games. copy of YDD from 
It's first release is W.H.Smiths you could · 
Moebius - which I'm told I-win ___ a __ fl._i ... gh_t __ to __ L_O_S ____ , ... , ----------------------1 
is the name of the world'S 
deadliest force so 
there! 

The game owes a lot to 
games 'such as Jet-pac 
and DropZone, and as 
such is not amazingly 
original. It does have a 
nice theme tune, and the 
graphics are pretty, so 
things aren't all bad! 

OUTLAWED 
'Unfortunately that's 
what this game should 
have been! 'Ultimate's 
last title, Imhotep, was 

described as ''very diff- A, 'ft 'p' E.AL 
icult" in one magazine I .I:Jr",6;' 
read recently. I'm sure Finally .I'd like to make a which games you loved, 
this was because the brief personal appeal. or that I am a cruddy 
reviewer was scare~ of Will all you games reviewer and anyone 
saying he didn't like it. . players · out '. there . who could do better, just put 
'Unfortunately . 'Ultimate 'read my r~viewsWr~tepen to paper and see what 
have dropped another' m.e ·a brief note on how happens. I'll publish the 
clanger with OUtlaws. you feel about them.: Itl'y . leiter . too, so maybe 
Although there will be a to ' induce a . little. 'you'ilbecome famous (I 
full review next month, I , reaction, and 'I'll send a said l1,laybelll!). 
am really upset that free game 'each month to ' .Send them to: Francis 
'Ultimate . stopped doing the letter :r: . feel says Jago, eCI, 40, ,Bowling 
they're immensely ' sometliiitg of ·conseq-. GreeJ;l Lime, ': London 
playable arcventures to uenceL ECIR ONE. O.Knlll 
produce products of this It doesn't matter · if That;s all for this month, 
qUalitY, what apityl you're writing to. tell me :se.e you soonl.llll '· ... 
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This month your letters are answered by 
Rae West. Rae is the author of three 

large reference books on Commodore 
computers; the latest is Programming the 
Commodore 64, following Programming 
the VIC and Programming the PET ICBM. 
All are published in the UK by level ltd. 
Rae is also published in the USA by 
Compute! Books. 

Dear Rae 
I have a Silver Reed EX44 printer ... My 
main problem is that I've been supplied 
with a serial interface rather than the 
parallel version . Assuming thi s solves my 
problem with EasyScript, I'm left with a 
headache - how to use Easyfile? It seems to 
allow only two options, a 1525 or1526. 

B.Clay, Dorchester 

Printers are a headache with the 64, since 
the MPsB03, and its forerunners the 
MPsB07 , 7525, and 7575, don 't have 
attractive typefaces. Alternatives include: 
(iJ printers which use the 64 's standard 
output: these mimic CBM printers, but are 
better. (iiJ Use the Rs232 connection - this 
means connecting the printer to the user 
port. (iii) Using a parallel printer, like yours. 
Such printers can be connected to the user 
port, with a cable and software designed 
for the purpose. They can also be 
connected to the 64 's usual output socket, 
with appropriate hardware. 

All non-CBM printers, apart from those 
which can use the 64 's socket, need 
hardware and software support. Easyscript 
is a professionally-written package which 
supports many types of printers; but many 
programs take the easy way out and don 't 
do this. I'm not familiar with Easyfile, but if 
it allows only the printers you mention your 
parallel cable in the user port can't possibly 
work-you'd need supporting software. 
Whether this will coexist with Easyfile 
depends on its position in RAM. 

The authors of the program should be 
able to help you, with definitive 
information on these points. 

Dear Rae, 
I own a C64 with a C2N tape unit. My area 
of interest in simulations is trains, and there 
are very few of these about. Could you 
supply me with a list? . 

J.'R.Lygo, Huntingdon. 

I can 't find any companies with this 
classification of software. The only 
example I can recall was a simulation of a 
main-line station by an educational 
software house. I'll have to hope they read 
this and contact you. 
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Dear Rae, 
' I read with interest Bill Donald's views on 
the C128 in December's CCI. However 
the top ic that interested me most was hi~ 
reference to the 1541 disk drive's slow 
speed. 

Bill states the main cause of sluggish 
loading and saving is a deficiency in the 
operating software rather than a 
mechanical limitation. Does any company 
market replacement ROMs for the drive, or 
could you exp lain how the DOS could be 
modified by those readers with an EPROM 
programmer? Such a method would be 
preferable to the 'go faster' cartr idges 
currently available.' 

A.K.McKinnon, Barrow-in-Furness 
It's true that the 7547 could have been 
designed to operate much faster with the 
64. It was made slow to be compatible with 
the VIC-20, which in turn was slow 
because of a hardware fault which was 
discovered too late. 

To improve speed, it's not enough to 
change the ROMs; the 64 's ROMs would 
also need to be changed, because both 
devices cooperate in transmitting data. 
Some cartridges have additonal internal 
connections in the 64, too. It's not 
necessarily a good idea to change ROMs in 
the way you suggest, because some 
software, particularly commercial 
packages and games, may not load with 
these modified drives. All the cartridges 
have some form of on/off switch because of 
this . 

The cheapest way to increase loading 
speed is to load RAM routines into both the 
64 and the disk drive's RAM; Supersoft in 
Harrow were one of the first to do this. 
Their routine is obtainable on my disk for 
'Programming the Commodore 64 '. 

Dear Rae 
When pressing letter keys on my 64 I get 
not one but a series of letters for as long as 
the key is pressed. And the computer will 
not stop at an input pause. Considering the 
double problem, I wonder if the machine is 
faulty. 

H.M.Webster, Staincross. 
Most keys on the 64 don 't repeat, unless 
special POKEs have been used, so it is 
possible your machine is faulty. You 
haven't said what you mean by an 'input 
pause', so I'm not able to comment on this 
one way or the other. I'd suggest you 
contact either ICPUC or the Commodore 
information centre, and describe your 64 's 
symptoms directly to someone who knows 
the machine. They'll immediately tell you 
whether you have a fault. Since your 
machine is fairly new, try to do this before 
the guarantee period expires . . 

Dear Rae, 
Is it possible to get programs back off a disk 
when the Directory/BAM has been 
corrupted? The programs are st ill on disk
I checked by using 'Display Track & Sector' 
from the Demo Disk. 

M.Weeds, Kent. 
Yes, it is possible, but not very easy. The 
program 'DOS Shell', which is on the new 
demo disks with the 7570 and 7577 drives 
has a program to recover deleted file~ 
which may work: it depends what 
happened to your disk. Alternatively, 
you'll have to read the entries in track 78 
from 7 on, until you find the directory 
entry. The file type and location of the 
program start are in bytes 2-4 of the entry. 
They can be altered with the Block-Write 
command. Before trying this, copy the 
disk. 

Dear Rae, 
Can you help me locate black ink for my 
MPS801 printer? I've been using purple 
cash register ink . .. 

A.R. Griggiths, Houghton Regis 

W. H. Smiths and others sell black stamp
pad ink. I can 't guarantee that it's suitable, 
though. 

Dear Rae 
I can't find anywhere a clear exp lanation of 
the numbers that come after POKE 
statements; e.g. POKE 650, 128. Why 128 
and not say 33? Are there standard 
numbers that can apply to any POKE? Is 
th is expla ined in your book? 

P.G.Miles, Charmouth 
There's no standard; pokes serve a large 
number of purposes. To take a few 
examples: 728 can be written as 1000 
0000 in binary notation; a poke of 728 is 
said to 'set the high bit'. A completely 
different use is POKE 7024, 7 which sets a 
location in screen memory, which appears 
as a letter 'a'. Pokes to the sound chip can 
set frequencies of sound waves, and so on. 
My book, as any competent book should, 
naturally has explanations of all this. But it 
is quite technical. 

,00 you flave a eom~.\i Pt,obtL, or 
adVice 10 offer otfier ~ersl Writeto q$ 
at;
-Queries, 
COI'III'IQCjIt)[e 





T he Flintstones are the lovable 
prehistoric family that never 

seem to date, even in this world of 
micro technology. And now the 
Flintstones are entering the 
world computers in a new 
computer game from Argus 
Software called Yabba Dabba Doo. 
The aim of the game is to help Fred 
build a house so that Wilma will 
move in with him. It sounds 
simple, but everyone and 
everything is against him. It is a 
really fun game to play, as you will 
see from our review in this issue. 

Argus Software are giving away 
50 copies of Yabba Dabba Doo to 
the winners of this CCI 
competition. 

The Competetion 
The entire Flintstone family 

and friends are pictured above. We 
want you to use your imagination 
and suggest new names for each of 
the characters here. 

The Prizes 
Copies of the game will be given 

away free to the 50 entrants 
suggesting the most apt and 
original names for the 
Flintstones crowd. 

The closing date for this 
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competition is 7 February 1986. 
Entries should be sent to: 
Flintstones Competition, 
CCI, 
Finsbury Business Centre, 
40 Bowling Green Lane, 
London EC1R ONR 

If you don't want to cut up your 
copy of CCI, please feel free to 
send us a photocopy of the 

completed competition page. 
If you don't win this CCI 

competition, buying a copy of 
Yabba Dabba Doo from WH Smith 
entitles you to enter a Flintstones 
competition with the incredible 
prize of a trip to the States to see 
an episode of The Flintstones 
being filmed. Look in your local 
WH Smith for more details! 

Name: 
.Age: 

......................................................•...•...... 
•.................................................................... 

Address: ................•...................•.•.•........•........•.•. 
........•...............•••..•.....•.•......•.•...........•.•......•.......... 
I would rename the Flintstone characters as 
follows: 
Baby Puss 
Dino 
Wooly 
Pebbles 
WUma 
Fred 

............................••......................•....... 
..........•.............................•.••....•••..•....•.......•• 

....•......•............•.......•.....•.•.........•.••••.....•••.• 
•.....•.....•.........•.........................•.....•..•.•...• 

........•••••.........•......................••..••..........•... 
...•...........•..•.....................•........•.....•.•....•...•. 

........................•........................•..•.••........ Barney 
Betty 
Bamm-Bamm 

...•........................................•............•......... 
•••••......•.•...•.......•............................. 

Hoppy 
Snoots 

...................•.•..••.....•••••..••••.••••••..•.••••.•.••••.. 
. ......................................••......•................. 



Win Mad, 
Mad Gam.es!! 
M asteronic is a software 

company which has made a 
name for itselfby releasing games 
of incredible value, selling at Just 
£1.99. 

Masteronics Added Di mension, 
or MAD, is a new range of games 
selling at £2.99 each. Last month 
we looked at two of them and if the 
entire range of MAD games 
matches those standards, 
Masteronic is onto a winner. 

CCI and Masteronic are giving 
away no less than 200 games to 
the winners of this screen shot 
competition. 

The Competition 

On the right you will s ee screen 
shots taken from five 
Mastertronic games. Your task is 
to tell us which games the screen 
shots are taken from. To make 

things Just a little easier for you, 
we have listed the five games 
amongst a list of 10! 

The Prizes 

The first 200 correct entries 
pulled out of our competition sack 
will each receive the 
Mastertronic game of their choice 
from the 10 games listed here. 

The closing date for the 
competition is 7 February 1986. If 
you do not want to cut up your copy 
of CCI, please feel free to send us a 
photocopy of the completed 
competition page. The address to 
send your entry to is: 

Screen Shot Competition. 
CCI, 
Finsbury Business Centre 
40 Bowling Green Lane, 
London EC1R ONE. 

Please indicate which game the screen shot is 
taken from by inserting the numbers 1 - 8 (top 
screen shot is number 1, second screen shot is 
number 2, etc) next to the relevant game title: 

HERO OF THE GOLDEN TALISMA:N ...................... . 
~HE ~~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.•••••••••••• 
THELASTV8 .............•.........................•..•.••.•..•••••••• 

.....•...•.•................••••.•.•............................•.•.•.. 1988 
KIKSTART ••..•.••••........•.•..•••••••....•..•..........•.•••..••••... 
EI~CJlD~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FINDERS KEEPERS ..•...•.....................•.................. 
SPOOKS •.........................................•...•.•••............... 
ACTION BIKER ...................................................... . 
l8r1lr.II1L~Bl?~()~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

......................................................•.............. Name 
Age 
Address 

.........................•.••.....•........••.••••.••.•..........•••••... 
...........•.•..•........................••.•..............••••... 

.......•...........•..•........................•.•..................••.••••.... 
I would like to win the game ...........................•...... 



Stop playi~ galDes
Start earning lDoney! 

The computer that's been giving you such a fun time with games now 
gives you the chance to earn some money, Helping you with word 
processing, secretarial work and even running your own business, 
All because of the brilliant new word processing package, 
SuperScript from MicroPro - the makers of WordS tar - the world's 
best selling word processing packages for microcomputers, 

§ ~' t writes letters, invoices, reports, 
I J h c:A I j tables, documents, it stores, edits and 
, even checks spelling, 

Versatile SuperScript SuperScript combines word processor, 
spelling checker, calculator and mail-merge facility, all in one package. So 
SuperScript gives you all the tools you need to produce high quality reports, 
tables, lists, personalised letters and prints labels quickly and effic iently. 

Simple for the beginner If you are a newcomer to word processing. 
SuperScript puts you immediately at ease. 
Each command is a single word, and for each command you simply move the 
cursor. You don't even have to type the command. 

AVAILABLE FOR 

COMMODORE 64, 128 
ATARI 800XL, 130XE . APPLE lie, lie 

Good with numbers SuperScript allows you to extend your editing 
line up to 250 columns for wide documents like financial statements, and with 
decimal tabs it's easy to enter properly justified tables of numbers. 
SuperScript's complete set of calculator functions can be used interactively or 
you can operate on numbers from the text of your document. Apart from the 
usual mathematical fu nctions like add, subtract. multiply, divide, and 
percentages, you have the ability to add rows, columns or even whole tables. 

Good with spelling, too The bui lt-in spelli ng checker goes right 
through your text. checking for errors. You have the opt ion to correct any error. 
ignore it. or add the word to its 30.000 word dict ionary. 

Editing options SuperScript gives you all the editing options of a 
business-~yle word processor, with full block manipulation for cut-and-paste; 
overl¥!Jeor text insertion modes; search and replace with pattern matching 
and optional case discrimination; backward search, case shifts for single words 
or larger blocks of text. ·And much more. 

Powerful for the experienced user SuperScript also gives you 
the abili ty to cut work down to a minimum by storing your own command 
sequences or text on single keys. This means that with a si ngle keystroke you 
can reproduce commonly used phrases or multi-line addresses from a glossary, 
load in document formats or execute a pre-programmed sequence of 
operations. ' 

Mailings with SuperScript l'ersonalised mailings are easy with 
SuperScript. You can enter the data manually or use data extracted from your 
spreadsheet or database. Merging can be selective. A mailing labels template 
is included to help you complete your mailing and you can alter the template 
to suit your own label format. 

Attention Easy Script users! If you're already an Easy Script user, 

SuperScript Word Processing Software is available direct complete with 
Comprehensive User Manual. Only £79.95 including VAT and Postage. 

OR FROM ALL GOOD DEALERS. 

~ ·t ~~~D gup ~ 
PROCESSING 
PACKAG 

then SuperScript is the obvious next step. With its enhanced featu res and more I 
powerful facilities, you'll be able to do so much more. There are no II Ml'croPro Internatl'onal Ltd 
compatibility problems either. You can run your Easy Script data or Easy Spell . . . 
dictionary disks under SuperScript. And by returni ng your Easy Script disk MlcroPro Haygarth House, 28-31 Htgh Street, W imbledon Village, 
can obtain an upgrade for just £49.95. t ' London SW19 5BY 

r.~~, ~~'~~::A~~~::;n" ,]hding ","'t<. B".d 5"",. Guildt.,d. Sum, ~ I ORDER 
BY PHONE 

ASK YOUR LOCAL 
DEALER FOR THE 

SUPERSCRIPT PACKAGE, 
OR ORDER DIRECT BY 

PHONING 

0483503121 
QUOTING YOUR CREDIT 
CARD NUMBER OR BY 

COMPLETING AND 
RETURNING THE ORDER 

FORM WITH YOUR 
CREDIT CARD DETAILS 

OR REMIITANCE 

I 
Please supply the follOWing· 2 /86 I 
QTY D SuperSenpt £79.95 (Includes P&P) for' computer 

QTY D tUpgrade for Easy Scnpt £49.95 (Includes P&P) for' computer 
t (Your eXisting Easy Senpt disk should be returned With thiS order) 'Commodore 64,128 Alan 800XL, 130XE. Apple IIc, lie 

I [enclose remittance for £ (Cheques made payable to CUMANA Ltd). Or charge my credit card I 
Access/Visa No. I I Signature _________ ____ _ 

I 
~~C~K~C~An.PS~)----------------------------------------------------------- I 
Address, ___________________ ___________ _____ _ ____ _ 

. Postcode. _______ _ 

~are Intending to use SuperScript for a speCifiC purpose, we should be Interested to have details Thank You ~ 



PRIZE :RB!!! 

M ore lucky prize winners this month with the results of our recent Steve Davis 
snooker competition. . 

Hundreds of you sent in the correct answers to our three easy questions, but the first 
ones drawn out of the competition sack were: 
1st Prize: Neil Lawrence, of Romford, Essex 
2nd Prize: William Hughes ofAbercrave, Swansea; and Gray Smith of Rainham, Essex 
3rd Prize: Murice Le-Vallois of Paisley, Scotland; and Stephen Squires of Torquay, S 

Devon 
Congratulations to our winners! If you weren't lucky this time, don't forget to look 

out for our exciting competitions in this issue. 

How many Commodore home computer 
owners, when faced with buying a printer, 
have longed to own an Epson but been put 
off by the problems involved? Firstly, it's 
not easy to connect the two together. 
Secondly, even when connected, it may be 
necessary to load driver software or the 
cartridge slot may be unusable. Finally 
Commodore-specific characteristics such 
as graphics and formatting 'commands will 
not be available. 

Now Micro Control Systems have the solution. 

An Epson in 
Commodore 

clothing! 
Just plug the Comprint circuit board inside the Epson, connect the cable 
supplied to the Serial 110 port on the Commodore computer and Hey Presto' 
The Com print fools the Commodore into th inking it is working with a 
Commodore printer. All the features are there - total emulation. And it even 
provides a 2K buffer as wel l. 

What's more all the additional features that have made Epson so successful, 
such as condenced print and other type styles, are accessible directly by the 
Commodore computer. For the business user the ability to use 15 inch paper 
(in the MXlRXlFx-1 00 range) and print a £ sign (or other Epson special 
characters) will prove invaluable. 

So go on - spoil yourself. If you are the owner of a Commodore personal 
computer treat yourself to an Epson - and a Comprint of course! 

FOR COMMODORE PC USERS 
Internal Buffered Interfaces Serial and 
Parallel with capacities from 2K to 
128K available for Epson and 
Kaga-Taxan/Canon Printers. 

COMMODORE 8000, PET USERS 
Buffered IEEE 488 Internal 
Interfaces with capacity up to 64K 
available for Epson. 
DEALERS PLEASE NOTE 
AVAILABLE FROM 
Northamber 
STC Electric Services 
Westwood Distribution 
Data Distributors (Taxan) 
Micro Peripherals (Canon) 
A-Line Ltd 

01-391-2066 
0279-26811 

021-643-8680 
0442-60155 

0256-473232 
0533-778724 

" Presents excellent value 
for money ... a worthy 
purchase for any 
Commodore 64 or VIC 20" 
- PCN, January 12th, 
1985. 

" This is one of the most 
versatile interfaces I have 
used ... a combination that 
will do almost anything you 
ask of it" - Commodore 
User, January 1985. 

" Undeniably an interface to 
look at" - Commodore 
Computing Int., May 1985 

LJ±tb 
micro 
control systems 

Available from :- Prices £61.99 inc VAT Please add £1 P&P 
CHROMASONIC 
48 JUNCTION ROAD 
ARCHWAY 
LONDON N19 5RD 
TEL 01-263 9493 

OR A-LINE DATASPEED 
DEVICES LTD 
3 AUBURN ROAD 
BLABY, LEICESTER LE8 3DR 
TEL (053758) 486 

DISTRIBUTOR 
ENQUIRIES TO:
MICRO CONTROL 
SYSTEMS LTD 

TEL (0602) 391204 



....... _--
W elcome to my third MUD 

column. They're getting to be 
a bad habit you know ... .. hehehe. 
Here's the latest round up of news 
and gossip. 

A MUD Spectacular is just about 
due. For the uninitiated amongst 
you, a MUD Spectacular is a hack 
'n' slay exercise. Basically, the 
game is open for people to enter 
for roughly ten minutes. After 
this period, no-one may enter the 
game. Those players who have 
managed to gain access to the 
game are in it until death .... or 
victory. 

The object of a Spectacular is to 
become the sole surviving player 
in the game, by killing off all the 
other participants! Unlike the 
normal game, weapons are 
distributed to the player, and 
there is no shortage of them 
either. SUch weapons as sabres, 
epees and rapiers are to be found 
in a spectacular. When a player 
does a 'who' command, instead of 
listing the player's rank next to 
his name, it lists where in the 
land that player is to be found, 
thus aiding the killing process! 

Spectacular 
Experience , 
The last surviving player is the 
winner, and for every-mortal that 
started the game, he/she gets 1000 
points, so in a large spectacular, 
15k plus can be made which is 
quite a help towards wizardship. 
These pOints are added onto the 
players mainpersona. It is not 
wise to play a spectacular with 
your normal persona, who may 
possibly be a legend or some other 
high ranking character, because 
it is pretty likely that he will be 
killed off! Spectaculars are great 
fun and provide good experience 
too. Generally two Spectaculars 
are held, one after the other so a 
very good player might be able to 
win two in a row and get 30,000 
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Narrow Road 
Between Lands 

points! Not a bad catch for an 
evenings work eh! 

In my last column (or page?!) I 
mentioned MUDS. Well, it is 
gathering momentum with new 
versions of the game going up 
constantly. At the moment, the 
game consists of VALLEY, 
because the data for the new 
MUDS locations is still being 
uploaded into BT's computer and 
having the final touches put to it. 
More and more features are being 
added to the game and it is well on 
its way to being fully debugged 
(Which I have been informed 
should have been completed in 
December sometime). All players 
have wizard-like powers at the 
moment whilst the game is being 
finished, which means that they 
can go anywhere in the game and 
create characters out of the blue 
amongst other things! 
Unfortunately all personas will be 
wiped as soon as the scoring 
system is implemented to stop 
people from playing characters 
that have been illegally created. 

MUD2 and MUD3 
MUDS will start charging play
time in January assuming the 
game is fully debugged by then, so 
take advantage of this and get 
experience with the game. Map it 
out whilst it is still free. By the 
new year there should be 100 
lines into the game, and MUSE 
plans to have 150 lines by July so 
the game should be pretty packed. 

Prestel have just sent out a press 
release saying that they will have 
MUDS on-line soon. Don't ask me 
how they plan to do this with their 
antiquated non-scrolling system, 
but they plan to do it. It will be 
very interesting to see the speed 
at which it runs, for with Prestel 
having no scrolling facilities they 
are going to have to have software 
scrolling which could be very 
slow. Hopefully I'll be able to bring 
you more on this in next month's 

column when I'll know more. 
MUD3 is being planned already 

although MUSE won't release any 
details as to its nature, except that 
it~ be bigger and better. In 
between MUDS and MUD3 
however 'there will be another 
Multi-User-Game (MUG?). As is 
the case with MUD3, nothing is 
being revealed about it. It has, 
however, been hinted that it will 
be 'different' and not another 
MUD. Looks interesting ... 

MUD is coming out in the states 
on one of the country's biggest 
networks, Compuserve, in 
February. It will be identical to 
the current MUD that we all know, 
and will include VALLEY as well. 
ROCK is not being included for 
obvious copyright reasons. 

Valley Still Empty 
I think I'm going to give up 

trying to get you all to play 
VALLEY as nobody seems to be 
taking any notice. It is still as 
empty and forlorn as ever. Oh 
well-lets have a final fling just in 
case. VALLEY does in fact contain 
quite a lot of treasure even though 
some people have said that it is 
boring. VALLEY is what you make 
of it. Consider this. VALLEY 
contains treasure but nobody 
plays it. Therefore that treasure 
just lies about wasted. WHY don't 
you go and get it and knock your 
score up a few thousand points? 
Its not that difficult in an empty 
game! Before we had Valley on 
Compunet you were all 
complaining. Now that we have it 
everybody ignores it! Ahhh well, 
t'is life I suppose. 

A lot of you reading this article 
probably don't play MUD. All I can 
say to you is, go out there and buy 
yourself a modem! With it you can 
both play MUD and use Compunet 
and a whole host of other services, 
including Prestel and Micronet. \ 
Compunet are doing a VERY good 



deal on the Commodore modem, 
selling it at just £50.001 There 
probably isn 't a cheaper way into 
t elecommunications on the 
Commodore 64/128. Contact 
Compunet on: 01-965 8866. 

Alternativley you may already 
have a modem, but are not playing 
MUD. Well, you do not h ave to be a 
Compunet modem owner to play 
MUD. Contact Compunet on the 
above number for more details. 
MUD is the most interactive game 
ever devised and when you've 
played it once, you'll be hooked, 
believe me. 

Play And Get Hooked 
Playing MUD must definitely be 

one of the most enjoyable aspects 
of telecommunications. For the 
cost of a local phone call, in most 
cases, and only £1.75 an hour 
playing charge (almost half of 
what it was a month ago) you can 
play MUD to your heart's content. 
Alocal 'phone call is only 43 pence 
an hour and adds peanuts to your 
telephone bill so long as you don't 
go bonkers. If you play MUD for 
five hours a week, at local rates it 
would add up to only £25.80 per 
quarter, which I think you'll agree 
is pretty cheap. So, get on down 

there and get yourself a MUD 
subscription. If y ou have any 
questions about MUD then you can 
contact either eompunet on the 
above number, or your friendly 
(hehehe ..... ), neighbourhood 
Arch-Wizard on Portsmouth 
(0705) 833830. The phone'll 
probably be engaged though 
because I'll most likely be playing 
MUD, torment ing poor defencless 
mortals ... snigger snigger ... 

Beware The 
Necromancer! 

On the subject of tormenting 
mortals, beware wizards playing 
in mufti as mortals. They will 
usually playas legends or 
necromancers, so if you see a 
high-ranking character whom 
you've never seen before, it could 
be a wizard. On no account attack a 
mortal who you believe to be a 
wizard, if you value your 
persona's life, for wizards 
sometimes come back at you with 
a vengance when they log back on 
to the game in wizard form ...... 

In my last article I was praising 
Sue to the skies as a brilliant 
player, and said that by the time 
the article was published, she 
would reach wizard rank. Well, a 

six·four supplies company 
I J I II II J 

p.o. whitstable, kent et6 "ItJ 
b'r.!S1nrss o~r"ose •• In llle hthr rnprct tllrrr rtll h is no 
b,tter dtrrnihve on these cPlGuters. There ' s dso. pruned 
down. non·proQru .. blf ver'lon callrd SUfERBASE STARTER. Rlno 
for lahst pnce ' -----

1 2 8 64; PrrcLSlon SUPERSCRIPT ' U!! out shndinq n •• 
lIordprocessorfortheI2Biln664Mhlchlnc!udrs.n extendible 
30,OOOsaell·ch,ck hcility .nd. host of othrr futurn. 
linh With SUF'ER9ASE far fort I,ltrrs. uilauts ,tel jOintly 
In luorYlliththr 126. Or usrd.tl irol your o_n urhcular 
sprudsh,@tord.tabase . Rina for htnt pnce ' 

few days later I sent the article in, 
she did indeed reach wizard, 
sorry-witchl strangely enough 
though, I haven't seen her on 
since I Each to their own I suppose. 
Bridrin, who was also rising at a 
respectable rate, is now too a 
wizard and is full of mischief at 
the moment .. . hehehe ... 

Rumours are circulating that a 
new Multi-User-Game is to go up 
on the Compunet system, and 
there have been suggestions that 
it may be set in space. No more 
information is available at the 
present but hopefully I'll be able to 
tell you more next month. 

MUNG, which was announced a 
few months ago as a multi-user-OH 
I'm. not going to type it again· a 
MUG containing 10,000 locations. 
A couple of fellOW MUG 
enthusiasts sent off for 
information and received their 
letters back a few weeks later 
from the Post Ofice with 'Gone 
away' scrawled on them. Looks 
like it just fell through. Pity 
because it sounded as if it would be 
quite good. 

Anyway, that's all for now. Back 
next month with more snippets. 

.--.*Zaphod the ArCh-Wizard has 
just disappeared in a pu1'f of 
smoke. 
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Itlt{nolinh9esorP·code).P"hQelnc1udu~. 

1 28: HiSoH Cu ·d39.95 • hst I;o.pller lor thl C IysttlS 
I.nqu.g, as drlined bv Krrniqh.n .nd Ritchi e, eft hu 
sophi stiuted Unu stindard 110 futurrs, r(for ,dltino 
(USlne £080 sU~Glifd ) durino co. pll.tion •• nd ca.und lin, 
h.ndl!no~-

1 2 8 : COIIO<lore PlUSIC AAKER· dPt.99 • m olt .usic 
plaYlno sVStr •• lth hvbolfd OVld.v : the Ilthr b'lno of 
rather lore us, Mhen une In conjunction 11th other (64 ) 
'uSle OidaQesrunnlna thr 128:n64·.od.' Sulo\lollno: 

( 1 2 8 ) 6 4: rHE ADYANCED IIUSIC SYSTEII fd3Vr51 · Thl5 
IS the definitive lu'slC""a,neration Prooru for thr 64 l ad" 
Ca.po~r, ,dLt and fUrranQe IUIlC uu~o Icon cOIunds .nd 
ou!l·dawn lenus, ~ntrr ind corrtct IUS\(: WLtll recordlnq·1 I ke 
lulti ·trubllQ fu nctions, lIu .nd .odliv sounds Ln rul tilt. 
Chiln tooethrr IUSLC lilts to crute full Irnoth 
COlooutLons. 1'1101 tl$!tlno. Full aflntout and lyriC .ddltton 
hClilty . A Quit, ,ltrilodsnuyarOliru thit hk.s the 64 SID 
CblD to Its IUlts! T~f butc versIon TIlt IlUSIC SYSTEPI Msth 
the,vnthrslSer.cOlacser.nd.ditorcostsdl1.9Scl4.95 
uuoqrd.ble to tbtAPIS. 

A TOP QUALITY LIGHT PEN 

Discover the exciting world of creating your own 
graphics on screen. 
• FREEHAND DRAW· 5 pen thicknesses inc. Quills 
• PAINT BRUSH - for the artistic touch 
• FILL ANY SHAPE - use 16 colours and 11 patterns. 
• GEOMETRIC SHAPES - circles, boxes, triangles, lines 

& banding. 
• DYNAMIC RUBBER BANDING on all geometric options. 
• PIN-POINT FUNCTION· for pixel accuracy on all functions. 

Plus many more too numerous to mention in this ad. All these 
features in the Program + a top quality Light Pen and an 
Instruction booklet in one reasonably priced package. Easy to use 
for creating colourfull pictures or technical drawings. Ideal for use 
by all ages of micro users. Full back-up service from 
manufacturers. Available at good dealers or direct 
from Trojan Products. 

u~@JJ[tj[hJ 
Micro Computer Software & Accessories 

Send cheque/ P.O. 10 . 
TROJAN PRODUCTS 

166, Derlwyn, Dunvanl, Swansea SA2 7PF 
Tel: (0792) 205491 . 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED 
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After all the Christmas and New Year celebrations you 
may already be seeing stars! So to enable you to see 
how we rate a new game, at a glance, we have introduced 
new ratings. 
Graphics, sound and playability remain as 
marks out of five, but our new CCI ratings are as follows: 

AWESOME - few and far between, but a must! 
MEGA - excellent, one of the best games this month 
CRISP - very good, a game that we all enjoyed - truly 
playable 
IFFY - good, but should be tried first 
DODGY - not one of our favourites, but had some 
redeeming points 
NAFF - pretty bad, not really worth a look 
PRE-BASIC - the pits, not worthy of the tape it's on! 

MeT 
ESTIMATOR 

CENTRONICS 
INTERFACE 

Professional estimating package designed for use in small businesses 
employing A BBC B or CBM64 micro computer. disk drive(s) and Tv. 
A dot matr ix printer would be a dist inct advantage. The program should 
save up to 75 ", of the time normally spent on iob costings . 

Our price £29.95 

Our nearest competitor costS 10 times more'£29 95 
Now available on the Plus/4 
and the 64K Expanded C 16' • 

COMMODORE CI6 

No soldering or 
cutting of tracks. Disables internal 
16K and provides 60671 bytes 
free to Basic 

Please direct enquiries/orders to:-

BOARD 

£49.95 
MICRO COMPONENT TRADING COMPANY 
Group House 
Fishers Lane 
Norwich 
Norfolk Telephone (0603) 633005 

MODEL 920081G - DOES IT ALL! 
Full Commodore graphics and special 
characters, tabs , dot graphics etc. Plus 8K 
buffer. 

£64.99 

----------------ALSO---------------
MODEL 92000 - less graphics 
MODEL 92000/G - with graphics, no buffer 

£49.99 
£59.99 

All models software transparent - no driver needed. 

Connect to C16 or Plus 4 (with optional mains adaptor), VIC 20, C64 or 
C128 or daisy chain to disk chain . 

Includes printer lead - nothing more to buy. 

FCC SYSTEMS LIMITED 

THE LODGE, MOORLANDS ROAD 
MERRIOTT, SOMERSET TA16 5NF 
TEL: CREWKERNE (0460) 73442 
PRESTEL MAILBOX 046073442 

Prices include VAT 
Please add £1.00 p+p 

DEALER ENQUIRIES 
MOST WELCOME 



SCALECTRIX 

Did you think Pitstop II was a 
really magic game? Did you (like 
me) think Racing Destruction Set 
was truly wonderful? U so this 
game from Leisure Genius is 
definitely for you! 

I can hear all you crying "NO, 
No!! Not another racing game!" 
Scalectrix however is really good, 
and although it has become 
difficult to recommend yet 
another Pole POSition, I will stick 
my neck out and say that this will 
be a hit! 

When I first heard that the 
rights to Scalectrix h ad been 
acquired I was most int rigued as 
to how the game would turn· out, 
thankfully it lived up to the high 
expectations I had. It w a s not that 
long ago I was playing the real 
thing!!! 

YABBA 
DABBADOO! 

U there were a silliest computer 
game name award, this game 
would surely get it! 'Yabba Dabba 
Doo!', really!! The game however 
is not at all silly, it is in fact fun, 
well programmed, and the best 
thing to come out of Quicksilva for 
a long time! 

The Flintstones, together with 
such favourites as Betty Boop and 
Mickey Mouse, have a place in my 
heart from many years of 
watching them. Ageless is a word 
I'd use for characters such as 
these. 

Back to the game! You play Fred, 
in an almost endless toil to build a 
house for you and Wilma to live in. 
This may sound easy, but Wilma 
won't even look at you until that 
house is built, and no-one else 
seems willing to give you a hand, 
quite the opposite in fa ct, with 
pre-historic pterodactyls and 

The games starts with you 
deciding whether you want to 
design your own track, or race one 
of the many already set up, 
ranging from Kyalami to our own 
Silverstone. U you decide to 
design your own track, there are 
various pieces to chose from, 
including a huge variety of evil 
chicanes, (not for the faint 
hearted!); though unlike true 
Scalectrix you can't lose vital 
sections and bend others to fit!! 

turtles are especially annoying, 
cC-aining you of energy if you so 
much as touch them. 

To build the house you must 
rush about putting all the grotty 
stones in the tip, thereby gaining 
points, and collecting all the nice 
round rocks to build a house. To 
get anywhere near the end you 
must also find an extremely pre
historic car and this allows you to 
travel further afield for your 
rocks. 

Graphically YDD (my shor
tening, I hasten to addl) is very 
good, almost cartoon-esque. With 
all the characters being easily 
recognisable, Fred is really 
excellent, and his walk has been 
captured perfectly. The Music too 
is good, and soon you find yourself 
humming the Flint stones tune 
continually, as my very annoyed 
girlfriend will tell you! 

Having decided to race you can 
choose how good you want your 
computer opponent to be (unless 
you are playing two players!), 
ranging from easy to beat to 
bloody difficult! 

The racing, using split screens 
(a la Pitstop) is excellent, as are 
the track diagrams below. 

U you already own 50 racing 
games, then I wouldn't reco
mmend this game, otherwise 'GO 
FOR IT!'. 

Price: 
Graphics: 
SOund: 

£9.95 

**** 
** 
(COUld have 
more With done 

PlaYab:ili.t"'. Prbc tunel) Grand 
CCI <T ' *** 

Rating: ClUSP 
Contact· L i . e sur 
Montagu lto e Genius 3 
9354622. w, London WI '1'~1:01~ 

-
-Overall, a jolly good program, 

what can I say except: YABBA 
DABBA DOOII (Sorry for being so 
predictable!!!) 

I 
Price: 
Graphics: £7.95 
SOund· **** r 
ft • **** 
rlaYab:ili.ty: *** 
CCIRating.. Me 
Contact: Q"w,Cksga 

HOuse, 222 lte ilva Ltd, Liberty 

WIlt7DB. '1'el: g~~::~:!6~ondon 
I 



At first, I have to admit, I thought 
this game was rubbish, "Oh God, 
another £3.99 flop!" was the cry 
heard flying around the CCI office. 
But in true journalistic fashion I 
persisted, if only to see if I could 
complete the darn game. 

It was during my lunch hour 
that the dreadful thing happened; 
having eaten my sandwich I found 
myself loading Thunderbirds! 
Hard as I tried I couldn't s top, and 
the more times I tried 
unsuccessfully to complete the 
game, the more I found myself 
returning I 

Graphically Thunderbirds is 
poor to say the least. The loading 
screen picture of Thunder bitd 2 is 
nice, but from then on the 
graphics get steadily worse, 
culminating at the moment the 
ships take off - truly tacky! 

GYROSCOPE 

special; a 
announces 
are GOI", but the rest of the sound 
is pretty uninspiring. 

Although this may sound like a 
total massacre of the game it's just 
not true. It is immensely playable, 
it doesn't matter about its 
graphics or sound, the puzzles set 
by the various mazes are 
enjoyable and frustrating. 

Basically you must control 
Thunderbirds 1 and 2 and using 
each one to move different 
coloured blocks - Green for 2, 
Yellow for 1 - you must work your 
way through a maze to rescue a 
group of scientists. If this sounds 
uninteresting, it's not. Thund
erbirds may not be F .A.B, but it 
certainly is F.U.N. 

Graphics: * 
SOund:. * 
PlayabiJ.i.ty: **** 
CCI Bating.. 
Price: • ~~~Oddbuttruef) 
COZltact: Fu-eb1r 9 
l'ttartins L&lle d, 6/9 Upper St 
2:'el:01-3796788' London WC2 

When you look at the development although Electronic Arts own the and quickly became annoyingly 
of arcade games, there are four or rights to the name, Melbourne repetitive. Also, it slows down 
five machines which mark a huge House, with its newest release immensely when the first screen 
leap forwards both in progr- 'Gyroscope', seems to have prod- is scrolled on. 
amming skill and the games uced a very playable alternative. I really did enjoy this game, it is 
contents. Space Invaders, Defe- Instead of rolling a marble down fun and frustrating, and defi
nder, HyperSports - all these a maze, you are in control of a nitely addictive. If you can't be 
games gathered cult followings in nicely animated Gyroscope, spin- bothered to wait for the EA 
the arcades, and as such were ning, which you must pilot down version, albeit official, then this 
successfully converted t o home the maze. game's for you! 
micros. The graphics are nice, with a r-;;;;;------::::------__ _ 

My favourite ever arcade game, carefully designed maze smoothly Price: ~ 
and perhaps the most talked bout, animated as you move down; and £8.98 (cassette) 
was Marble Madness. It had there are enough different Graphics: £14.9S(disk) , 
amazing graphics, unbelievable screens to keep even the best SOUZld: **** 
sound, and was more playable Marble Madness fans happy for PlayabiJ.i.ty:. *** 
than anything before or sincel many hours. CCIBating.,· **** 

It was, therefore, only a matter The music was not qui~e up to COZltact:l'tt~lbourn**;; 
of time before someone brought standard however. Although the Yard House e ouse, Castle 
out a version for the 64, and tune was fun, it was quite short ltiChmond ' Castle Yard 

..i~~_ii~~ii_~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~~~iiiiiiii~~~~iiiiiiiiiiii~ L:... 6064 Surrey, 2:'el:01-940 
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D r. Frankenstein is alive and we ll and 
living in the bodies of two fifteen year 

old boys in America. The two boys are 
Gary and Wyattt who don 't seem to be 
ab le to make the grade where girls are 
concerned. They turn their energies into 
making the woman of thei r dreams to 
attend to their desires . 

With the help of their home computer 
(not a Commodore in this case), Playboy 
centrefo lds, a Barbie doll and bras on their 
heads (?l) they conjure up the ideal woman 
who ca lls herself Lisa (Ke ll y Le Brock). Lisa 
appears in a puff of smoke and a massive 
exp losion and te lls the boys that their w ish 
is her command - well almost. . . (is this a 
"family film" Ed?).. What ensues is a 
sequence of events in wh ich Lisa plays a 
central part in throwing the boys into 
situations wh ich wi ll bring out the macho-

---- --
---~~-- ~--- ---- ~--- ---- -- -- --.,. -------- --- _ .. -----.-..- -~ 

BLANK DISKS 

man in them and make them - " big hits 
with the girls." The fi lm carr ies very good 
performances from both the boys and Kelly 
Le Brock who has a great deal more to say 
than in her last film " The Woman in Red"; 
and it shows her off as a very humorous 
actress and not just a pretty face - though 
she is truly gorgeous. The screenp lay is 
riddled w ith loose ends but redeems itself 
with ve ry funny scenes, good special 
effects and some good 01' foot-tapping-in
the-aisle music. 

Weird Science cou ld be regarded as 
extremely sexist - though my female 
partner wasn't offended by it. The poster 
claims "I t's purley sexua l" - I'm inclined to 
agree. 

Here's looking at you, Kelly. 
M.J. 

What's a film got to do with 
computers we hear you 

ask? Well, in this instance 
quite a lot. But we feel that 

our readers - and that 
means YOU - are also film 
goers ... why not drop us a 
line and tell us if you would 

like to see reviews of 
computer-relevant films, 
or others for that matter! 

Top Quality 5;\-" Bulk Packed Disks 

Supplied in 1 O's with a FREE Plastic Ubrary Case, Labels etc. 

Single Sided 
(40180 Track) 

Double Sided 
(40180 Track) 

10 - 5i" Disks 
(With a FREE Plastic 
Ubrary Case) £13.95 £17.95 
50-5tDisks 
(With a FREE Perspex 
Storage Box) £59.95 £79.95 

* UFmME WARRANTY * 
* FREE FAST DELMRY * 

All prices are inclusive or VAT. 

Delivery FREE throughout the U.K. 

3" & 3!" Disks also available 

Bulk Orders, Trade Enquiries & Educational Enquiries Welcome 

IMj~TI~Elgc)A1~D. 2 $fots. save yeur connector. 

• IE:PFIO'~C,AR,D, 2 type selectable$Ociu!l1,s.. 

M()TtiEI~B4)Al~D, 2slots, 

5 slots, sWllchab!c, buHered. 

64. create your commun+ca:tlon terminal. BOTTOM 
VIC 20 ~~DCES Fall 

UCTS 
make)lOUt own crograms on EPROM. 

2'Y!>,_,"""'iSOCl<ets. 

ERASER, "' ..... EPROMS '""""""""""'. 

MONITOR, 12". g<_""bo<. 
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THE 64 SOFTWARE CENTRE 
1 Princeton Street, London We1 

01-430 0954 

Flight Simulator by Sublogic 

From the author of Flight Simulator II, this is a 
simulation of a land-based F-16 jet fighter and 
a carrier-based F-18 jet fighter. It includes 
electronic flight instruments and advanced 
weaponry, with aerobatic manoeuverability. 
Full screen cockpit view. Highly detailed 
scenery. Day or night flying. 
Zoom magnification. Disk only. 

£49.95 
including VAT 
P&P £2.00 extra 

Credit Cards (Visa, Access, Eurocard, Mastercard); 
Telephone orders accepted. 



TheMicro" 
.~.aestr

os 

Name:Martin Galway. 

.Age: 19. "Though I'm twenty on January 3rd". 

How long have you been at 

Ocean ?:"About 9 months". 

Who did you work for 

previouslY?:"Well I was at college, but I did 

some work for Ocean, as well as the sound tracks 

for Ultimate's BBC games such as Xnfghtlore, Atic 

Atac, and Alien 8". 

Musical Taste:"1 like electronic music; Level 

42, John Michel Jarre, and Thomas Dolby". 

Do you consider yourself a 

programmer or a musician ?:"Well, 

basically a programmer. You have to be good at 

programming to be able to code the soundtracks, so 

I suppose the music came second. I also did a little 

of the programming of Rambo". 

What equipment do you USe?:"Two 64's, a 

TV, a Technics Hi-Fi, and sometimes a Yamaha CX5 

to play around with for Ideas". 

What is your favourite Ocean 

Game:"Rolands Rat Race". 

What is your favourite non-Ocean 

game : "Pit Stop II - even though the sound wasn't 

that good" 

What's the best soundtrack you've 

done?:"Well, Rambo is the best loading music 

I've done, but a new title called Comic Bakery is 

probably the best game tune I'Ve written". 

What is your favourite soundtrack 

apart from your own ?:"I suppose it must be 

Monty on the Run or Shadowfire. Although 

Shadowfire was short, it was really good. Rob 

Hubbard and Fred Grey are probably the only two 

other music programmers who are really good". 

What soundtracks have you done for 

Ocean ?:"Well the early ones were Hunchback II 

and Kong Strikes Back, more recently however I'Ve 

done Hypersports, Roland's Rat Race, Rambo and 

------~-----
Never Ending Story. I'Ve also done Yie Ar Kung Fu 

and Comic Bakery, but they're not released yet" . 

How long does it. take to program a 

soundtrack?:"using my own program, the 

loading music for Hypersports took a weekend, but 

the incidental music took three weeks using a tape 

of the films soundtrack". 

How much RAM is allocated for the 

loading music?:"Around6K, with between 10 

and 11K for the actual game music and sound 

affects". 

What does the future hold for 

you ?:"Well, as I said, I'm doing Yie Ar Kung Fu, 

but I'Ve also go to do some for the Amstrad. Then 

there's Mikie which I have to do shortly". 

Will you ever program games?:"lt's 

unlikely, Ocean have a full set of programmers 

here, and I work full time on the music". 

Your Uncle is the Flautist James 

Galway, has this influenced you ?:"No, 

not really, he is much more the classical side of 

music. I find I am influenced much more by 

contemporary musicians such as Level 42 and 

John Michel Jarre". 

Have you seen anAmiga ?:"Well, I saw the 

Micro Live on the machine and it looks amazing, I 

can't wait to get my hands on oneil" 

Finally I must thank Martin for this interview, 

and say that Comic Bakery sounds really superb. 

He also asked me to say hello to the programmer 

who was continually howling in the background 

(perhaps this is why he's called the Hyena?), so 

"Hi Tony". 

Next month we'll hopefully be featuring Rob 

Hubbard, the man behind Monty on the Run, Thing 

on a Spring, The LastV8, Commando and other such 

excellent soundtracks. If you have any questions 

you would like us to ask, send them to Music 

Interview, CCI, 40 Bowling Green Lane, London 

ECIRONE. 

Francis Jago. 

CommOdore CompUlin 
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THE NElli! GENE"''' 
OF SA .. ",TION 

METHODS CKUP 
"F HAs ARRIVED 
"F reeze Fraine" is [fl 
. reeze Frame" . e prOduct that "64 
Ing you to SJl\VE ,";" 11 take COntrol of oWners have bee .. 

~:'~ ~~d?'SC::; ~~:: dISC.Y~~~~~~~e;~~/~~~~;;;~~~~~t~e~~~~f a SWitch 
D ng techntque used I ~ can be frOlen tyPIcal appUcario 1')1. aI/ow. 

ISCTOTAPE' . D/scsave incor al1d trilnSferr~ nsare . .. 
of normal or rur~ ~ ;:,"0,), r~ldent d" pOraces a fast lOading !~:',iJ regardless of the 
.DISC TO DISC: It is . ed.) IS<: program can be baCke . 
baCh load at high ,r;:;'ble to make a self . d up Onco tape. /Cho; 
TAPE TO TAPE- Ta d and .. IIow the ~~':ra~;d baCk up or diS( ba ce 
In fact "Freeze F ' pe baCk ups can be made a the dIsc to be us::'df:ograms that will 
to make a b rarne" wIII F t turbo speed ' . no'mal. 
can be a fas~c~ UP,of ~at progr: EZE any program . WithJUSt one rape deck. 
BAsiC or machi:~'ng Single file. Th~mo rape ?r disc, Th~at,s memory residen 
'00% .IIccess. anguage is reqUiregr.ocess IS complet~auty being thar th; and aI/ow You 

"Freeze F ,Just fOllow the promtts IIt1tomatlc no kS;Ved verSion 
NOT du rarne" is a hardwa " and the Simple in OWI~dge of 
run Inde': the emire contenr:e f deVice" that plu . srructlons for 

ndently of the h 0 memory.juSt th gs 'nto the carrr/d 
ardware. e WorkIng progr~,:o~ of the '64. It does 

WARNING: , ONt y ~3 ' ograms converted 
d,sc, softw Don t be miSlead b ~ 9.95 
POOr succe:;~a~~'~ Ut:es are In~~::~ aOVerts, if YOU want t 

,ward to use, greed~t~~ r:r :~!e: ;~: ~ ~~~~~ 6~~~!:~d pr'?Qrams to 

ALIGNMENT 
PROBLEMS? 

1541 PHYSICAL EXAM 
It 1~" HEALTHY" £39.95 

~:~OVlD liS PHYSICAL (x".o.M 

lOOKlIK[THISOI'I[' 

di ital alignmenl disc and 
The program. Lnclucl~ a 9 to accurat~ly ch~ck 
sottwafe whICh .allOWS ~ nment The Lrntructl?n 
and correct dLSC drive a %soincIUdesquietdr~e 
bOOklet LS very det~lIe!nering" tl'\Us preventing 
stOPS to stop tI'lal ha 
lunne< problemS, ONLY £39.95 

overpnc;ng, acks inClUding 

elSC elSECTOR 
V3.0 

aLJI~clkdl~~c =iF FAST LOAD 
PLUS 

UTILITY CARTRIDGE 

Get a OUICKDISC+ canndge plugged into your '64 and your 1541 wifl reafly OUrt to perform, So many features per 
poond {ste~ingl that you wifl hardly believe it Includes the following , , , 
Fast LOAD .nd SAVE {foor to five umes normal speedl. Works with most protected software. Can be switched in and 
out from the keyboard, 
Fast Format takes jUst 10 second; 
Fast IIHkup copies an entire disc in four minutes, {Not heavily protected software,1 
Fast File Copier for selective fast copying. 
Improved DOS commands IDOS 5.11 makes for easy use of the disc drive, e,g, S{RETURNI will LOAD and display a direc
to!}' withoot overwriting BASIC SHIFT RUN/STOP wililOAD"O:"",B.I etc etc. Very, very useful. 
Incorporotes Centronla printer softw.re {user portl with C8M gr.phla capability, See "Commodore Con
nexion" for suitable lead. 
A RESET switch is fined, IWe have loond this to be "unstoppable", it also preserves the tape buffer,1 
NO MEMORY IS USED by thjseartridge, it is totally "transparent" and uses special switching techniques, 
Now the price, No, not £49,95, in not even half that much, Can you afford to be without OUICKDISC +, 

ONLY£19,95 
No extra connections are necessary with OUICKOISC + and unlike most similar products it is compatible with printers and 
second drives. 

fj{'-- wt?uUJII 
For C64 or VIC 20 

ONL Y £1.99 POST FREE 
• TOP + TRIGGER FIRE BUTTON 
• AUTO FIRE MODE • EXTRA LONG LEAD 
• STABILIZING SUCTION PADS 

• NOW FOR THE C16 

ONLY~.!I!I POST FREE 

END NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVER 

DIGITALDRUM 
SYSTEM FORTHEC64 

• A real digital Drum Machine 
• Supplied with 10 pre programmed ry1hms to start you off! 
• Very simple to use with on saeen menus 
• Save sequences to tape/disc 
• Polyphonic sound 
• Real time and Step sequencer 
• Complete with all software 
• Contains a full Digitally Recorded "Drum Kit" i.e, 8 PCS- Kick Drum, 

Snare,HHiat, Tom Tom etc 
• NOTE: These are real drum sounds not synthesized 

SEND NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

COM·DRUM SORWARE 
ONLY, TO WORK WITH 

THE DIGITAL SOUND SAMPLER 

IGITAL SOUND SAMPLING 
NOW FOR YOUR COMMODORE 64 

COMPLETE PACKAGE 
£49.99 

POST FREE 

FOR DISC BASED SOFTWARE 
PLEASE ADD £2.00 

The Datel Sampler now brings you this 
technology at a sensible price! 

• The Sampler allows you to record any sound digitally into memory and replay it 
instantly at any pitch, backwards, forwards, ascending scale, descending, with echo, 
reverb, flanging, endlessly looped etc, Truly professional hardware incorporating: 
• Full 8 bit D to A and ACe alOversion, 
• Line or MIC input, line output and feedback control. 
A cnmprehensive sofware packing including: 
• A live effects menu with echo, reverb, digital delay, flanging etc, 
• Full Sample editing facilities with review and on screen frequency ploning, 
• A powerful sequencer with direct input and editing, 
!wailable now complete hardware/software package, Complete with microphone, 
(Disc software please add £2). 

GUARANTEED SAME DAY 
DESPATCH ON ALL ORDERS 24 HR CREDIT IfI!!W c:IIIII3I 

SENDCHEQUES/P.O'sto: CARD LINE ~ __ 
DEPT No: ~ ...... c i UNIT 8, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 

~.,_!! .. ~ DEWSBURYROAD,FENTON, 
eel ,=~i ~~T.DNI~. STOKE-ON-TRENT __ !:. ______ ••• _~ TEL: 0782273875 



THE OFFICIAL BOOK FOR THE COMMODORE 
128 PERSONAL COMPUTER by Mitchell Waite, 
Robert Lafore and Jerry Volpe - £11.50 

T he Official Book for the Commodore 
128 it says, and the offic ial book it is. 

From past experience, and most people 
wou ld I th ink agree, any literature as 
closely tied to one of Commodore's 
computers leaves the reader with more 
questions than answers . This book is like a 
breath of fresh air ! 

It is w ritten by independent authors, but 
w ith the ass istance of Jim Gracely and Bob 
Kenny of Commodore Business Machines. 
The book provides a comprehensive 
coverage of all aspects of the 128: what it 
does, how it does it, and what you can use 
it for . 

"Comprehensive coverage 
of all aspects of the 128" 

It begins by si nging the praises of the 128 
and lists the 'firsts' it represents in the 
computer industry: the first upgrade of the 
64 ... the first low-cost computer to offer 
128K of memory .. . the first computer to 
combine the high resolution co lour 
graphics of the 64 with a serious business 
operating system(CP/Ml. .. . the first 
computer to offer two entirely separate 
microprocessor brains and video graphic 
chips ... the first computer to offer an 
inte lligent disk drive capab le of read ing 
dozens of storage formats ... and last - but 
not least - the first computer to combine in 
one case what amounts to three separate 
computers - the 64 mode, the 128 mode 
and the CP/M mode. 

Although written for the American 
market (immediately noticeable by the 
American spelling of certain words), it does 
not reso rt to Americanese in the way 
computer books do in a sometimes 
irritating manner. 

Instead it is a well-plan ned and carefu lly 
thought out tome sectionalised sens ibly. 
The layout of the book is not particularly 
exciting, but it is set in a very legible 
typeface broken up by numerous head.ings 
and diagrams making it very easy on the 
eye. 

It is not sp iral bound - one of my 
favour ite gripes - but it is a book to be read 
at length and at leisure, rather than one to 
be propped up next to your computer. 

"Easy on the eye" 

Look ing down the list of contents w ill 
give you some idea of the vast amou nts of 
topics covered here. 

The story beh ind the 128 is to ld along 
wi th the advantages of having 'three 
computers in one'. 

Periphera ls are the subject of chapter 
two with explanations of each type of 
peripheral along with d iagrams showing 
where everyth ing fits in. Here again we are 
rem inded that this is essentia lly an 
American publication: the merits of the 
1571 disk drive are discussed, a little 
fru strating for the UK market w hich is 
wa iting indefin itely for the launch of this 
drive over here. (The reason for its delay is 
that it was fe lt that the UK was not yet ready 
fo r such a pricey disk drive.) 

The next three chapters of the book go 
on to exp lain w hat each of the three modes 
of th is computer offer, how they can be 
enhanced and what add itional equ ipment 
is needed for each. 

A substantial section on graphics 
follows. This covers the kinds of graphics 
offered with the 128; the history of 128 
graphics; how to use the new 128 graphics 
mode; how bit-mapped graphics work; 
how to make and manipulte sprites; and 
what the 80-co lumn mode offers in the 
way of graph ics. 

The concluding chapter features sound 
and music: what you can do w ith sound on 
the 128; commerc ial software and 

hardware for sound generation; sound 
ideas; and sound and Basic 7.0 

O ne of the things I really liked about this 
book was the way in wh ich it cross-refers 
you to other re levant sections of the book . 
Never does the book race through a 
subject, but rather covers them in clea r and 
precise manner. The style of writi ng results ' 
in a book which is easily understood by the 
begin ner, but not condescending to the 

more advanced computer user. 
A comprehensive index enables the 

quick location of specific subjects. Yet 
another plus po int is the list at the back of 
addresses of companies and organisations 
listed under the chapters re levant to them. 

Incidentally, a new phraseology creeps 
in under the chapter on the 64 mode - a 
phrase I have not heard of before anyway. 
It is Edutainment and describes programs 
designed to teach a specific subject in an 
enjoyab le way education and 
entertainment! 

In conclusion, I can on ly say that there 
are very few computer books wh ich I have 
trouble finding fault w ith - particu larl y 
those w ith an 'officia l' tag relating to 
Commodore. 

The Officia l Book for the Commodore 
128 is not particularly cheap (what 
computer book is! ?), but it is a worthy 
investment for anyone w ho has a 128 or 
who is thinking of buying one. 

Contact: Pitman Publishing, 728 Long 
Acre, London WC2E 9AN. Tel: 07-379 
7383. 
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~~~~~~~~ Computer iournalist Peter Arnott-Job evaluates 
~ a selection of newly-released books. 

COMMODORE 64 
ADVANCED GAME 
DESIGN by George A and 
Nancy E Schwenk 

T AB B;oks are another of those 
American publishers who are 

generally trustworthy. They publish a wide 
range of computer books from advanced 
technical guides to popu lar, sometimes 
rather trivial, titles. But on the whole they 
make a good job of it and are well 
respected for doing so. 

player is assigned a major corporation and 
has to avoid being taken over while 
attempting to take over others. This is done 
by buying and selling stocks and shares. 

They are very good games, fun to play 
and, in some respects, educational. At 
least they require some intellectual activity 
on the part of the players. Going through 
the book and keying in the games (which 
are also availab le on a disk) will teach you 
a hell of a lot about programming. This is 
good, clean, non-violent family 
entertainment. 

A.nd what is wrong with that? 
Contact: TAB, John Wiley & Sons, Baffins 
Lane, Chichester, W. Sussex. Tel: 0243 
784537. 

THE PROGRAMMERS' 
TROUBLESHOOTING 
GUIDE by Piers Letcher
£7.95 

The note of reservation in that first 
paragraph is a result of a coup le of little 
niggles about this book. Let's get them over 
with first because many people will 
undoubtedly think they' re entirely 
unjustified niggles. They are speiling 
mistakes: 'complete' instead of 'compete' 
on the back cover (of all places!) and 
'calender' in one of the li st ings. (It should, 
of course, be calendar.) I found these Whatever your degree of competence 
aCCidentally and there may well be more. at programming the Commodore 

I don't see why computer book readers 64, unless you're an advanced 
should be prepared to tolerate lower programmer, you ' ll find this a useful book. 
standards than readars of books on other Anyone who's ever written a program 
subjects . And I always think: ' If I can't trust knows the frustration of discovering that it 
the spelling, can I trust anything else?' won ' t work properly and spend ing hours 

(Everyone will now be poring over the trying to figure out what's wrong. The 
pages of this magazine looking for Programmers' Troubleshooting Guide is 
mistakes. Unlike a book, this magazine is designed to help you find out what the 
produced under pressure to a strict bugs are and how to iron them out. 
deadline. There are occasions throughout Non-programmers probably won't 
magazine publishing when mistakes are understand that sinking feeling you get 
deliberately left uncorrected because a when your program won't run properly. 
correction would cause an unacceptable Discovering there's a bug is only the 
delay.) beginn ing and can herald the start of a long 

The spelling mistakes are unfortunate and frustrating session at the keyboard. 
blemishes on an otherwise decent, sol id Even professional programmers can spend 
piece of work. It's based around three more time iron in.g out the bugs in a 
games which are described and listed, with program than actually writing it. This is 
a commentary. The games are based on simply because a computer only does 
very good ideas and have more in EXACTLY what it's told and cannot 
common with board games than arcade compensate for those little human errors 
games or adventure games (though one wh ich appear at first sight to be trivial. The 
could argue that to some degree they are book deals first of all with the writing of 
really interactive adventure games). programs, from program structure to 

In Prime Time you and your fellow typ ing them in. It then tackles the problems 
players take the part of television of BASIC, input and output, graphics, 
executives buying TV programmes and sound and memory. There's a more 
scheduling them to be shown on certa in detai led section on structure and finally a 
nights of the week. You must take into section on machine code. 
account viewing figures, your competitors' You will find that a lot of the material in 
scheduling, how you spend your The Programmers' Troubleshooting Guide 
promotion and publ icity budget and the covers the same ground as other booh. 
sometimes erratic activities of the shows' But it is written from the point of view of 
stars. The winner is the network with the discovering errors and while you may 
highest viewing figures. already be familiar with the subjects 

WordSquare is just that, a vocabulary covered you may not be aware of their 
game involving a square of words . And relevance to troubleshooting. 
Takeover is also self-explanatory. Each This is a useful book, well organised, not 
player is assigned a major corporation and too technical for the newcomer yet not so 
has to avoid being taken over whi le simple that it insults the intelligence of the 
attempting to take over others. Th is is done seasoned campaigner. It could make some 
by buying and selling stocks and shares. people's lives a lot easier. 

WordSquare is just that, a vocabulary Contact: Century Communications, 
game involving a square of words. And 72-73 Creek Street, London W7 V 5LE. 
Takeover is also self-explanatory. Each Tel: 07-434 4247. 
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COMPUTE!'S VIC-20 AND 
COMMODORE 64 TOOL 
KIT: KERNAL by Dan Heeb 

I f you don't understand the title, 
don' t buy the book! If you do 

understand the title you ' ll immediately 
recognise the value ofthe book. The Kernal 
is that section of ROM which is mainly 
concerned with traffic in and out of the 
computer, not so much - what goes in and 
comes out but how it does so. It handles 
communication with printers, the screen, 
disk drives, cassette drives and anything, in 
fact, that you care to attach to your 
machine, which makes it a pretty 
important part of the computer' s operating 
system. 

If you program in BASIC and are satisfied 
with what you can do you won 't need to 
bother with a book like this, of course. But 
gaining direct access to the Kernal enables 
you to play around a lot more with the 
computer's input/output handling. If 
you're planning to connect anything 
unusual to your computer - anything 
robotic, for example - you may have to get 
to grips with I/O handling in great detail. 

There are now a few American 
publishers who consistently produce 
computer books to a high standard and 
Compute! Publications is one of them . The 
excellent Compute! magazine was one of 
the first on the scene and the range of 
books about Commodore machines 
published by the same company are just as 
excellent. You could probably get away 
without buying another book about the 
Commodore 64 if you bought a selection 
of Compute! 's books about the machine. 
Their approach is typified by the spiral 
binding which enables you to lay the book 
flat without breaking the spine. British 
publishers simply can ' t be bothered with 
such niceties. 

There's one inevitable criticism about 
Tool Kit: Kernal: a disassembly of the code 
for the Kernal is not included - for 
copyright reasons. It is, however, available 
from other sources. 

Tool Kit: Kernal will be welcomed by 
VIC-20 and 64 programmers but will 
obviously be joining a row of other books 
on the shelf. It would be helpful if, amongst 
those other books were Compute! 's VIC-
20 and Commodore 64 Tool Kit: BASIC 
and either Mapping the VIC or Mapping 
the Commodore 64. 

This is the sort of book that hardly needs 
reviewing. Those who are deeply enough 
into programming to know what it's about 
will know whether they need a book like 
this and will already be aware of 
Compute! 's reputation. 

Contact: Holt Saunders, 7 St Anne's 
Road, Eastbourne, East Sussex BN2 7 3 UN. 
Tel: 0323 638227. 



Programming The Commodore 64 
by Rae West 

Comprehensive and readable teaching and reference 
book on the 64. Takes over where Commodore's 
manual leaves off. M~ch larger than most computer 
books. Programs available separately on disk or a. 
pack of 2 tapes - saves keyin9 time. 
Topics covered include ccurse In BASIC programming. 
how BASIC works , extending BASIC, machine
language ccurse, ROM guide and memory-maps etc. 
thorough coverage of graphics and sound, tape and 
disk handling hardware. 

·'Best of all the bocks ... required reading for all those 
who wish to make full use of their 64s·' - Jack Cohen. 

Programming The Commodore 64 (R. West) £14.90 in UK/Europe. 624 page 
paperback. 17 chapters & appendices. ISBN 0 9507650 2 3. Published by Level 
Ltd. (Computer Publications), P.O. Box 438, Hampstead, London NW3 1 BH. 
Programming The Commodore 64 Disk £8.90 (incs. VAT) ISBN 0 9507650 31 . 
Programming The Commodore 64 Tapes £9.90 (incs. VAT) ISBN 0 9507650 1 X. 
~rogramming The VIC (R. West) £10.90. Large paperback. ISBN 0 950 765015. 

Packed with Virtually all the information you are likely to read " - J . Goldsmith. 

Programming The PET/CBM (R . West) £18.90. Large paperback. ISBN 
'~i~5g3~~~i~IJ .. "Undoubtedly the most comprehensive reference I have seen" -

I MAIL ORDER FORM - - - - - ;J 
From booksellers/retailers/dealers or by direct mail. Send orders and make 
cheques payable to Level Ltd (Computer Publications), c/o Biblios Distribution 
Ltd, Star Road, Partridge Green, Nr Horsham, W. Sussex RH13 8LD. 

Quantity Title Price 
Programming The Commodore 64 (West) £14 .90' 
Programming The Commodore 64 Oisk £ 8.90-' 
Programming The Commodore 64 Tapes £ 9.90" 
Programming The VIC (West) £10 .90' 
Programming The PET/CBM (West) £18 .90' 

• Add £1 each postage 
"Add 50 each postage 

TOTAL PAYMENT 

Total 

NAME/ORGANISATION: _ ______ ______ _ _ 
ADDRESS: _ ________________ _ _ 

~-------------------CCI0186 I 

Dnn'_~ 
~ - -- -- - .... - - -- - - ... - .. ~ .. ~ - _.-- ------- ~~-.., . 

THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM 
• MASSIVE DATABASE Poolswin :ler is a sophisticated Pools 

prediction aid. It comes complete with the largest database 
available - 22000 matches over 10 years. The database updates 
automatically as results come in. 

• PREDICTS Not just SCOREDRA WS, but AWAYS, HOMES 
and NO SCORES. 

• SUCCESSFUL SELEC guarantee that Poolswinner performs 
significantly bener than chance. 

• ADAPTABLE Probabilities are given on ~ fixture
choose as many selections as you need for your bet. The 
precise prediction fonnula can )e set by the user - you can Boxed, with detailed 
develop and test your own unique method. instruction booklet 

• SIMPLE DATA ENTRY All team names are in the program. Simply type in the reference 
numbers [rom the screen. Or use FIXGEN to produce fixture list automatically (see below). 

• DISCIMICRODRIVE COMPATIBLE Tapes supplied with conversion instructions. 
• PRINTER SUPPORT Full hard copy printout of data if you have a printer. 

AVAILABLE FOR Spectrum (48K), Commodore 64, VIC 20 (+16K), AMSTRAD. 
BBGB, Atari (48K), ZX8l (16K), Dragon, Apple ll, ELECTRON . 

PRICE £15.00 (all inclusive) 
II---j~-~'----

FIXGEN 85/6 
AT LAS~: ~o more struggling for hours to get the 
flXtUre list mto the computer. FIXGEN has been 
programmed with all English and Scottish 

fixtures for 198516. Simply type in the date, and the full fixture list is 
generated in seconds. Fully compatible with Poolswinner. 
POOLSWINNER with FlXGEN £16.50 (all · 

COURSEWINNERv3 ~f~~e~~:;=~r 
THE PUIITERS COMPUTER PROGRAM and occasional punters alike. 
You can develop and test your own unique winning system by adjusting the 
analysis formula, or use the program in simple mode. Coursewinner V3 uses 
statistical analysis of major factors including past form, speed ratings, course 
statistics, prize money, weight , going, trainer and jockey form etc, etc. It 
outputs most likely winners, good long odds bets, forecasts, tricasts etc. The 
database includes vital course statistics for all British courses. You can update 
the database - never goes out of date. 
AVAILABLE FORSpectrUm(48K), Commodore 64, BBC (8), AMSTRAD , Atari (48K), Apple II 

PRICE £ 15,00 (all inclusive) includes nat AND National Hunt versions. 

Send ChequesIPOs for return of post service to . 

seIeC 
phone 24 hrs SOFr\X:-\RI' phone 24 hrs 

37 COUNCILLOR LANE, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE. 'l:5: 061-428 7425 
(Send (or (ull list of our software) 

• COMMODORE 64 • TRANSFER ALL MAJOR TURBOS • AUTOMATIC • NO USER KNOWLEDGE • 
~ Z 

~ LOOK AT DOSOFT'S NEW OFFERINGS ~ 
~ AND SEE WHAT'S IN THEM FOR YOU ~ 
~ ~ 

a Disk to Tape Plus 
A versatile collection of Disk-to-Tape routines 
for single and multipart programs. Featuring 
O Uf new tape turbo loader with Visible 
Screen and stripey border. Automatic 
disk to tape. Outputs program sections to 
tape as they load from disk. Selective disk 
to tape trdnsfer with or without boot loader 
• Maximum file length 207 blocks 
• Not for protected commercial disks. 
• Professional version available-includes 
masterin!lscheduler £12 50 and duplication 
rights-£2; .00 • 

i.E; MegaTape 
An outstanding new Tape-to-Tape utility for 
fast loading programs . • Covers all the 

a M U °1° ° k major loading systems • No extra hardware ega t1 1ty D1S required. All you need is a Commodore 64 
A handy collection of utilities to make the and one tape deck. No user knowledge 
best of your 1541 and 64. Very fast. Very required • Transferred programs load 
convenient . • AJphaLoad Disk 1i.!rbo independently at Turbo speed with Visible 
Loader. Load your progranunes at over Screen and stripey border. Double 
FOUR times the normal rate. Example: 200 Value- incorporates RBS Plus to convert 
blocks. ormal speed 130 seconds. W ith your slow load programs to turbo load 
Alphaload JUSt 30 seconds . • Fast Copy • Also handles RBS and £950 
Backup a whole disk in just 3 minutes H to t D S f Fastback programs. • 
Not for heavily protected commercial·disks. SAVE!SAVE!SAVE!,When)'oub,:,yany~wo OW ge your 0 0 tware 
• Thrbo File Copy cOPl' selected progrdms ofM~gaTransfer DIsk, MegaUtllity DIsk, All programs for Commodore 64. 
from your disks at TURBO speed . • Fast o r Dlsk-to-Tape Plus Just £24.00 (single Send SAE for full details o r cash/ 
Format Format your new disks at TURBO dIsk), o r All Three at £29,99 save£I2 chequelPO for fast despatch to , 
speed . • Pro Sprite A high class spri te Or save £33 on Our Complete Collection DoSoft (Dept V), 2 Oakmoor Ave, 
library/editor. 100% (every program in this Ad, including Blackpool FY2 OEE 
machine code. £12 50 Professional Disk-to-Tape and MegaTape UK postage included. Europe add 7;p. 
JoystIck cont rol. • at only £39.99 (s ingle disk). Overseas add £.1.;0 for airmail. 

DoSoft 
You'll Do it Better 

with DoSoft 



Resave and Autorun 
All the way from Belgium 
comes this autorun routine 

written by Paul Gerard 

T his program allows you to save any 
basic program on the disk (under the 

name you w ant) in such a way that when 
the new program will be loaded from the 
disk, it will run automatically . The stop key 

is inoperative during the execution and a 
reset is performed at the end of execution. 

Use this program to resave your basic 
program s in a form which is eas ier for the 
user and protected from li sting. 

How to use 

1 Enter the program and save it. 
2 Run the program. Thenpress any key. 
3 Load your bas ic program from the disk. 
4 Type SYS 49329 and press return . Fo llow 
the instructions on the screen. When 
NAME? appear then type the name under 

which you want to save the new fo rm of 
your basic program. 
S Now the new form of your basic program 
is on the disk. In the future, you w ill load it 
by LOAD " name" ,8,1. Execution will 
follow immediately. 

100 REM NAME OF PRG= AUTO-RUN ***P.GERARD***SEPTEMBER 85** * 
110 F'RINT"0l":l=3:FORJ=5T035:GOSUB360:NEXTJ:I=22:FORJ=5T035:GOSUB360:NEXTJ 
120 J=5:FORI= 3 T022:GOSUB360:NEXTI:J=35:FORI=3T022:GOSUB360:NEXTl 
130 PR INT "S'!I!I.'!I!!!!I! •••••••••••• UTO-E XEC " : PR INT"D!II!II"; SPC ( 17 ) ; "BY" 
14e1 PR lNT "l!l'IJI!I!I"; SP C (1 4 ) ; "~. GERARD!!" : PR INT"!I!II!JI" ; SPC ( 19); "SEPTEMBER 1985l11111" 
150 WAITI98,1 
160 PRINT".:DJTHI S PROGRAM ALLOWS YOU TO TRANSFORM YOUR BASIC PROGRAMS" 
1,O PRINT"IIl!IIIIN SUCH A WAY THAT THEY WILL RU~~ AUTO-MATICALLY WHEN LOADING." 
18 0 PR I NT" !!I!!I •••• I::.! PROCEDURE TO FOLLOW!!:" 
!90 PRINT"l!lI.aU AT THE END OF THE EXECUTION OF THIS PROGRAM,PLACE "; 
200 PR!NT"THE SOURCE DISK INTO DRIVEAND LOAD YOUR BASIC PROGRAM AS USUAL." 
210 PRINT"~ PLACE DESTINATION DISK INTO DRIVE, THEN TYPE il3YS49328!!." 
220 PR INT"!11!11U3 WHEN il'!AI'<lE!! APPEAR ON THE SCREEN, TYPETHE NAME YOU WANT "; 
230 PRINT"FOR THE NEW PROGRAM . IT WILL BE SAVED ON THE DISK. ":GOSUB310 
240 PRINT "OlLATER ON, YOU MAY LOAD YOUR NEW PROGRAM BY TYPING " 
250 PRINT"a!lill-OAD ";CHR$(34); "NAI'<E";CHR$ ( 34 ) ;" , 8,1-=-_,,, :GOSU8310 
260 POKE827,0:FORI=828T0830:READA:POKEI,A:NEXTl 
270 FORI=844 TO 877 :READA:POKEI,A:NEXTI 
280 FORI=49329T049465:READA:POKEI,A:NEXTI 
290 END 
300 REM SUB ··ROUT I NE ( TO CONT I NUE > 
3 10 PRINT"ifTO CONTINUE!! PRESS -" 
320 WAITI98,1 :GETR$ 
330 IFR$ ~ ) CHR$ ( 61 ) THEN320 

3 40 RETURN 
350 REM DISPLAY * ON THE SCREEN AT ROW I AND COLUMN J 
360 K=40*(I-1 ) ~J-l:POKE(1024+K),42:POKE ( 55296+K),7:RETURN 

370 DATA 16 9,192 , 9 6 
380 DATA 17 4 , 59 , 3 , 240,3,76,226,252,162,1 , 142,59 , 3 , 120,169,60 
390 DATA 14 1 , 40 , 3,169,3,141,41,3,88,32 , 94,166,32 , 142,166,76,174 , 167 
405 DATA 165,43 ,141,52 , 3,165,44,141 , 53, 3, 169 , 2 , 133,43,168 , 3 
410 DATA 133,44,169,76,141,2,3,169,3,141,3,3,32,68,229,24 
420 DATA 162,12,160,5,32,240,255 , 169 , 7,141,134,2 , 169 , 78,32,210 
430 DATA 255,168,65,32,210,255,169,77,32,210,255,169,69 , 32 , 210,255 
440 DATAI69,63,32 , 210,255 
450 DATA 16 0,0 , 32 , 207,255,153,132,3,200,201,13,208 ,245,136,140,54,3,160,1 
460 DATA 162,8 , 168 , 18,32,186,255,173,54,3,162 , 132,160,3,32,188,255 
470 DATA 17 4,45 , 0,172,46,0,169,43,32 , 216,255,173,52,3,133,43 
480 DATA 173, 53 ,3 ,133 , 44,169,131,141,2,3,169,164,141,3,3,86 
READY. 
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A.S.48328 / 49465N ...... PAGE 11J011J1 

L!i'lEII LOC 

00001 
00002 
0!1!003 
0et004 

0 000 
C0 B1 
C0B3 
C0B6 

CODE 

A5 2B 
SO 34 03 
AS 2 C 

00005 C0SS 3D 3 5 03 
00006 C0 BB A9 02 
00007 C0BO 
00008 C08 F 
00008 
00010 
00011 
00012 
00013 
00014 
0001'5 
00€1 16 
€I001 7 
00018 
000 19 
Oet020 
00021 
00022 
000 2 3 
00024 
GJ0e125 
el er:26 
000;::-;-

ceCl 
C0C3 
C0C5 
C0(:S 
C0CA 
C0CD 
COQ0 
CO Ol 
C0D3 
C0 05 
C0 08 
C0 0A 
C000 
C00F 
C0E2 
C0E4 
CfE7 
':0E8 
COEC 

85 2E' 
A9 03 
85 2 ': 
A9 4C 
3 D 0 2 03 
A9 03 
8 0 03 03 
20 44 E5 
18 
A2 0C 
A0 05 
20 F0 FF 
A9 07 
80 8 6 02 
AS 4E 
2e 02 FF 
AS 41 
20 02 FF 
AS 40 
20 02 FF 
AS 45 

~~~28 COEE 20 C2 rF 
90029 C~~l A9 3 F 
~B02~ CBF 3 20 0 2 F ~ 

~0B~t ~0FS A0 00 
e0~32 SOr-g 2~ ~r. FF 
~e033 C0F8 9~ 3~ e3 
0~0::"1 

::80:':: 
-J~2'!3S 

000~; 

tztC'l'?l3P 

"'!?IC',8 
('1e",~e 

00£ ·13 
~t)04.:j 

~0C ·;'5 

QC::~4~ 

fJOC"-

00['1'1::

"('1049 
0!1!050 
e1CJ0S1 
000!52 
00058 
0e~54 

0("r-:.:-

C'0 F f.' 
C0FF 
C:81 

r:' ! 1'1 '4 
Clr:'7 
Clrj':' 
.: 13!? 

C 1 !. 3 
~, ! '5 

C"! !-:-
C J !A 
C' I Ie 
!":ll<=:: 
CI2 0 
C!23 
C!26 
C!28 
C128 
C'12[,) 

r'~ ~Q 

De F5 

AI"') 38 e:: 
:'12 ~ ·1 

'~ e 'J? 
2,=" :::[ F~ 

1'6 20 
A4 2 ~ 

"'''1 28 
20 08 FF 
AD 34 e 3 
85 28 
AD :35 02 
8 ::: 2(: 
0'15 8 3 

LINE 

*=49329 
BEGIN LOA 4:; 

STA 820 
LOA 44 
STR 82 1 
LOA #2 
STA 4 .3 
LOA II::: 

LOOP 

STA 4-l 
LOA II?C 

LOA II :: 
ST~ 771 

JSR 58692 
CLC 
LOX 1112 
LOY 115 
JS R 65520 
LDA 117 
STA 646 
LOA 1178 
JSR 6 5 490 
LOA #65 
JSR 85490 
LOA liT? 

"SR 55490 
l..O~ 1169 
J3 R S~4 8 e 

LOA IIG3 
JSR 854S0 
LOY 110 
.JSR 65437 
STA 900, ",' 
I~N 

Ct·1P If ,." 

[, r~E .... cOP 
r.'- -. 
=.T r' 32"
L:J ',' 111 
L.D~· ~ #8 

LOA 1118 
JSr. E' 54 6 S 

it 13c. 

J3R 55468 
LO X 45 
LOY 46 
LOA 1143 
,TSR 65496 
LD fl 820 
STA 43 
LOA 13 21 
STA 44 
LOA 131 

; SAVE rnTA6 
; I ~·l 820/821 

; T><TTAB =77'0 

; CL EAR SCREEN 
;CURSOR AT 
;ROW 12 
;AND COLUMN 5 
; ( PLOT ) 
;CHARACTER COLOR 
; IS YELLOW 
; OUTPUT ~~ 

; (CHROUT ) 
; OUTPUT A 

; OUTPUT M 

; OUTPUT -
; TO THE SCREEN 
; HWUT THE tjAt'IE 
;O F THE PRG 
; FRot·1 KEY8UARO 

; L;: "GTH 0 .. ThE 
; NAIYIE IN a2c. 
,3A=1 

; DN=3 ( DI SK) 
; LFt·j= 18 
; . SC TLFS) 
; RETR!EVE LENGTH 
; ANO ADDRESS OF 
.' THE NAt<IE 
; ( SETNAM) 
; END OF I'ln10RY 
; TO BE SftVE 
; STA~ T OF t<1El'iOR Y 
i ( SAVE) 

;RESTORE TXTTAB 

;RESTORE It<lftlN 
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-.:tmttl!t·i j!·,. 
A.S . 48328/48465N .. ...• PAGE eleIeI2 

LINE*! LOC COD E LINE 

6e1656 C12F 80 el2 el3 STA 77e1 
eleIeI57 C132 A5 A4 LOA 164 
0e1658 C134 80 63 03 STA 771 
0e1058 C137 60 RTS 
00660 C133 END 

A.S .844/ 877N ...... PAGE 0001 

LINEII LOC CODE LI NE 

00601 0000 *=844 
00002 034C AE 38 03 BEGIN LOX 827 
00003 034F Fel 1213 SEQ FIRST 
00004 0351 4C E2 FC JMP 64738 
00005 0354 A2 01 FIRST LO X 111 
00006 0356 8E 3B 03 STX 827 
00007 0359 78 STOP SEI 
00008 035A AS 3e LOA 1160 
00008 035C 80 28 03 STA 808 
00010 035F AS 03 LOA 113 
00011 0361 80 28 03 STA 809 
00012 0364 58 CLI 
00013 0365 20 5E A6 RUN JSR 42590 
00014 e368 26 8E A6 JSR 42838 
00015 036B 4C AE A7 JI'lP 42926 
oeHH6 036E END 

ATTENTION ALL 
PROGRAMMERS!! 

;CAUSE RESET 
;AT THE END 
;OF EXECUTION 

; DESABLE STOP KEY 
;8Y SETTING 
; ISTOP=828 

; CLR 
; TXTPTR=TXTAB-l 
;RUN BASIC PRG 

You may be an experienced programmer -you may be a beginner. Eitherway, you may have 
come across some useful tips which could make life eas ier for other CCI readers. 

Or maybe you have written a program, either in Basic or assembly language, that you feel is worthy 
of publication. 

CCI always welcomes contr ibutions from readers. We w ill publish any su itable list ings or 
programming advice .. . and we' ll pay you for it! 

If you wish to contribute something for publication , we requ ire programs on cassette or disk, 
together with any add itional exp lanatory information and a CLEAR printout of any li st ings. (The better 
the original printout, the better the reproduction in the magazine. ) 

Please enc lose a SAE if you wish to have your program returned to you. Please package disks or 
cassettes ca refu lIy! 

The address to send contributions to is: 
The Editor, 
Commodore Computing International , 
Finsbury Business Centre, 
40 Bowling Green Lane, 
London EC l R ONE 

Don ' t forget. .. CCI we lcomes programs for all Commodore computers - 64, Plus/4, C16, 128 plus 
the VIC and PET. 
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THE 64 SOFTWARE CENTRE 
1 Princteton Street, London we 1 

01-430 0954 
SOFTWARE PRICE LIST - Prices include V A T 

d = disk c = cassette r = cartridge 

Accounting systems (Office use) 
Anagram Systems - Sales Ledger ............ ....... ... . .. ....... d 
Anagram Systems - Purchase/Nominal Ledger .......... . d 
Anagram Systems - Cashbook ....... .......................... ... d 
Gemini - Cashbook (with nominal analysis) ...... .... ....... d 
Gemini - Cashbook (with nominal analysis) .............. .. . c 
Gemini - Final Accounts ...... .. .............. ... .. .. .. ................ d 
Gemini - Final Accounts ...... .. ........ ...... .. ....................... c 
Gemini - CashbookNAT/Final Accounts .... ... .............. c 
Gemini - CashbookNAT/Final Accounts ..................... d 
Studio - Payroll 64 ............ .. .................................. .... .. .. d 
Dell -Invoice Generator II ........... ...... .. .. ... ........ .. ........... d 

Stock Control Systems 
Practicorp - Inventory 64 .. .. ..... .. ....................... ........... d 
Gemini - Stock Control .................. .. .......... .... ...... .... .... d 
Gemini - Stock Control............ ... .. ... ............................ c 
Anagram - Stock Control.... .. .. .... .................... .. ... ... .. ... d 

Home Applications 
Gemini - Home Accounts .................. .. .. ......... ........ .... .. c 
Gemini - Home Accounts ............... ....... ............... ..... ... d 
Gemini - Combined Home Pack .. .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. .............. . d 
Gemini - Combined Home Pack ............. ............ .... .. ... c 
Adamsoft - Checkbook Manager ........ ......................... d 

Database Filing Systems 
BI - The Consultant ...... .. .. ............ .. .......................... .. .. d 
Practicorp - Practifi le 64 ...... ...... .... ........ . ...... ........ .. .. .. . d 
Precision - Superbase 64 .. .... .... ................................... d 
Precision - Superbase Starter ................... . ...... ............ d 
Gemini - Database .................... ... ..... .. .. ...... .. ............... d 
Gemini - Database .. .. ...... ............... .... ............... ..... ...... d 
Gemini - Mailist ......................... ............. ..... ......... .. ...... d 
Gemini - Mailist ................... .. .... ............ .. .. ..... .. .. .......... c 
Fieldmaster - record Card .... .. ... ............. ... ..... .... ... d or c 
Dell- Superfile .. .. ........ .. .. .. ....... .. ...... ... .......................... d 
Supersoft - Instant Recall .. ........ ................ ............ d or c 

Spreadsheets 
Handic - Easy Calcresult ................................... ............ r 
Handic - Advanced Calc result .. ....... .. .... .. ...... ... ..... r + d 
Practicorp - Practicalc II ................................. .......... .. .. d 
Supersoft - Busicalc 1 .... ......... .. ......... .. .......... .. ..... d or c 
Supersoft - Busicalc 3 ............ ......... .......... ................... d 

Word Processors 
Bank Street Writer .......... ...... .. .... ............ .. .................... d 
Precision - Superscript ....... .. ............................ .. ... ...... d 
Supersoft - Word Perfect ....... ............ ... .... ... ....... ... .. .... d 
Supersoft - Word Perfect ........ .......... .... .... ........ ..... .. .. .. c 

Utilities 
Adamsoft - Ultrabasic ............. .. ... .................. .. ............ d 
Adamsoft - Chartpak 64 ............................................... d 
Adamsoft - Superdisk .................................................. d 
Adamsoft - Graphics Designer ................ .. .... .. ............. d 
Blitz compiler ....................... ...... .................................... f 
Access - Mach 5 Fastload .............. .... ... .. .... .... .. ...... c+d 

Crystal - Zeus 64 .................. .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. ....... ... ............. d 
Crystal - Zeus 64 ................................. .. ... .................... c 
CSM - Disk Aligment Program ........... ... .. .. .... .. ............. d 
Koalapad and printer ...... .. .. ........ .. ............... .... ....... c + d 
Fieldmaster - Poster printer .. .. ........ ..... .............. .......... c 
Commodore - Simons Basic .............. .. ............... .......... r 

£75.00 
£75.00 
£75.00 
£34.95 
£29.95 
£34.95 
£29.95 
£49.95 
£59.95 
£49.95 
£24.95 

£19.95 
£12 .95 

£9.95 
£75.00 

£19.95 
£24 .95 
£39.95 
£34.95 
£14.95 

£125.00 
£24 .50 
£59.95 
£34 .95 
£12.95 

£9.95 
£12.95 

£9.95 
£19.95 
£14.95 
£17.95 

£39.95 
£79.95 
£49,95 
£17.95 
£49.95 

£69.00 
£59.95 
£19.95 
£17.95 

£19.95 
£24.95 
£12.50 
£19.95 
£50.00 
£39.95 

\ 
£14.95 

£9.95 
£59.95 

£125.00 
£19.95 
£27.50 

Kuma - BC Basic ........ .... .................... ................ .. .. ....... r 
Practicorp - 64 Doctor .......... .... ......... ........... .. ............. d 
Supersoft - Victree .. .... ...... .. .. ...... .. .. .. ........ .. .. ...... .. ...... .. r 
Supersoft - Mikro Assembler .... .. ......... .... ........... .......... r 
Supersoft - Zoom Monitor ...................... .. ..... .. .............. d 
Supersoft - Toolkit 64 .. .... .. .................... .. .. .. ............ .... . c 
Supersoft - Toolkit 64 .. ........ .............. ........................... d 
Activis ion - The Designer 's Pencil .. ............ ........ ...... .... c 
Jetpack Compiler ........ .................. ... ............. ............... d 
Jetpack Compiler .. ........... ...... ... .. ..... ......... ........ .. .... ..... c 
Hesware - forth 64 ...................... .. ..... .. ........ .... .. .......... c 
FP - Pascal 64 ............ .. .......................... ... .. .......... .. ..... d 
Oasis - Machine Lightning ..................... ... ............. .... .. c 
Talent - Panorama .. .............. .. .. ............ .. .... ..... ............. c 
Talent - Panorama ........ .. .......... ........ .. ..... .. ................... d 
Skyles - 1541 Flash kit .............. .. ........ .. ............. ........... r 
Epyx - Fast load .. ........ .. .... ........................ .. .................. r 
Broderbund - The Printshop .... .. .... ............ ...... ........ .... d 
Broderbund - Printshop graphics disk (1,2 or 3) ........ .. d 
Broderbund - The Music Shop .. ... .. ................ d 
Access - Master Composer .. .... ........... ....... ............. .. . d 

Flight Simulators 
Microprose - Solo Flight .......................... ..... ...... ... cor d 
Aerojet ...... .................................................................. d 
Sublogic - Flight Simulator II .. .. .... .... ... ............... .. ........ d 
Sublogic - Flight Simulator II ..... .. .......... .... .... .............. . c 
Supersoft - Interdictor Pilot .... ... ............. .......... ......... .. . d 
Supersoft - Interdictor Pilot .. .. ........................ .. ............ c 
EA-SkyFox ............................ ..... .. ..... .. ... ................... d 

ALL IN STOCK NOW - Callers welcome 
(10am-6pm including Saturdays) 

£47.50 
£19.95 
£56.35 
£59.80 
£14.95 

£9.95 
£11.95 
£11.95 
£39.95 
£14.95 
£54.95 
£34.95 
£29 .95 
£17.95 
£19.95 
£89.95 
£49 .95 
£44.95 
£29.95 
£49.95 
£49.95 

£14 .95 
£39.95 
£49.95 
£42.95 
£19.95 
£17.95 
£12 .95 

Mail Order: Cheque or PO - add £2 for items over £20, others free. 
Credit cards (accessNisa) : phone or write. Immediate despatch. 

The 64 Software Centre 
1 Princeton Street, London WC1 

Please supply the following items: 
1 .. ............... ........... Oty .... @ £ ................... ........ . 
2. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . Oty. ... @ £ .. ... .... ............ .. .... . 
3 ............................ Oty .... @ £ ................. .. ...... .. . 
4 ..................... . ...... Oty .... @ £ .......................... .. 

TOTAL £ ......... .................. . 
POSTAGE £.. ........................ .. 

TOTAL £ ........................... . 

Name .. . .. .. ... . . .......... . . ............... . . ........ .. ......... . . . . . . .. . 
Vis/Access Card No ........... ..... ............................. .. 
Address ............. . ... .. .. ...... . . . ... .... . ..... . ... . . .. ............ . 

Date ........................... Signature ..... ........ ......... . .. .. 



Basic 

ow 0 
a NEW Program 
H ave you ever wondered what it 

would fee l li ke after spending severa l 
liours typ ing in a program and then 
entering 'NEW' ... on ly to rea lise that you 
have not saved your program? I'll te ll you. 
As soon as that return key is pressed your 
heart starts pounding at the same rate as the 
cursor, blood begins to rush to your head, 
the dog is sent out of the room .. . etc. Th is 
can and does happen frequently, 
particularly around 2 a.m. You need never 
live with that fear again. O LD is a short 
routine that can be used AFTER the event 
provided it is a BASIC program and of 
course you have not switched off the 
computer. 

How to use. 
OLD is entirely in m'achine code around 

100 bytes and will occupy address 49152 
onwards. To load the routine a secondary 
address of 1 will be required . ie LOAD 
" OLD", 1, 1 for cassette or LOAD 
" OLD", 8, 1 for disk. This ensu res the code 
is loaded prec isely into address 49152 
onwards . But first, the code needs to be 
generated. 

Li st ing 1 is a BASIC program. It is NOT 
the program OLD. 

Listing 1 will generate the code and save 
it for you naming it 'O LD' . Type in the 
program exactly . Pay particu lar attention 
to the data statements as an error will cause 
the program to crash. Do remember to 
save it before running. W hen run, respond 
to the prompt by press ing T for Tape or 0 
for Disk. If you are using disk, make sure 
that no other program named OLD is on 
the disk. 

:5 F::EI'i 

Ever entered NEW without 
saving a program? Bob 
Davis explains how to 

avoid panic with an OLD 
routine 

Listing 2 is the 'source' program for 
O LD. If you have an assembler or a 
machine code monitor then you assemble 
O LD directly. 

Now you have OLD, let' s try it. Switch 
off the computer and on again. Load a 
PREVIOUSL Y saved basic program (just in 
case! ). Type in NEW and return. Try to LIST 
and of course there will be nothing there . 
Now load in OLD. Remember to use the 
secondary address. Now type in SYS 
49152 and return .. . Hey presto! 

How it works 
First a brief explanation on how BASIC 

programs are stored in the computer. 
Take line 10 of Listing 1. The line number 

(10) is stored in two bytes (two ram 
memory locations). However, preceding 
these two bytes are two bytes which 
contain information for the computer 
telling it where the NEXT program line 
begins. These bytes are known as the Link 
Address Po inters. 

Following the two bytes containing the 
li ne number, the keyword 'PRINT' is stored 

b REM (C) B.DAVIS OCT /85 
,.. i~::E]'i 

:ll~~ F'P I (iT 11 ::]I!III~lL~m~l :::;EL.ECT ~rr~!rlF'[ UF: ~m~~l ::;:;i< 
2U OETI':::::i:~: I Fi<¥<> "T ;: Hi···IDI(:*:·C> n Ii i i THEj··i2U 
::X' I n::::i:~:::: HT !i Ti···itj··iFOi<:E 1 ::::6., 1 : I<~~::::: !i THFE i ; : UCJru~~;u 
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in one byte. The quotes and text are stored 
as ASCI I codes in ind ividual bytes. 
Following the last quote mark a zero va lue 
is stored in the next byte . This byte is 
known as the End of Line Marker. The next 
two bytes are the Link Address Pointers of 
line 20 (listing 1) and so on. 

After the End of Line Marker of the very 
last program line there are further two bytes 
containing zeros . These three consecutive 
zero bytes indicate the end of the program. 

When you 'NEW' a BASIC program, all 
those Keyword and ASC II codes, Link 
Address Pointers etc, are not erased but 
simply the computer places three zeros 
into the first three bytes of BASIC ram. 
Various other important pointers w ithin the 
system are then reset and effectively you 
have now no program stored. 

What 'OLD' does is starting from the first 
ava ilable memory space, search the BASIC 
text area for three consecutive zero bytes 
and to restore any corrupt Link Address 
Pointers on the way. When the three zero 
bytes are found the rema ining pointers are 
then restored. Then CL R, LIST and 
RETURN commands are forced to the 
keyboard buffer and the program ends. 
The effect is as if you had entered those 
commands yourself in direct mode. The 
CLR command ensures the computer 
resets it's own pointers correctly (main ly 
locations 43 to 74) and the LI ST will list the 
program for you. 

Remember, the listings provided is NOT 
the program itself. OLD will be generated 
by those listings and most important of all 
OLD itself MUST be loaded using a 
secondary address of 1. 



4(i F'Oi<E 1 ::>:~ .. ::: : k~~:::: II Ii I ::;~:::" 
~50 FF.: I i··iT 'i ~-.D!IE!rL~l t:1··~ ::; UF:E THE ,: k::f.: 'i I::;; :;:;ET UP ii : F'e I i···i ·r" N~:[!!n!:[~l " 

60 RS=49152:RE=49278:CS=0 :LN=500 
70 READD : I FD(256THENPOKERS .. D:RS=RS+1:CS=CS+D:GOT070 
:;:::ia I FC:;:;·:::::::·DTHEl·iF>F:: I j··rr" IIi:ffH EF.:F.:CiI:;:: I t·l L. I i···iE ii.; U ··I : :::;TOP 
90 IFRS(RETHENCS=0:LN=LN+10:GOT070 
100 CS=0:POKE183 .. 3:FORL=0T02 : READD :CS=CS+D:POkE512+L .. D:NEXT 
110 FORL=0T03:READD:CS=CS+D:POkE25 1+L .. D:NEXT:READD 
:[ :i.::-:; I F(:::;(}DTHEJiPF.: I I·-n II DATA EPF.:OF.: I t··1 L. I i···IE: 610 i! : ::;TUP 
1 ;20 PF.: I t·n " HIT 1::n-··j 'T' i<ET' l'~~·iEt··i FEHIYr'ii: PUkE 1 :;):::: .. U : j .. JH IT 1 ~~;:: .. 1 
i :;:Ia ~:;;/ ::34:::'.j2 :5 ;;:: : Ei··iIJ 
500 DATA 32 .. 73 .. 192 .. 16010 .. 32 .. 87 .. 192 .. 177 .. 251,208124911653 
510 DATA 32187 .. 1921165125111451431200 .. 1651252114514311720 
520 DATA 321731192132 187 11921160 .. 01177 .. 251,208 .. 247 .. 1651 

· 530 DATA 200 .. 177 .. 251 .. 208 .. 2421200 .. 1771251 .. 208 .. 237 .. 32181 12264 
540 DATA 192,165 .. 251 .. 1331451165 12521133146 .. 16010118511727 
550 DATA 941192115311191212001192161208 .. 245 .. 132 .. 198 .. 1741 
560 DATA 96 .. 165 .. 431133 .. 2511165,44 .. 133 .. 252 .. 32 .. 871192 .. 1593 
570 DATA 32 .. 87 .. 1921230 .. 251 .. 208 .. 2 .. 230 .. 252 .. 96 .. 67 .. 20411851 
580 DATA 58176 .. 201 .. 13 .. 165 .. 186 .. 170 1160 11 .. 321186 .. 25511503 
590 DATA 1651183 .. 162 .. 0 .. 16012 .. 321189 .. 255 .. 166 .. 253 .. 164 .. 1731 
600 DATA 254,1691251 .. 321216,255 .. 96 .. 1273 

F.:EfiD'r' " 

PAL (C) 1979 BRAD TEMPLETON 

(C) B.DAVIS OCT '85 

12121 : 
1:3121 : 
140 : 
15~] : 
200: 
500: 
57~j : 
5:30 : 
5::"0: 
600 : 
61121 : 
62121 : 
6:30 : 
64.] : 
650: 
66121: 
6"(0: 
680 : 
70121 : 
71121: 
720: 
730 : 
74121 : 
75121: 

(:121121121 
CC1l2u] 
C0(.iC1 
UX1[1 

r:<TTAB 
',/ARTAB 

(:00121 FREKZP 
C12I0C1 20 49 C0 
C003 AO ~jO 
C005 20 57 CI2I CHECK1 
COI21:::: Bl FE: 
C00A D,~I F9 
C121(1C 2 121 5"(' C0 
O:10F f'15 FB 
C011 91 2E 
C013 C::: 
C014 AS FC 
CC1 16 91 2B 
C1211 ::: 20 49 C~j 
C01B 20 5"(' CO CHECK2 
C01E A,:1 121121 
C[120 Bi FE 
0;:122 DO F7 
C0;;-:4 C:::: 
C025 B1 FB 
C02? DO F2 

76121 : C[129 c::: 
770 : C02A Bi FE 

.OPT P4 
:j;= $C0(1~~1 

-- ::i:2B 
- $2D 

~:FB 

J::;R ItHTBP 
LD 'T' #$0 
J::;P UPDTBP 
LDA .;: F--F.:Ef:::ZP) .' 'i 
BtlE CHECKl 
.J::;;F.: UPDTBP 
LIlA FF.:EKZP 
:3TA (T:::TTf'IB:;' .' 'i 
It-l'T' 
LDA FPEKZP+l 
::;TA (T::<TTRB :;' .' 'r: 
.J:3P ItH TBP 
.J::;R UPIITBP 
LD'T' #~:0 
LDA (FREK ZP) .. 'T' 
Bt·lE CHECi<2 
Ir'N 
LDR 0:: n,:EI<ZP:;' .' 'r' 
BilE CHEU:::2 
Hi'T' 
LDA <: FF:EKZF'':' .' 'r' 

STRRT OF CODE (49152 ) 
STRRT OF BRS IC TEXT 
STRPT OF BRSIC VRRIRBLES 
BYTE POINTER (ZERO PRGE) 
I t·j I T I RL I ::3 E 

;FIND FIPST ZERO BYTE 

;FOUND-RESTORE LINK ADDRESS 

.: PE::; TOF.:E FREKZP 
;FI ND THREE ZERO BYTES 
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7:::0 : 
79(1: 
::: 10: 
:::::20 : 
:::4121 : 
:::5[1 : 
:::,::0 : 
::::::0 : 
f:9[1 : 
900 : 
910 : 
920 : 
93121 : 
940 : 
1400 : 
1410: 
14;;:0 : 
1430 : 
i 4:~0 : 
1460: 
i :~OO : 
1510: 
1520 : 
15:::0: 
1620: 
16:30: 

C~12C DO ED 
C02E 20 51 CO 
C031 A5 FE: 
Cf1:3:3 :::5 2D 
C~G:i A:~ FC 
C03? ::::5 2E 
CO:~:9 AO 012, 
C03B B9 5E CO LOOP2 
C03E 99 7;' 02 
C041 C::::: 
C042 CIC1 06 
C044 DO F ~5 
C046 :::4 C6 
C04::: 60 
C049 A5 2E: INITEP 
U34B :::::5 FE; 
C04D AS ~:~C 
C04F :::5 Fe 
C051 20 57 CO TTUPDT 
CI]54 20 :i? C~~I 
CO 57 E6 FE: UPDTBP 
C059 DO 02 
C05E: E6 Fe 
C05D 60 OVER 
C05E 43 CC 3A ~3Gl 
C063 OD 

BHE CHECK2 
.J::::;R TTUPDT 
LDA FPEI<ZP 
::HA ',/ARTAB 
LDA F'F:Ef<ZP+ 1 
':::;TFI "/11 f:::T AJ:: + i 
LD 'T' #$0 
LIII:I r'1::;C,1 .' 'i 
::::TA ~f.02?7 .. 'T' 
I t·N 
Ci="T' #,t06 
BHE LOOP2 
::;T'r' $C6 
i:;::1:::; 
LDfi T:<TTAB 
::nA FF.:Ef<ZP 
LDA n:TTFIB+ 1 
::;TA FF.:EI<ZP+ 1 
.E;R UPDTBF' 
,J:3F: UPDTlW 
I tK: FF.:EI<ZP 
Bt'~E O\iEF: 
I tK: FF:EI<ZF'+ 1 
RT::; 
"H':,I_ "CL: L-·, " 
"B 'T'T $OD 

CURSOR CHARACTERS 

~ - B':I IOr'eSSln'2' the cursor down l<e':I 
~ B'::I pressin'2' the cursor down Ke':I .. - B':I pressin'2' the cursor ri~ht ke':I 
II B':I t~r'essin'2' the cut"'sor r"i,::tht Ke'::l 
~ B':I pt"'Eo:::::: i t"l-gJ the home ~<e'::I 

;FOUND-RESTORE VARTAB 

;SEND CLR .. LIST .. PETURN TO BUFFER 

; INITIALI SE FF:Ef<ZP 

; UP DATE FF.:EKZF' 

with the shi-ft k~'~ 

llii th the shift \"::e~ 

:J B'::I pressin'2' the home ke'::I with the shi-f:t L<e':;I 

• - B'::I pressin~ the contro 1 J.<e':I and I<e'~ 1 
~ - ke'::I .., 

.:.. .. - ke':;I 3 
~ - ke':I 4 · - ke':;I 5 
II ke'::I 6 
• ~<ey 7 -m - ke'::l 8 
;~ B'::I t:>ress i t"I'2' the CBM ke'::l with ke':I 1 · - ke'::l '-1 

.:.. 

a - ke'::l 3 · - B'::I pressing l<e'::l Fl 
J.l- ke'::I 4 II B'::I pressin91 L<e':l F2 
l~ - ke'::l 5 • B'::I pressing k'.'::1 F3 -• - ke';:I 6 II B'::I pressing ke':l F4 n- ~<e'::l 

... 
I"~ II - B'::I pressin~ ke':l F5 

:J - ke·'::I :3 II B'::I pressing ke':l F6 
:=I - B'::I pressing the control ke':l and ke'::l 9 . II B':I pressing i.<e'::I F7 .- ke':I 0 • B':I press i n'2' Ke'::l Fe 
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escen ers 
onthe PS·801 
W hen I first bought my MPS-801 

printer a year and a half ago, I was 
well aware that it was w ithout 'true 
descenders' . This did not bother me as I 
intended to use it primarily for program 
listing, and there was no other 80-column 
printer available at the price. However, I 
soon discovered the joys of word
processing, and was increasingly irr itated 
by the eye-jarring g,j,p,q and y characters 
produced. 

'Descenders' is my so lution to the 
problem, w ritten to conso le my wallet as 
the 801 's price tumbled in the autumn. 

The routine intercepts any of the 
offending characters on their way to the 
serial bus, and replaces them with a user
defined version. The line spacing is altered 
to 'graph ics mode' (ie no gap) and the 
descenders added on the subsequent line. 
This produces a format simi lar to ' 1 and a 
half' line spacing on a typewriter. 

It should be noten that, as the ribbon in 

Depressed by the absence 
of true descenders on your 

MPS-801? 
Stephen Chance has solved 

the problem with this 
routine to create user

defined descenders. 

the MPS-801 cartridge is runn ing over the 
ink-pad w henever the carr iage moves to 
the right, the alternative lines on wh ich 
only the descenders are printed , combined 
with the carriage having to make more than 
one pass for each line when the'printer
buffer becomes full , can result in the ribbon 

DESCENDERS - BRSI C LORDER 

10 A=49152 :B=1000 
20 FORZ=0T031 :C=0 
30 F"CI~(r'=OTO 1 :t 
40 READD:C~C+D: POKEA,D:A=A+l : NEXT 
50 READD : IFC()DTHENGOSUB80 
60 1:=1::+ 1. U : [··IE:):: ·!" 
';:"0 Elm 
:: ::~j PP I f·rr" E:F.:POR I i"~ L. I I"~E" :!:; : F::ETUF:!'~ 

becom ing over-i nked. The easy so lution to 
this is to remove the ink-pad periodically 
and run the printer w ithout it for a w hile. 

The routine is sp liced into the operating
system by altering the ' indirect' vector for 
entry into the kerna l CHROUT rout ine. 
This enables it to work with all basic 
programs using the PRINT # command, 
and some commercial word-processors 
the main problem w ith the latter Qeing to 
find an area in RAM where it will not be 
corrupted . I have used the routine in its 
present location w ith 'Textpro' (a primitive 
offering from Centre Software) and my own 
home-grown word-processor. 

The rout ine is provided as a basic-loader 
and as source-code from a 'MIKRO' 
assembler. The routine resides at $COOO
$C179, and is initialised by the fo llowing 
pokes which, if entered in direct mode, 
should be entered on the same screen line. 

POKE 806,0: POKE 807,192 

I. 01210 
I. 0 1. 0 
1 O:?O 
1 ~~nlJ 
1 041:::1 
:l O~:jO 

DH'TH 
UHTH 
:UHTH 
Df~T!::' 
UHF::::: 
Df:!T,::! 

72,165,154,20 1,3,240,5,144, 3 ,76 , 16,192,1271 
104,76,202.241,104,141.,39 . 19J,72, 138,72,152, 1534 
72,173,39,19J,201,80,208 , J,76,101,192,201,:[539 
81,208,3,76,127,192,201,71,208,3,76,153,1399 
192,201,74,208,3 , 76,179 , 192,201,89,208,3 , 1626 
76,205,192,201,13,208,3, 76,231,192,201,32,1630 

:I. ~:~ 1::;iJ 
1 0;::'0 
I. ~:) ::::, !~:~ 

1 O:~IO 
:[ 1. !~j0 
·1 :I. :!. 0 .1. 

1 1 20 
1 1. 30 

:Uf::loT8 
DHT!::! 
DHTH 
:UHTi::1 
DHTfi 
:UH 'TH 
DHTH 
DHTi:=t 

193,169,32 . 157,120,193,238,38 ,1 93,104,168,104,1709 
170,104,76,221 , 237.160,?,185,40,193 , 32 . 221,1646 
237,185 ,48,1.93,174,38,:[93,157,120,193,238,38,1814 
193,1.36,16 , 235,76,32,193,160,7,185,56,193, 1482 
:~:: :? ,I ~~ ~:2 1. " ~:~ :~:: '?" 1 ::: ~::;., t::: 4·., 1 ~~~ :~:., 1 .? L+ " : ~::::;: -' 1. ~~I :::: " 1.~;?' , I 1 ~2 (~-' 1 ~:;I :~::" ], ::::: Ei / 
238,38,193,136,16,235,76,32,193,160,7,185,1509 
72,193,32,221,237,185, 80 , 193,174,38,1.93,157,1775 
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1 140 
1 .1. ~:i(j 

1 1.J::;O 
J 1·/0 
:I 1. ::::I~J 

:l 1. :~I~:j 

DHTH 
DHTH 
DH·fH 
DHTFI 
DHTt=I 
DHTH 

120,193,238,38,193,136,:1.6,235,76,32,193,160,1630 
7,185,88,193,32)221,2::::7,185,96,193,174,::::8,1649 
193,157,120,193,238,38,193,136,16,235,76,32,1627 
193,160,7,185,104,193,32,221,237,185,112,193,1822 
174,38,193,157,120,193,238 ,38,193,136,16,235,1731 
76,32,193,169,8,32,221,237,169,13,32,221,1403 

l;;~OO DHT!:::! 237) 169,15,32,221,237, 173,38, 193,240,17,206,1778 
38,193,162,255,232,189,120,193,32,221,237,236,2108 
38,193,208,244,169,8,32,221,237,:1.69,13,32,1564 
221,237,169,15,32,22:1.,237 ,169, O,141 ,38,:1.93,1673 

1 ~~: 1 0 DflTFi 
:I. ~:20 DHTf:1 
:l ~~~ :~: 1~1 DHTFi 
1240 DHT!:~ 104,168,104,170, 104,96,0,0~15,128,184,196,1269 
:I. ~: ~:5~:1 DHTi::! 196,196,252,8,:1.5,128,128,128,128,128,143,8,1458 
1;'::6Ij DHTI:~i 1. :::; ., 1 ~~~~ :::: " ~;~ ~:;:?" l:) I~:; ., J. ~:~II::;.I 1 ~~~ I::;" 1 ::::: a::j .. ' f:.' 1.~::;., 1 .~:: ;~:.. l':l:3" :l ~~ :::: .' 1 ~~:i ~:~ ::::: 

128,128,128,8,15,128,248,196,196,196,184,8,1563 
l~; I :I. ~~~:~:: " :l ::~:::;" 1 :::::15 .. 1 :::::(~ .. 1 :31::' .. 1 :~~:I::;" ~::: . ' J:j.: .I. ;?::::.' 1 ;?::::.' ;;;:~~5(1" 1 :?: :~::j :I. 
:I. ;? ::::.1 :I.;? :::: .' l;? :::: " ::~:., i :::;.. 1. ;~~ C:" 1.;2:::::.' 1.:3 ~~:;.' :I. ~::: I::; ., 1 ::~: (; .. 1. :::: I::; .' :~:: .' l~? l,::j, 

:I. ~::70 DHTH 
:I. ~:~ :::: ~:~ DHTH 
:1.2:)0 DHTH 
:I. ::::I;~O 
1 3:1.U 

Dr::!TH 
Dfiff! 

1. ~:; .' 1. ;;~~:~:: .. 1 :?;::: ,I ~?~:;;~:~ .. 1. ~);~~.' 1. ~::I;;-~., :I. :~~::~:., ::::: , 1.:5.1 :l ~::::::.' :l. :?::::" 1 :~::5 .. 1. :::;;:)~) 
136, 136 , 136,8,0,32,0,0,O,0,0,0,~48 

F:FH:U '-r', 

10 C000 *=$C000 
20 C000 IECOUT = SEDDD I OUTPUT BYTE IEC BUS 
25 C000 1** TEST FOR SEPIAL BUS OUTPUT ** 
::::0 [~100 4:::: FHA 
40 C001 A59A LDA $9A 
50 C083 [903 CMP #$03 
60 C805 F085 BEQ LLI 
70 C007 9003 BCC LLI 
80 [009 4[10C0 JMP DES[ENDEP 
90 C00C 68 LLl PLA 

100 [88D 4CCAFl .JMP $FICA I RETUPN TO BSOUT 
110 CI211121 !*** CHECK FOR P,Q,G,J,Y OP CAPRIAGE RETURN *** 
115 C818 68 DESCENDEP PLA 
128 C011 8D27C1 STA AS TORE 
13~01 CI~114 4:::: PHA 
140 C~115 ::::A 
1513 CI2116 4:3 
1613 C~117 9:3 
1713 C~118 4:3 
1::3101 C~119 AD27C1 
190 C01C C95,,-1 
2138 C~11 E DI21,,-1:3 
21215 C021?J 4C6~:;CI3 
218 C023 C951 LL2 
220 C"-12:i DI2103 
225 C02? 4C?FC0 
230 C82A C947 LL3 
240 C82C D0~1:3 
245 CI212E 4(99C0 
250 C831 C94A LL4 
268 C~133 D8~.n 
265 CI2135 4CB3C0 
270 C038 C959 LL5 
2:3(1 C(t3A D083 
285 C83C 4CCDC(1 
298 C03F C90D LL6 
3~113 C041 DI3[1:::: 
305 C~143 4CE?03 
400 CI2146 C920 LL7 
41(1 C(148 9013 
42121 C04A C991 
430 [:04C F01<W 
440 C~14E C992 
4513 C(150 FI3(IB 

1.:310 C(152 AE26C 1 
1320 C055 A92f1 
1. :3:3~3 C057 9D(,:::C 1 
134(1 C(15A EE26C 1 
1350 CI215D 68 CODE 
1.:360 C(15E A8 
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T>::A 
PHA 
T'T'A 
PHA 
LDA A::;TORE 
ct1P # ' P 
Br·~E LL2 
.Jt'1P P::;TR I r-jCi 
CI'1P # ···1;1 
WE LL3 
.Jt'1P GISTR I r·~13 
Ct'1P #···13 
Bt'~E LL4 
.Jt'1P Ci:::TR II··W 
ct'1P #.' J 
WE LL5 
Jr1P J ::nR I r-jCi 
Ct1P #,.,~ 

Br'~E LL6 
.Jt1P '~STR UW 
Ct1P # 1 3 
Bt·~E LL7 
.Jt1P HHlSTR I t·Ki 
C~1P #32 
BCC CODE 
ct'1P #145 
1:EO CODE 
Ct1P # 146 
BEO CODE 
LDX DREG 
LDA #:32 
:3TA DOUT., >:: 
I t·~C DF.:EI3 
PLA 
TA'~ 

I TEST FOR P 

I TE::n- FOR G"i 

I TE:3T FOR 13 

TE::n FOP '·r' 

TEST CARPIACiE PETURN 

I TEST FOR CONTPOL CODE 

I ADD BLANK TO DOUT 

I PRINT UNCHANCiED CHAR. 



1:370 CI2I5F 6::: PLA 
1:38f1 Cf1bf1 AA m:x: 
1390 UJ61 6::: PLA 
140~j Cf16;;-: 4CDDED .}r'lP IECOUT 
1410 C~365 1**** I.J::;EP DEFlt'ED P **** 1420 C~165 AOO7 P:::;TPI t·j[; LD'r' #7 
1430 Cf16? B92:::C1 PU)OF' LDA PUP ., 'r' 
1440 C)~16A 20DDED J:::;P IECOUT 
1450 [06D B9:3(1Cl LDA F' D 0 ~H·~., '.( 
1460 C~j70 AE26Cl LDi< DREG 
1470 Cf17~~: 9[17:::::C 1 :::;TA DOUT .. >< 
148121 C076 EE26C1 H~C DPEG 
1490 [12179 :::::: DE'r' 
15f10 C07A 10EE: BPL PLOOF' 
1510 Ci;f7C 4C;20Cl .Tt-1F' E>::IT 
152~::1 C07F 1,+=*** !.J:::;EP DEFlt~ED (:I **n 
1. ~53(j C~j7F A~:107 O::':;TF:: I t·jC' LD'T' #7 
154~:3 CO:31 B938Cl OLOOF' LDA OUP ., 'T' 
1550 CI!:1:::::4 2(.3DDED J::::;P IECOUT 
1560 CO:::::? B940C1 LDA QDO~Jt·~ .. 'T' 
15?~:3 C~~1:3A AE26C1 LD:< DREG 
15:3~:3 Cf1:::::D 9])7;:::[: 1 ::::;TA DOUT ., I:: 
1590 CI!:190 EE26Cl Ir·jC DREG 
161210 co::;.:::: t:8 DE'T' 
161 ~:3 Cf194 1 (.3E B BPL QLOOP 
162(1 C096 4C20C1 Jt1P E>::IT 
163121 CI2199 1**** USEP DEFlt·jED G **** 164~3 Cf199 A0(q G::;TP I t·H:'; LD'T' #7 
165f1 CI219B B94:::C1 GLOOP LDA GUP .. 'T' 
166121 CI2I9E 20DDED J:;R IECOUT 
167~:3 CI!:1A1 B950C1 LDA GDOVJt·j) 'T' 
16:::::'.3 Cf1A4 AE26Cl LDX DREG 
169121 CI2IA? 9D7:::C1 :::;TA DOUT., :x: 
17121(1 Cf1AA EE26C1 I~jC DREG 
171121 CI21AD :::::: DE'r' 
172121 CI!:1AE 1121EB BPL GLOOP 
17:30 CI21BI2I 4C2121C1 Jt'1P E>::IT 
1 74~:3 CI!:(B:3 !**** U:::;ER DEFlt·jED J **** 175(1 C(1B:3 A~3(17 J:::;TP I tKi LD'r' #7 
1761:3 CI21B5 B958Cl JLOOP LDA JUP) 'r' 
177121 CI21B8 2121DDED JSR IECOUT 
178121 Cf1BB B96(1Cl LDA JDO~Jt-j) 'r' 
179121 CI21BE AE26Cl LDX DREG 
1:::0121 CI2IC1 9D78C1 STA DOUT .. i< 
181121 COCA EE26C1 mc DREG 
182121 CI2IC7 88 DE'T' 
1::::3121 CI21C8 10EB BPL JLOOP 
U::4121 CI2ICA 4C2f1Cl Jt1P E><IT 
185121 CI2ICD !**** USER DEFIt·jED 'T' **** 186121 CI2ICD AI2107 'T'::nR I t·m LD'T' #7 
187~:3 CI2tCF B968Cl 'T'LOOP LDA 'r'UP, 'r' 
1880 C0D2 20DDED J:3R IECOUT 
1890 C0D5 B97121C1 LDA 'T'DmH'~ .. 'T' 
190£1 C0D8 AE26C1 LDi< DREG 
191(1 CI2tDB 9D78C1 :::;TA DOUT ., ;':: 
192121 Cf1DE EE26C1 I ~~C DREG 
193121 C0El :::::: DE'T' 
194121 CI21E2 10EB BPL 'r'LOOP 
195121 O;JE4 4C2121C1 .Jto1P Ei<:IT 
201210 C0E7 1**** Et·m OF :::TR1~m **** 202121 CI2tE7 A908 Et·mSH':It·m LDA #,-, GRAPHICS t'10DE ':' 
2040 CI21E9 20DDED JSI': IECOUT 
2060 C0EC A90D LDA #1:3 CARRIAGE RETURt·j 
212180 C0EE 20DDED JSR 1ECOUT 
2100 Cf1F1 A90F LDA #15 1 TD(T t10DE 
2120 C0F3 2121DDED JSR 1ECOUT 
2125 C0F6 AD26Cl LDA DREO 
21:3121 CI21F9 F011 BEQ LL8 
2135 C0FB CE26Cl DEC DREG 
2140 CI2tFE A2FF LDi< #255 
216121 C100 EB DLOOF' mx OUTPUT DE~::;CEt~DER L. I t'~E 2180' C101 BD78Cl LDA DOUT., I:: 
220121 C1~:34 2@DED JSR IECOUT 
222121 C112f7 EC26C1 CPX DREG 
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2240 
2260 
2280 
230t1 
2:320 
2340 
2360 
2390 
24010 
3001;:1 
3020 
3(1410 
3060 
31j80 
311~Hj 

312(1 
3140 
3151j 
3160 
31::::(1 
3200 
322[1 
324(1 
3260 
3~:::::l3 
331](1 
3320 
334(1 
:~:]6~~1 

C10A D0F4 Bt~E DLOOP 
C10C A908 LL8 LDA *8 
C10E 20DDED J:3R IECOUT 
Clll A91JD LDA #1:3 
CI13 20DDED J:3R IECOUT 
C116 A90F LDA #15 
Cl18 20DDED J8R IECOUT 
CllB A9liH3 LDA #0 
C 11 D 8D26C1 ::::TA DREG 
C120 68 E)':IT PLA 
[:121 A8 TA'T' 
C122 68 PLA 
C123 AA TAi<: 
C1.24 68 PLA 
C125 60 F.T::; 
C126 (Hj DREG B'r'T (1 
C127 00 A:::;TORE B'T'T 0 
C128 '*** DATA FOR USER-DEF I t'~ED GRAPHICS 
C128 0F80B8 F'UP B'T'T 15 ., 12::: .. 1:::4, 196, 196., 
C130 I;:lF8081j PDmJt·~ B'r'T 15, 128, 121::, 12:::, 128., 
C 1 :3::: (1F8ElFC (JUP B'TT 15 ., 1'-'("" .-, ,,,.-, 196, 196, ~1:>.'.::. . ..Jc.. .1 
C140 0F84:::F '~iDmJt·~ B'r'T 15., 132, 143, 128, 128, 
C14::: 0F:30F8 GUP E'T'T 15, 128,24::: .. 196, 196., 
[:15(1 (IF:3~)::::7 CiDm'H'~ BYT 15 ., 12:::, 135, 136., 1:36.1 
CI5::::: (1F 8 Ij:::: 0 J UP B'r'T 15., 128, 12:3,.25121) 128 .. 
[:16(1 0F8(1:::0 JDmJt·~ B'T'T 15, 128, 12:3 .. 135 ., 136 ., 
C168 (1F80::::1~1 'T'UP B'r'T 15 .. 128 .. 128 .. 252 .. 192.1 
[:1.70 I)F80::::(1 'T'DO~Jt·~ B'T'T 15 ., 128, 121:: , 1:35 ,1 136, 
C17::: 0(1 DOUT B'T'T Ij 

ATTENTION ALL 
PROGRAMMERS!! 

, Gf':APH I C::; t10DE 

, CARRIAGE RETU Rt·~ 

, TE:x:T t'lODE 

*iIi* 196., 252, ::: 
12:::, 143, ::: 
196, 184,8 
12:3) 128.,8 
196 ., 1:::4 .. ::: 
136 ., 1:::6 .18 
12:::::, 128., :3 
136 ., 136 .. 8 
192 , 18:3 .,8 
136 ., 136 ., :3 

You may be an experienced programmer-you may be a beginner. Eitherway, you may have 
come across some usefu l tips wh ich cou ld make life easier for other CCI readers. 

Or maybe you have written a program, either in Basic or assembly language, that you feel is worthy 
of pub lication. 

CCI always we lcomes contributions from readers. We w ill publish any suitable li st ings or 
programming advice ... and we'll pay you for it! 

If you w ish to contribute something for publ ication, we requ ire programs on cassette or disk, 
together w ith any additional exp lanatory information and a CLEAR printout of any listings. (The better 
the origina l printout, the better the reproduction in the magaz ine. ) 

Please enclose a SAE if you wish to have your program returned to you. Please package disks or 
cassettes carefull y! 

The address to send contribution s to is: 
The Editor, 
Commodore Computing International, 
Fi nsbury Business Centre, 
40 Bowling Green Lane, 
London ECl R ONE 

Don ' t forget. . . CCI welcomes programs for all Commodore computers - 64, Plus/4, C16, 128 plus 
the VIC and PET. 
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Checkpoints 
and Restarts 

O ne of the major prob lems in the 
mainframe computer industry over 

the years, has been the recovery of data 
and processing after an equipment failure. 
This was partially solved by the frequent 
use of fi le backups, but this method could 
never g ive recovery of the updating done 
by the program running at the time of 
failure. With the advent of on-line 
processing systems the problem increased. 
A fai lure during this program could involve 
the user in re-entry of large amou nts of 
data, and ·of course there was no guarantee 
that some of the data had not been missed 
or duplicated. 

The restriction of backup procedures 
was mainly due to the time slots in which 
they cou ld be taken (an overnight backup 
was next to useless when the machine 
crashed the following afternoon, after 
nearly a full day's processing). 

All this you may think is very interesting, 
but has no bearing on the micro computer 
user. However, just because the machine 
is smaller does not make the problem any 
the less . For example, the Insurance Broker 
who uses a micro to store his customer 
policy details, may only take backup once 
a day, in the evening like the main-frame 
user, and he has exactly the same problem 
if a failure occurs in the following 
afternoon. The problem is only slightly 
reduced by the taking of copies tw ice a 
day. 

The reason for comparing the micro and 
main-frame user will now become 
apparent because the mainframe 
manufacturers' solution to this problem, 
can be utilised by the micro computer 
programmer. The main-frame market has 
labelled these routines as CHECKPOINT's 
and RESTART's. Some of these routines 
have been developed to such an extent 
that a machine fai lure will not corrupt any 
data, and processing only partly 
completed will be backed out to a point 
BEFORE the failure. 

The definition of a Checkpoint, in this 
context, is a point at which a program takes 
a 'p icture' of the processing and fi le 
pointers, before continuing with the main 
task. A Restart is a routine to read the 
output of a previous Checkpoint, and from 

The recovery of data and 
processing after a system 

failure is as much a 
problem to micro-users as 

mainframe users. len 
Keighley deals with the 

problems of re-running a 
program after it has failed. 

that rebuild the files to a point just before 
the fai lure occured. The CHECKPOINT 
and RESTART procedures that can be used 
on a file depend on the type of processing 
that is being actioned on those files. This 

. spl its into two seperate categories, 
Sequentia l and Random (Indexed/Relative) 
file accessing. 

Sequential 

Sequentia l processing will be dealt w ith 
first, as it illustrates how the procedures 
work before incorporating them into the 
more complex random file access 
programs. 

The flowchart in Diagram 1, shows the 
logic required when creating a seq uential 
file from screen input. Only one file is used 
for output, bu there is no limit to the 
number allowed, except of course for the 
restriction on the total number of open files 
for your computer. The screen input could 
also be supplemented by any number of 
input files which mayor may not be 
updated by the program . In other words 
the combinations are endless. 

DIAGRAM 1 
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It shou ld be noted that no error 
processing has been included in the 
flowchart as this would overcompl'icate the 
illustration. As everyone knows, if this 
program fai ls or the machine breaks down 
the whole program will have to be rerun 
from the beginning. If a Checkpoint is 
inserted at every 'n' writes, a Restart is then 
possible, when a failure occurs, to the last 
Checkpoint. Diagram 2 shows the original 
flowchart with the processes included. 
Figures 1 and 2 are the Basic subroutines 
for the Checkpoint and Restart, with Figure 
3 showing a dummy program that uses 
these routines. 

The reason for the Opening and Closing 
of the output, and it' s subseq uen t 
appending is simple . If a file is open for 
writ ing at the point of fa ilure it is left in an 
'open' state by the program and is not 
accessable by subsequent restart run s. If 
however, the file is only open while writ ing 

is actuall y being carr ied out, it allows a 
fa ilure to occur at any other time without 
corru pti ng the fi Ie. 

As can be seen in both the diagrams and 
the Bas ic routines, only the last checkpo in t 
record need be kept. The only fai lu re that 
can now cause a full rerun of the program, 
wou ld be the loss or corruption of the 
Checkpo in t file itse lf. Deletions w ill cause 
no problem, as the Checkpo in t key is that 
of the output file and a deleted record wi ll 
not appear on th is fi le. If the Checkpoint 
count is set, for example, at 20 reco rds 
then the maximum processing that could 
be lost is that of the last 19 writes . 

Obvious:y the loss depends on what 
actions are being carried out at the time. If 
the program was in a long process of file 
copying then the loss is only time, as 
process ing wou ld take up at the last 
checkpoint and continue w ith the copy. If, 
on the other hand , each of the 19 records 

DIAGRAM 2 

O PE N 
RESTART 

FILES 

READ 
CHECKPOINT 

READ 
PREVIOUS 

OIP 

had been updated the change must again 
be app lied. This however, suggests that 20 
would be too high a number for the 'Hit 
Rate' of the u'pdate and a smaller va lue 
wou ld be required. 

The example shown has only one output 
file and the user creates each record 
throughout the run . This is obviously a very 
oversimpli fied case and a more complex 
pattern wou ld be used in real life. 
However, the princip le is the same and the 
only point that must be taken into account, 
is that any data input since the Checkpoint 
wi ll need to be input again. Therefore it is 
advisab le to take a pri nt dump of the 
Checkpoint record before commencing 
the Restart so that the data entered by 
keyboard starts at the correct point also, or 
as in the example display the point of 
restart w ith file keys for identification. 

CLOSE 
RESTART 

FILES 

OPEN 
CHECKPOINT 

WRITE 
CHECKPOINT 

CLOSE 
CHECKPOINT 

APPEND 
OUTPUT 

FILE 

CLOSE 
FILE 
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Random (Indexed/ 
Relative) Access. 

The random accessing of files for update 
is more complex to secure than sequential , 
whether it is used in Batch or On-line 
processing environment. 

The first step is to keep a backup version 
of the file or files that are currently being 
updated, and as this shou ld be done in any 
case, it does not pose any extra workload. 

Due to the nature of transaction 
processing being random in its updating, as 
well as it's accessing, the previous solution 
used for sequentail fi les is obvious ly not 
viable. However, the tit le 'Transaction 
processing' gives a clue to the method by 
which a security procedure can be 
derived . A 'Transaction ' is defined as an 
autonomous unit of data, that when 
actio ned agaist the files, leaves them in a 
conslstant state. 

This sounds highly complex but simply 
means that if a failure occurs during a 
'transaction' , the files will have been left in 
a corrupt state. Therefore it is on ly the 
'transaction' current ly being processed at 
the failure point that causes a problem , all 
the rest having been completed, need not 
be touched. Unfortunately there is no way 
(on micro computers) in which this can be 
secured. However, there is a method by 
which the file can be recreated to a position 
just before the fatal transaction. 

During a 'transaction' all updated 
random file records have two images, a 
'Before' image and an 'After' image. If the 
key to the record and the 'After' image 
only, are written to a security fi le, they may 
then be used, when a fai lure occurs, to 
recreate the file to a point just before the 
corruption. In add iton to the 'After' images 
a ta lly is requ ired to show how many 
successful 'After' images have been written 
to the backup file. This is then used when 
restoring the file, to stop the updating when 
the last completed transaction has been 
commited. 

When a failure occurs the procedure to 
recreate the files is as follows . 
1. Restore the required file(s) from the 
previously taken backup(s). 
2. Read the security file and apply the after 
images up to the failed transaction. 

This will leave the file at the po in t just 
before the error and the user program can 
then be restarted from this point. The 
means by which th is is carried out are very 
specific and are seen more clearly in the 
diagrams (4 & 5) . It should be noted that 
some of the 'After' records may be stored at 
any point in the transaction. At the point 
the transaction is complete the tally is 
written to the checkpoint fi le. When 
actioning a rerun , the program will read the 
Checkpoint file and then apply the 'After' 
images to the file up to that point. Diagram 
4 shows the flowchart for a normal on -line 
update program, and Diagram 5 shows the 
same with the Checkpoint/Restart 
included. 
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The Basic used in these examples is a 
standard Commodore version , release 4.0, 
but should, with only minor amendments 
transfer to any other machine. The savings 
that these routines make possible depends 
on your usage and on the sensitivity of your 
data . It shou ld be emphasised however, 
that they do not give tota l protection. There 
are two failures that would still require a 
complete rerun of the program. These are 
1. A program failure wh ile writing a r·ecord . 
2. A floppy disk failure or corruption. 

The second of these areas can be 
minim ised by first ly storing the Checkpoint 
and Backup files on different d isc drives, 
and secondly by interpreting the DOS error 
messages in your own programs . The given 
examples only display the error message, 
but it could also initiate an orderly 
closed own of the files. These areas are 
however, small when compared with the 
potential failure points in other areas of the 
program . 

DIAGRAM 4 

OPEN 
FILES 

UPDATE 
RECORD 

CLOSE 
FILES 



OPEN 
FILES 

APPEND 
SECURITY 

FILE 

DIAGRAM 5 

OPEN 
CHECKPOINT READ 
& SECURITY CHECKPOINT 

FILES 

CLOSE 
\...",.-----------------------i CHECKPOINT 

CLOSE 
SECURITY 

FILE 

SCRATCH 
CHECKPOINT 

OPEN 
CHECKPOINT 

& SECURITY 

CLOSE 
CHECKPOINT 

WRITE 
CHECKPOINT 
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Hitting The Right Notes: 

Joreth Update 

S ix whole months have 
passed by since we first 

looked at the Joreth Music 
Composer System. It generally 
got the thumbs up - and 
deserved ly so - but Joreth have 
not been resting on their lau rels . 
They have been busy 
developing new software to 
compliment the Music 
Composer System. Let's see 
what they've been up to. 

First of all , they have 
improved upon the original 
MCS package. We won't go 
over the ground which was 
covered in the May issue but 
just mention a few of the 
updates. Many may seem quite 
trivial, such a.s drawing the 
screen faster and design ing 
better screen symbols, but it's 
little things like that wh ich can 
niggle. Improvements have 
been implemented in the Rea l
Time, Composer and Score 
Writer modules. The Create 
funct ion has been modified, 
too, to incl ude slurs. All of 
which makes the package even 
better than it was before . It costs 
£244.90 and present users ca n 
obta in the update detai ls for an 
SAE or the updated software for 
a nom inal £10 inc VAT (and 
your o ld d isk, of course). 

"Load in real-time 
files" 

Another goody for MCS users 
is the Part Loader program 
which retails at £14.95 . This is 
loaded into the main MCS 
program while in the EDIT 
mode of the Composer. It 
rep laces the Composer 
segment but this can be 
reloaded without a full system 
load. The Part Loader simply 
allows you to load in real-time 
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Just how easy is it to make 
music with MIDI? Ian 

Waugh and his synthesiser 
plug into Joreth's latest 

software. Will they make 
beautiful music together? 

Read on and find out. 

files, part by part, from a 
number of disks if necessary. 
They can then be saved in their 
enti rety from the real-time 
system. M any musicians who 
compose and perform music 
with M IDI software find it easy 
to build up pieces part by part. 
The Part Loader now enables 
them to sort their parts into a 
who le, a process which may 
previously have been 

impossib le or time-consum ing. 
Yet another program for the 

MCS user is the Key 
Programmer, aga in at £14 .95 . 
Th is allows you input music in 
any key - or even no key if 
you' re undecided - and select 
another key for printout at a 
later date. Another aid for the 
musician. 

Now for something a litt le 
different. This is Joreth's Tone 

Editor (RRP £44.85) fo r Casio's 
CZ synthesisers : the CZ-l0l , 
CZ-l000 and CZ-5000. It can 
be used either independantly or 
from w ithin the MCS. It's 
purpose is to make eas ier the 
task of creating and altering the 
CZ's banks of vo ices . The CZ 
series is not as difficult to 
program as Yamaha's DX 
synthesisers (for which several 
compan ies have already 
released tone editor programs) 
but it can be a bit frustrating at 
times. 

The Tone Editor lets you load 
and save tones to and from disk 
and it lets you swap them to and 
from the Commodore and the 
synthes iser. This alone could 
save you a small fortune in 
ca rtr idges and it's far easier to 
press a few buttons to load a 
new sound than to dig out the 
patch chart and re-program a 
vo ice. 



"A picture is worth 
a thousand volume 
levels" 

The most interesting screen, 
however, is the Edit screen. Th is 
presents a graphic display of all 
six envelopes. As old-t ime 
analogue synthesiser progr
ammers will know, a picture is 
worth a thousand vo lume 
levei s. This single advantage 
apart, the sounds can be ed ited 
from the computer and the 
results played immediately 
upon the syn thesiser. Until you 
try it, you won 't know what 
you ' re missing. Compared w ith 
ed iting a sound on the CZ itself, 
this is like rolling down a hill -or 
falling off a log if your similies 
are up to it. 

Most ed iting function s 
requ ire the min imum of key 
presses, fo r example, to enter a 
two digit number you do not 
have to press RETURN . Other 

keys cycle through a li st of 
options such as Line Select 
(output lines), Vibrato and 
Octave and others toggle 
functions on and off. 

The Appendix lists snippets of 
techn ica l information such as 
the relationship between the 
Rate va lue and time and the true 
vibrato speed produced by the 
Vibrato Rate. Heady stuff, but it 
ca n only help you get more 
from your synth. 

There are also commands to 
help automatica lly with the 
al teration of Leve l and Rate 
w hich CZ users will apprec iate. 

The only sore point was the 
manual. It sort of leaves you to 
get on w ith it yourself. The 
penny does drop eventuall y but 
it took a while. It would have 
been nice to see some edit ing 
examples worked through - for 
thick rev iewers if no-one else . 
Having sa id that, once you get 
into it, it's ve ry easy to get along 
w ith. 

TOOLKIT IV 
1541 DISK UTILITY 

COMPLETELY NEW - INCLUDES ALL THIS ••• 
DOCTOR V2 - allows you to read and write any track or sector, including extra and 
renumbered tracks, extra and renumbered sectors, and looks underneath READ 
ERRORS. Repairs damaged sectors. 
FORMATTER - format an enti re disk, or format any individual track or half-track 
from track 0 to 41 . Redefine any of 30 parameters including tracks per zone, 
sectors per track, bit density, data block size, data block fill bytes, header and data 
block id 's, header and tai l gaps , off-bytes, syncs etc. This allows you to create or 
recreate a completely unique disk format; and it formats an entire disk in less than 
10 seconds. 
HEADER/GAP EDITOR - decodes and displays all header information including off
bytes, checksum and header gap. Rewri te the entire header and header gap. 
Renumber sectors. Also edit any sector tai l-gap. 
ERROR LOOK - the fastest, most thorough error detector ever gives you all 
necessary parameters for backing up, detects all errors, extra and renumbered 
sectors, extra and renumbered tracks, half-tracks, from track 0 to 41 . 
ERROR MAKE - make 20, 21 , 22, 23, 27 and 29 read errors on any individual track 
and sector and redefine any necessary parameters, and even recreate data under 
the original error. Also includes a method of preventing your disks from being 
copied by most disk copiers . 
FAST DISK COPY - copy a full disk with one drive in less than two minutes. Copy a 
partially filled disk in even less time. 
FAST FILE COPY - transfers files over five times faster than normal, loading and 
saving. 
COMPACTOR - wi ll compact any machine code program. Can compact files by 
50%: saves disk space and loading time. 
DISK LOOK - the ultimate directory and fi le manipulation uti lity . Sort the directory in 
any way you like. Edit DOS version. Display fi le start and end addresses. 
Disassemble any file with standard and unimplemented op-codes. Edit BAM. 
Unscratch files. Plus more . . 
DR IVE SPEED TEST, DISK ERASE, DISK MON, DISK LOG, BASIC 
COMPACTOR/UNCOM PACTOR, &: FI LEMAKER, make your 1541 play the 
national anthem, or increase drive head speed and still more that we can 't squeeze 
into this ad (and even a few little surprises we aren 't tell ing anyone about). 
TOOLKIT IV is undoubtedly the most comprehensive disk utility available for the 
1541 drive, yet it couldn't be more user friendly. Supplied on disk with 
comprehensive instruction manual. You will wonder why you bought those 
heavily advertised, more expensive utilities. 

FOR C-64 OR C-128 ONLY 
BUY IT NOW - £22.95 (inc pIp and fast delivery) 

Overseas orders please add £1.00 

MPS SOFTWARE (DEPT CCI, 
36 ALEXANDRA GROVE 

LONDON N4 2LF, ENGLAND 
01-8003592 

Previous TOOLKIT owner. c an upgrad e by returning their o riginal disk + £ 1 0.00 

Using the program made me 
delve a bit further into Casio's 
Phase Distortion method of 
synthes is and I actuall y got 
around to programming a few 
vo ices I' d been meaning to do 
fo r quite a while. I also pinched 
a few off the disk - some nice 
sou nds there, too . 

What else can I say . I want 
one! All these programs requ ire 
joreth 's AL25 MIDI interface 
w hich is part of the Music 
Composer System package. 
Most manufacturers produce 
their own interface and 
generall y one man 's software 
will not work with another 
man 's hardware . The joreth 
interface is no exception. 
Musicians, therefore, are 
usually forced to buy software 
from one company to ensure 
compatib ility with their inter
face. MIDI may be an inter
national standard but no-one 
thought of standard ising the 
interfaces. 

_,(4iJfMi~ 

That gripe aside - and it's by 
no means directed at anyone 
company - I confess that the 
joreth interface puts most 
others to shame. It is a 
professional piece of 
equipment, it is very smartly 
designed, prod uced and 
finished. Proper cables and 
connectors are supp lied and it 
just gives off an air of 
competence. It has three MIDI 
OUTs, SYNC IN and OUT and 
a few other switches and 
buttons, al l designed to make 
your life easier. Full marks 
there. Yes, I love the interface, 
too. 

If you have a commodore 
and are wondering w hich MIDI 
interface and software to plumb 
for - check out joreth. I think 
you' ll like it. 

Contact: joreth Music, PO Box 
20, Evesham, Worcs., WR77 
SEC. Tel: 038683 7675. 

•• TAPE BACK-UP DEVICES FOR VIC 20 CBM 64 C1 28 " 

The Del1 links two Datasettes, so that a back-up can be made directly from one datasette 
to a second datasette without the program entering the computer. No software needed. 
Backs-up All programs including Turbos etc. 

- Thousands sold - ORDER AS DCl 1 PRICE £10.00 

You can make a back-up copy on either a second datasette OR on a standard audio recorder 
with this intertace without Ihe program entering the computer. No software needed. A l ED 
data monitor shows the start & end of programs. Backs-up All programs including 
Turbos etc. 

• Very Popular ' ORDER AS DCl 4 PRICE £17.00 
NOW WITH IMPROVED CIRCUITRY 

SIMILAR to the DCL4 but fitted with an Audible data monitor. 
•• NEW " ORDER AS DCL4A PRICE £18.50 

NOW WITH IMPROVED CIRCUITRY 
•• A SELECTION OF PRODUCTS FROM OUR CATALOGUE " 

TAPE HEAD DEMAGNETISER. Mains powered. Order no THD1 . £6.30 
AZIMUTH ALIGNMENT CASSETTE. Order no DHA1 . £7.50 
DATASETTE DUST COVER. Order no DCD1 . £3.45 
SUPER TAPE HEAD CLEANING KIT. Order no CLK3. £5.95 
GTLOADER 1541 FAST DISK LOADER CART. Order no GTL 1. £20.00 
GTLOADER as above with reset switch. Order no GTL2. £22.00 
DISK DRIVE DUST COVER Order no DDC1 . £4.55 
DISK DRIVE HEAD CLEANING KIT Order no CLK1 . £5.49 
CENTRONICS INTERFACE (user port type) Order no PPI1. £17.95 
THE STICK, BASELESS JOYSTICK Order no JTS1. £12.95 
QUICKSHOTMK11 JOYSTICK Order no JQM1. £11.95 
JOYSTICK EXTENSION LEAD (3m long) Order no JSC2. £6.95 
C16 JOYSTICK ADAPTOR Order no JSC1. £4.25 
TWIN OUTLET MAINS INTERFERENCE FILTER Order no MPC1 . £20.95 
CBM 64 SCART TV/MONITOR LEAD Order no TML7. £4.49 
CBM 64 SCART, FERGUSON MC01 LEAD Order no TML8 £2.99 
COMPUTER/AERIAL SIGNAL COMBINER Order no TML24. £2'.49 
PAPER, FAN FOLD, TEAR OFF, 500 approx Order no PAC6. £4.60 
PRINTER LABELS 89x36mm PER 1000 approx Order no PAC8. £10.90 

" NEW" 

C128 RG8 TO VIDEO ADAPTOR ENABLES YOU TO USE ONE TV OR MONITOR IN ANY 
MODE, SWITCH SELECTS BETWEEN VIDEO & RGB OUTPUTS. VERSIONS AVAILABLE 
FOR MONITOR AND/OR TV. SAE FOR DETAILS. 

•• FREE CATALOGUE, Please send 17p stamp " 

•• FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE. ALL PRICES FULLY INCLUSIVE " 
•• PLUS 10 DAYS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ON BACK-UP DEVICES " 

Cheaper prices to cal lers to our shop at 329 Tong Street, Bradford 4. Please phone first to 
check availability. 

PAYMENT ACCEPTED BY, CASH, CHEQUE, PO, MONEY ORDER, BANKERS DRAFT, 
TRANSCASH. (For Transcash order and pay at any Post Office, our account no. is 650 3659. 
EXPORTS. Please add £1.00, payment in sterling only please. 

TRILOGIC 
DeptCCI 
(formerly Trigsoftl 

29 HOLME LANE, BRADFORD BD40QA 
Tel: 0274-684289 
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had a problem. My GP 
could'nt help - it wasn ' t that 

sort of problem - but a few 
headache pills didn't go am iss. 
The programs was this: I have 
severa l problems for the 
Commodore 64 which have 
print options. Fine if you have a 
Commodore printer but I don't. 
I have an Epson printer which I 
use with more than one 
computer, usually without 
troub le. Commodore compu
ters, however, won't talk to 
Epson printers. 

The solution was either to 
buy a Commodore printer -
w hich seemed rather sill y w hen 
I already have a better printer -
or to try one of those clever litt le 
gizmos wh ich make the 
computer th ink it's connected 
to a Commodore printer. Xetec 
produce one ca lled Super 
Graphix which retails for 
£49.95. You can use itwith the 
VIC, too. 

The interface itself is housed 
in a neat flat case. A centronics 
plug plugs into the printer and a 
DIN plug plugs into the 
computer's serial port or the 
back of your disk drive. A flying 
lead from this pl ug fits into the 
cassette port and datasette plug 
plugs into th is. After all the plugs 
have been plugged in you're all 
set to print. The wires, plug and 
flying lead looked a little fragi le 
and I would have preferred 
something a bit more 
substantial, but as long as you 
don't yank them they' ll 
probably be okay. 

"Compatible with 
a wide 

range of printers" 

The interface is compatible 
with a w ide range of printers: 
Axiom, Banana (Banana?), Blue 
Chip, BMC, Legend, C-Itoh, all 
Daisy Wheels, Delta, Diablo, 
Epsons of course, Gemini , 
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Computer and printer 
incompatibility rears its 

ugly head, but Ian Waugh 
and Xetec go to the rescue 

- damsels, white knights 
and screen dumps first. 

NEC, M annesmann, Okidata, 
Panasonic, Prowriter, Radix, 
Riteman and Siekosha. In fact, 
you'd be pretty lucky to find a 
printer that was incompatible 
with the interface. 

The printer type is set on 
three of eight D IP switches on 
the top of the Graphix . A fourth 
switch allows you to set the 
device number to 4 or 5. 
Another two switches select the 
print mode and another two are 
used for font selection. Not 
simply a 1525 emulator this 
little interface, I thought. 

Let's look at the Modes. 
There is a 1525 Emulation 
Mode, of course, which makes 
your printer act li ke a 1525 , 
except perhaps for being faster 
and printing better. The 
SuperGraph ix Mode is sim ilar 
but it turns on just about 
everyth ing that the interface can 
do includ ing all the li st ing 
modes, ASCII conve
rsion and font selection . ASCII 
Conversion Mode turns off 
nearly all the interface's features 
except for the command chanel 
and the conversion from PET 
ASCII to standard ASCII. The 
Transparent Mode passes all 
information stra ight through the 
interface . You wou ld use this, 
for example, if a program had 
an option fo r your kind of 
printer. 

" User-selectable 
fonts" 

The other two switches select 
the font. There's normal 
printing, NLQ and two user 
se lectab le fonts - more of this in 
a moment. 

I' ll mention the manual now 
because it's at about this point 
that you need to mug up on all 
the features the Graphix has to 
offer. If you 'd been puzzled by 
seconda ry addresses, puzz le 
no more because the manual 
explains al l. These allow 
selection of such options as 
Upper Case or Upper/Lower 
case text and graphics, hex 
dump, transparent mode and 
Upper or Upper/Lower case 
screen dumps. Auto line feeds 
are selectable and the interface 
can be locked into a mode . 

Then there's the command 
channel with another 23 
options . These include cha
nging the way BASIC programs 
are listed. You can list them, 
graph ics characters and all , or 
select mnemonics, ego [CLR] for 
clear screen . Another option 
wi ll print the keystrokes 
required to produce a char
acter, ego ISS] means shift and S 
and [C*] means the C key and *. 

You can also opt for an ASCI I 
code print out, too. Brilliant, I 
ca ll it. 

You can send 24 Escape 
codes through the Super 
Graphix to select such printer 
options as pica and elite print, 
underlining, boldface, super
and sub-scripts and compress 
and expand modes. 

" Absolutely 
marvellous 

fonts" 
What else cou ld you want 

from an interface? What? 
Different typefaces? Ah yes! 
Fonts, we ca ll them and the 
Graphix has these, too . The 
Super Graphix Utility Disk 
holds 21 extra fonts . These can 
be down loaded in to the 
interface's buffer RAM into two 
user-selectable fonts. An 
exce llent program ca lled 
Creator allows you to create 
and edit your own fo nts, too . 
Some of the supp lied fonts are 
abso lutely marve llous. 

Is there more? Yes. There isn ' t 
room to mention the high - and 
low-resolution sc reen dump 
programs, the font-retention 
feature (no batteries required) , 
the BK buffer, the complete and 
easy to understand manual, the 
excellent references and 
trouble-shooting guide in the 
appendices. 

The Super Graph ix is 
probably a good reason for not 
buying a Commodore printer. If 
you already have a printer 
wh ich your Com modore won't 
ta lk to, the Super Graph ix wi ll 
happily act as interpreter and 
give you umpteen extra 
facilities, too. 

Good? You bet! 
Contact: Screens Mircocom
puter Distribution, 6 Main 
A venue, Moor Park, 
Northwood, Middlesex. Tel: 
0927420664. 



With the growing popularity of Commodore 
Computing International Magazine, newsagents and 

bookstalls sell out quickly. More and more frustrated 
readers wanting the one magazine every Commodore owner needs 
are finding they are missing out and some months having to do 
without the latest news, reviews and vital feature articles and 
programs. 

The popular solution is to place an order for your Commodore 
Computing International Magazine with your newsagent or by direct 
subscription to us. 

A subscription means you get the magazine delivered to your 
door. It saves you time and makes sure you don't lose out on what's 
happening in the Commodore world. 

Send in the subscription coupon below and get the best 
Commodore magazine the easy way - through your letterbox. Don't 
miss out on the best, mail the coupon now. 

(If you don't want to cut up the magazine, we're happy to have a 
photocopy of the coupon or a request on plain paper.) 

rcommOiiOre =sUbSCri;iiOno;-e;FGrm' 
I To Subscriptions Manager, Commodore Computing International, I 

40 Bowling Green Lane, London EC1 R ONE. Tel: 01-2780333 Telex: 267247 FINSEC 

I 
Please send me 12 issues of Commodore Computing International I 
o Cheque enclosed 0 Please debit my Access 

Card No. ~i 1--'--1 --r--I r--T""I 1--'--1 ------.--rl 1---'--1 --r--I r--T""I 1---'--1 -'--'1 1 

I I 
I 

0 Subscription rate U.K. £15.00 Expiry date: --------- I 
o Europe £20.00 Cheques should be made payable to: 
o Outside Europe £28.50 CROFTWARD LIMITED 

I Name___ _ __________________ I 
I Address __ - ------------------- I 
I County ---- ----- --- - Post Code ------

Telephone (home) (business) _ _____ _ 

I _. 
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The CCI Readers Club 
The CCI Readers Club brings you exceptional 
Commodore compatible products at 
astonishing discounts. You can take just one or 
as many as you like. All products listed are 
substantially below the retail price you would 
pay in the shops. This month we are offering an 
extraordinary selection of books and software 
packages from the world famous publishers, 
Pitman, and the leading US computer publishing 
house, Howard W Sams & Co. To become a 
member of the CCI Readers' Club for 1986 
simply add 50p for membership to the toatal 
payment for any items you buy. You make only 
one membership payment until 1987 and have 
no further obligations to buy any other product. 

Tool Kit Series: Commodore 64 Edition, 
RRP £5.95 eel readers club Price £4.75 
(inc p&p) 
The tools are seventy 5 to 15 line subroutines 
that combine colour, sound and graphics to 
form a variety of educational programs and 
computer games. An exceptional tool for getting 
the best out of your 64. 

Commodore 64 Troubleshooting and 
Repair Guide RRP, £11.95 eel readers club 
Price £9.45 (inc. p&p) 
Is your 64 in need of attention? It may be 
something you can repair simply and cheaply. 
Troubleshooting flowcharts help you to . 
diagnose and remedy the problem, and a final 
chapter on advanced troubleshooting shows 
the more how to tackle more 

complicated repairs. 
Some knowledge or 

electronics is required. 

Commodore 64 Graphics and sounds, 
RRP £7.95 eel readers club Price (inc. p&p) 
£6.30 

Commodore 64 Graphics and Sounds 
with Cassette, RRP £14.95 eel readers club 
Price £11.95 (inc. p&p) 
Quickly learn how to exploit the 64's powerful 
graphic and sound capabilities and create your 
own spectacular routines. Packed with sample 
programs, detailed illustrations and thorough 
explanations covering bit-mapped sprites, 
sound effects and multiple graphics 
combinations. Buy the accompanying cassette 
and save even more time on your way to 
discovering the exciting potential of graphics 
and sounds. 

Mostly BASIC: Applications for your 
Commodore 64 Volume 1, RRP £11. 95 eel 
readers club Price £9.45 (inc. p&p) 
Over 30 chapters of trouble-free BASIC 
programs designed to help you save money on 
energy usage, make bar charts, dial your 
telephone, or learn a foreign language. Also 
included are an electronic harpsichord, a tarot 
card reader and some two-level dungeons. 

Mostly BASIC: Applications for your 
Commodore 64 Volume 2, RRP £13.95 eel 
readers club Price £10.95 (inc. p&p) 
Packed with more BASIC programs including: 
dungeons, educational programs, budget 
analysis, a weekly calendar and other home 
applications, money' and investment and ESP. 

The Commodore Plus 4 Book, RRP £12.&5 
eel readers club Price £9.95 (inc. p&p) 
Learn all about the Commodore Plus 4's 
ca~abilities, built-in-software and expansion 

Database Plus (Diskette for the C64), RRP 
£21.70 inc VAT eel readers club Price £16.95 
(inc. p&p) . . . 
Contains Database and Statistical AnalYSIS 
*Inexpensive *Comprehensive Database * 
Instant answers to a wide variety of problems * 
Endless applications *Streamlined and efficient 
statistical analysis *Tutorials * Rapid sorting, 
searching and find ing information (30 times 
faster than BASIC programs) "Math option * 
Houskeeping option *Personal reports and 
printing - Also contains a Report Generator. 

Commodore 64 Programmer's Reference 
Guide, RRP £12.95 eel readers club Price 
£9.95 (inc. p&p) ., 
A bestselling title full of profeSSional tiPS and 
information on your 64. This valuable . 
programming aid and reference source Includes 
a complete, detailed dictionary of all 
Commodore BASIC commands, statements 
and functions. BASIC program samples then 
show you how each item works. Every C64 user 
should have one. 

Spreadsheet Plus (Diskette for the C64), 
RRP £21.70 inc VAT eel readers club Price 
£16.95 (inc. p&P) 
Contains 2 programs for the C64: 'Spreadsheet 
64' and 'Plot 64 '. Spreadsheet 64 will help you 
save hours in the preparation of budgets, stock 
portfolios, promissary notes, time sheets, retail 
mark-up, cash flow and many others. 
Comprehensive documentation makes 
operating the spreadsheet easy. Plot 64 
provides various types of graphs and charts that 
help you effectively communicate the 
information contained in the spreadsheet. 

Commodore 16 User's Manual, RRP £9.95 
eel readers club Price £7.95 (inc. p&p) 
Tap the full potential of your C16 with ease. 
Learn BASIC programming using graphics, 
colour, sound and music. Get started 
immediately with the sample programs 
included. An encyclopedia of BASIC 
commands, statements and functions provides 
an invaluable reference. 

Commodore 64 for Kids form 8 to 80, RRP 
£9.95 eel readers club Price £7.95 (inc. p&p) 
The large format, varied activities, 
conversational approach and extensive 
graphics all combine to create an excellent 
introduction to microcomputers for your 
children. No background in microcomputers 
needed. 

Computerfacts: Commodore 64, 
RRP£14.95 
Computerfacts: 1541 Disc Drive, RRP 
£14.95 eel readers club Price (each) £11 .95 
(inc. p&p) 
Computerfacts put easy to use, informative 
technical data right at your fingertips. Each 
edition features : preliminary service checks, 
quick component locations, troubleshooting 
guides, logic chart and complete components 
parts list. 

Pitman Typing: Keyboard Skills - C64 
disc, RRP £14.95 inc VAT -C64 cassette, 
RRP £14.95 inc VAT eel readers club Price 
(each) £11.95 (inc. p&p) 
A comprehensive and versatile keyboard course 
for anyone who wants to learn to type quickly 
and efficiently. Provides basic skills for typing, 
specialised figurework or data processing. Ideal 
as a refresher course or simply to improve 
speeds. 

To: Commodore Computing International, Finsbury 
40 Bowling Green Lane, London EC1 R ONE 

I wish to join the CCI Readers Club. I enclose 50p for 1986 membership. D 
Please send me the packages indicated. 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

The Tool Kit Series - Commodore 64 Edition 
£4.75 (inc P+P) 

Commodore 64 Troubleshooting and Repair 
Guide £9.45 (inc P+P) 

Commodore 64 Graphics and Sounds £6.30 
(inc P+P) 

Commodore 64 Graphics and Sounds with 
cassette £11.95 (inc P+P) 

Mostly Basic: Applications for your 
Commodore Vol. 1 £9.45 (inc P+P) 

Mostly Basic: Applications for your 
Commodore Vol. 2 £10.45 (inc P+P) 

Commodore 64 Programmer's Reference 
Guide £9.95 (inc P+P) 

The Commodore Plus/4 Book £9.95 
(inc P+P) 

The Commodore User's Manual £7.95 
(inc P+P) 

o Cheque 0 Postal Order 0 Access 

Cheques should be made payable to Croftward Limited 
Allow 28 days for delivery. 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

Commodore 64 for Kids from 8 to 80 £7.95 
(inc P+P) 

Computerfacts: Commodore 64 £11 .95 (inc 
P+P) 

Computerfacts: 1541 Disc Drive £11.95 (inc 
P+P) 

Pitman Typing: Keyboard Skills C64 disc 
£11 .95 (inc P+P) 

Pitman Typing: Keyboard Skills C64 
cassette £11.95 (inc P+P) 

Spreadsheet Plus (Diskette for the C64) 
£16.95 (inc P+P) 

Database Plus (Diskette forthe C64) £16.95 
(inc P+P) 

I enclose I £ I for payment in full. 

N°'1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II 
Name (BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE)I ________ __________________ _ 

Address' ________________________________ _ 

_ ______________________ Applicable in the UK, Ireland and Europe only. 
For Europe add £1 p+p for each item. 



An Alternative 
to Old ·slowcoach 
H ands up all those 1541 

owners who've never 
wished that their disks would 
load just a teensy bit qu icker . 
What, never? Not even once? 
There had to be one, I suppose. 
The rest of you will be able to 
imagine my eager anticipation 
when I was asked to have a look 
at the new Triton Quick Disc 
drive. Not just an alternative to 
Old Siowcoach, but one that · 
actually bragged about its 
speed. I could hard ly wait to 
pop.my disks into its little mouth 
and load my programs in the 
twinkling of an eye. 

The QO loads programs 
quickly - there's no doubt about 
that. The demonstration disk 
that accompanied it contained 
a game that I already own 
(Sooper Froot - a fruit machine 
simulator that doesn't normally 
see the light of day very often i). 
Loading the game from the 
1541 takes 50 secs. From the 
QO it takes a mere 4.5 secs, a 
quite dramatic improvement (it 
doesn 't make the game any 
more exciting once it's loaded -
but that's not what the exercise 
was all about). Before you fill 
that cheque in and rush off to 
the Post Office, I suppose I 
ought to mention that there is a 
snag. Well, more than one, 
actually ... 

Problems running 
commercial 
software 

Firstly, the QO doesn' t take 5114 
inch disks. It uses a 2.8 inch 
double-sided disk with a 
capacity of 100 Kbytes . Ot's 
only a single sided drive, 
though, so the disk is effectively 
two separate SDK disks - less 
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Triton's Quick Disc Drive 
certainly operates much 

faster than the 1541, but is 
it a real alternative ? Tony 

L ydeard investigates. 

than a machineful.) Whilst this 
in itself need not be a desperate 
problem to those who want a 
disk drive to save and load their 
own programs (I assume that 
the things are on sale 
somewhere) , it does make 
things a little inconven ient if you 
were planning to run comme
rcia l software. Radofin, the UK 
distributors of the QO, tell me 
that they have not made 
arrangements with any software 
houses to publish in the new 
medium. 

The second problem with 
using the QO is that it does not 
have a device number so can
not be accessed in the normal 
way. Perhaps it would be easier 
to tell you what it can do: 

What it can do 

The QO consists of two 
plastic boxes connected by a 
lead. The interface unit is 12cm 
x 11 cm x 4cm and connects to 
the 64/128 via the cartridge 
slot. There is a slot at the back of 
the interface for the insertion of 
a second unit but the manual 
advises against putting other 
cartridges into it, so don 't plan 

on using the QO in conjunction 
with your Simon's BASIC 
cartridge. The drive itself is 
22cm x 2Scm x6cm with a little 
door in the top into which the 
disclet goes and a power switch 
on the front. If you were to set 
up a twin drive system, you 
would end up with an L-shaped 
computer 40cm wide by 44cm 
deep and 1100 sq cm of disk 
drive area. In comparison, the 
1541 's not inconsiderable 
footprint starts to look positively 
dainty. 

QO's operating system, T
~OS, is loaded automatically 
from the cartridge, but must be 
activated by SYS 32768. Once 
in this mode, normal BASIC 
commands can be issued as 
well as the special T-OOS 
commands. These are 
@FORMAT, @SAVE, 
@LOAO, all of which are self 
explanatory; @OIR which 
loads the disk directory without 
overwriting BASIC programs; 
@ASAVE and @ALOAO, 
which save and load arrays; 
@WRITE, wh ich saves a 
mach ine code program (you 
need to define the start, end and 
execute addresses); @RUN, 
which loads and autoruns a 
program; @KILL, which deletes 
a file; @COPY, which copies a 

file from one QO to another; 

@ACOPY, which makes a 
backup copy using two 
drives;@CASSCOPY, which 
copies files from cassette to QO 
and @QUIT, which exits T
DOS and returns you to normal 
BASIC. This last command is 
necessary if you are writing a 
program that incorporates any 
T-OOS com
mands, since these would 
otherwise be autioned 
immediately . 

As far as speed is concerned, 
the QO is about 5% quicker 
than the 1541 on saving a 3K 
BASIC program but about 65% 
quicker on reloading it. This 
discrepancy is probably due to 
the fact that the QO auto
matically verifies anything it 
saves. On the evidence of 
" Sooper Froot", it is even 
quicker with machine code. A 
word of warning to mlc 
programmers, though:- T-OOS 
resides in the normal cartridge 
area so can be avoided, but it 
also uses the space just above 
COOO as workspace. 

The documentation provided 
with the unit consists of a 20-
page AS booklet of which nine 
pages are devoted to ac·tual 
programming information. 
There is no hint of the possibility 
of low-level access or of how to 
implement serial or random 
access data files. 

Taken overall, the Triton QO 
failed to impress. At half its price 
of £119.95, it might be a useful 
alternative to a data sette for 
programming purposes . As it 
stands, it is only likely to find 
favour with dedicated Sooper 
Froot fanat ics. 

Contact: Radof in, Hyde 
House, London NW9 Tel: 07-
2050044 



ITC... inflation-fighting prices. Soft & 
Hardware at NEVER SEEN prices. 
Games, utilities, business, education, 
graphics, music, you name it! Easy Script 
£34.95, Simons Basic £29.95, Magic 
Desk £29.95, Printshop £39.95, Numeric 
Keypad £39.95, Koalapad £69.95, 
games as low as £1.75, BLANK 
DISKETIES £0.99. Need we say more? 
Order our catalog at £2 .75 (refundable 
with order). lTC, Software Division-C, 
Box 414, 1200 AK Hi lversum, 
NETHERLANDS. Access, Barclay, AX, 
DC accepted. State number + expiration 
date. 
For your CBM-64, Light Trike, Cavern 
Runner, a Sprite Editor and Account 
Manager 64. All for only £4.50 Pickle 
Software, 59 Forge Lane, Higham, Kent. 

Commodore 64,1 541 Disk Drive, MPS 
801 Printer 1702 colour monitor plus 
music studio tape and games. Also C2N 
Datasette £675. Phone Skelmersdale 
33045 or call at 92 Carfield, 
Skelmersdale. 
CBM64, C2N recorder, 1541 Disk Drive, 
Star 10X Printer, Print 64 interface, 
joystick, super-script, all manuals and 
covers, complete system first class 
order, £395. Phone Robert (evenings) 
Ferndown (0202) 895759. 
Wanted: Computhink disc drive or some 
person to repair mine, otherwise I have 
lost all my programs. HELP - want disk 
drive for PET 2001 small keyboard old 
ROM. Phone Weybridge 44420. 
Swap DER Molen single turntable record 
player for CBM64 printer or modem or 
sell £25. Ring Simon on Barnsley (0226) 
762349 after 6pm or write to 15 
Highfields, Hoylandswaine, Sheffield 
S306JP. 
Wanted for Commodore 64 White 
Lightning and other software. Both 
utilities and games on tape. What do you 
have? Contact Dave March, 2 Hillside 
Avenue, Dronfield, Sheffield, S18 6RG. 
Phone Dronfield 413 868. 
Spectrum 48K, Loprofile Keyboard, 
DATA recorder £180 of games, 
Kempston interface and joystick, worth 
£400; £180 o.n.o. or swap for 
Commodore 64. Also microdrive and 
interface 1 , £45 with leads and cartridges 
253-7390 after 7pm. 
16K VIC 20, Plus 29 original games plus 
programming course plus cassette 
recorder plus educational program for 
kiddies. All ex condition, bargain at only 
£90. Phone: 3192947. 
C2N Unit wanted. Also a hard carry case 
for CBM64. Good prices paid . Phone 
01-2749820 after 6pm. 
Linear Programming: preferably on 
1541 disc: phone 0695-422227 or write 
Gordon Hesketh, 38 Narrow Lane, 
Aughton L39 5EW. 

For Sale. Easy Script and games disk. 
Still boxed. Reasonable offers. 
Telephone Barbara 0359 70095. 
CBM64 Easy Script, Future Finance, 
Easy Spell £10 each . Also excellent Logic 
Dice Game similar to Yahtzee only £3.50 
Wanted 5X64. Phone 021 777 6756. 
CBM 64 with C2N cassette joystick. 
Centronic Interface Software including 
Practical Spreadsheet, Basical Utilities 
Games, books, mags. Value £400. Sell 
for £165. Tel 0602 383722. 
4040 (upgrade 3040) Dual Disk Drive 
£350. Interfaces, Dams and Interpod £40 
each. Cables IEEE and Two PET-IEEE 
£18 each. Accept £450 for lot otherwise 
o.v.n.o. Ring 0753-88380 (Slough) 
anytime. 
CBM 2023 Printer Commodore 
Graphics, excl condition £100 o.n.o. with 
free word processor, tape or disk (or 
software to the value) and free roll of 
paper. Phone Bournemouth 23923. 
CBM64 C2N Recorder joystick, software 
and books, £180. Simon's Basic 
Cartridge £25. Mannesman Tally MT80 + 
printer (as new) £180 Interface £10. Tel 
Mike O'Connor, Bracknell (0344) 53846. 
CBM64 modem £50, Colossus chess 
(disk) £7.00, Pitstop II £5.00, Simon's 
Basic (ROM) £10, Burger Time £4, 
Quango £3, International Soccer £10, 
Prog Ref. Guide £7, PET Revealed £5. 
Tel: 01-349 2498. 
Wanted 8096 and 8050 computer and 
disk drive printer and software also 
considered. Phone Roger Tompson 
01-892 2803 or evenings 0276-26385. 
1541 disk drive £100 M PS801 printer 
£120 with 1000 sheets of paper modem 
1000 with communication cartridge £80 
B.T. approved. C2N cassette deck £30. 
Or £300 the lot. Tel: David HX 0422-
62976. 
COll'!modore 64 Sweden. Software to 
exchange, original. Please send list to: 
J. Leite, Ostergardsgatan 10, 5-21222, 
Malmo, Sweden. 
Dual disk drive £250. 32K PET £125 
S.A.E. for list of other items (Visicalc, 
Sadi, Votrax etc.) . For 64 Multiplan, Koala 
WP111 etc. Reynolds, 65 Claremont Rd, 
Tunbridge Wells (Tel : 26016) Kent. 
Practical 11. The ultimate spreadsheet 
for home or business. Cost £70. Sell for 
£35 o.n.o. Tel: Neil on 051-260 8095. 
CBM64 with C2N cassette unit plus 
many books and games; Hobbit, Jet Set 
Willy etc. As new with box. £180 o.n.o. 
Tel : David Leib 051-709 0141 ext. 2873. 
CBM64 + C2N cassette machine. Two 
joysticks, Int. Soccer + Basketball + a 
number of other game cassettes £140 
o.n.o. Daytime Tel: 602 8311 ext. 30 
PAW. 
Commodore 64 Software for sale, 
Labyrinth, Stellar Wars, Escape MCP. 3D 
Time Trek, Magic Castle, all for £10.00 or 

separate for £2.50 each. Also Solo Flight 
for £6.00. Ring Billinge 892592. 
For Sale. One Robcom Turbo 50 
cartridge. Includes extra basic 
commands and monitor. Brand new 
unwanted gift £30 o.n.o. Phone Ipswich: 
(0473) 48237 after 6pm. 
Commodore 64 1541 disk drive, BfW 
Video monitor with sound, C2N Tape 
deck, over £200 games, over £50 
manuals, joystick, Easy-script word 
processor, all in excellent condition £300 
o.n.o. Tel : (02993) 5263. 
CBM64, CBM DPS11 01 Printer, C.B.M. 
1541 disc drive, CBM 1701 monitor, 
ribbons, Easy Script. £1,000.00 new, six 
months old, £600 the lot. 07373 54200. 
Commodore 801 printer plus dustcover. 
Still in box. Never used. Brand new. £140. 
06285 25206. 
Swap CBM plus 4, Datacorder, games 
hardly used, still guaranteed and boxed. 
Swap for CBMGH or sell £100. 
Owner selling out. Disk drive, modem, 
books, KOALA touchpad with software, 
joysticks, saddles, green screen monitor 
plus over 125 catalogued double-sided 
disks in hard boxes with tons of software 
(over 600 games, utilities etc.). Must clear 
all. Would prefer not to separate 
everything. Make me an offer I can't 
refuse! Contact Barry - London 01 -205 
1856. 
Finnish 64 owner searching for pen-pals. 
Swap tips, tricks, info and programs with 
me. Post your letters & lists quick (All 
letters answered). To Timo Kouhia, 
Rauhankall io, 08680 Muijala, Finland. 
Goodbye this time .... 
CBM Modem, free Compunet till Sep. 
next. Easyscript word pro. 5 games. 
Brand new, still packaged. Offers? Tel: 
0943-73329. 
CBM64 cassette games - all originals -
all half price or less. SAE. for list to 
Butcher, 9 Hornbeams, South Benfleet, 
Essex SS7 4NP. 
1541 disk drive for sale with unopened 
Easyscript, £95. Also Music Maker. Used 
once. £10 (I do not possess tape deck). 
Contact Barry: Tel. 01-205 1856. 
MPS 801 Printer. Unwanted, brand new, 
never used. £175, £200 new. Bargain at 
only £125 o.n.o. Ring Richard after 6 on 
(0734) 665313. 
Wanted for VIC20. Speech synthesiser. 
Contact D. Clarke, 16 Farnley Rd, 
Menston, W. Yorks LS29 6JN. Phone: 
094378369. 
Commodore Pet 16K. Large Keyboard 
toolkit chip £89. CN2 Datasette old style 
£19, 022 printer with Pet to IEEE cable 
£99, all in very good condition , near offers 
considered. Tel: 0536-712068. 
Wanted and needed urgently. Very, very 
cheap disk games or software for 1541 
disk drive, lots of new titles mainly, and 
also blank disks. Please phone Hayley on 
01-9588051. 



Commodore 64 computer transformer, 
reset switch, 1541 disk drive, user's 
guides utility disk and all connecting 
cables. All 'as new, £270 o.n.o. Tel : 
Bournemouth (0202) 29761 1. 
For sale. Easy Script £25, Micro 
Wordcraft 40 - £18. Both new. J.L., 
4 Gleneagles Way, Fixby Park, 
Huddersfield HD2 2NH. Tel : 048440867. 
CBM MPS 802. Commodore's top of the 
range matrix printer. Tractor and friction 
feed. Variable line spacing 1 lines per 
page. Worth £300, sellfor£2250.n.o. Tel: 
01-686-2593 ask for Gordon. 
Lots of (original disks and cassettes) 
games and utilities for C64 etc. Going 
cheap. Just call 0481 44955. 
CBM64 User definable database. Full 
disk/printer functions. Full editing 
facil ities supplied on disk with full 
instructions only £9.95 inc. Send to: 
Mitchell Wright 9 Southend, East 
Dereham, Norfolk NR19 1 BD. 
CBM 4032 Micro for sale, large screen 
'Fat 40' model. Still in top condition £200 
+ VAT. Telephone 0543-251791. 
For sale, turbo tape for CBM 64, bargain 
at £2.95. Loads, saves, verifies basic 
machine programs much faster than disk 
programs. Easy to use. Order to: 
8 Mayfair Cres., Wilpshire, Blackburn , 
Lancs BB1 QPY. 
Pet 4016 Rom level 4-0. Wide screen 
proper Keyboard plus numeric 
Keyboard. Good machine to start on only 
£75. Tel : Mark 061 7662132 evenings or 
ali day weekends. Manchester. 
Wanted. Your broken 1541 disk drive for 
cash! Tel: 051 423 5493 Prestel MBX 
514235493. Compunet Courier BM4. 
Stuck? Want to be elite at Firebird~ 
"Elite"? Send a S.A.E., blank cassettE 
and £1 cheque/postal order stating your 
desired rating to Mr. Anderson, 
3 Glenclova Place, Montrose, Angus, 
Scotland 0010 9AL. 
CBM 64 user wants penfriend in Europel 
U.S.A. to exchange letters, utilities and a 
lot of software. Write to Marco Navalesi, 
P. Cavour 1,54011 - Aulla-MS, Italy. 

CBM 1541 disk drive for sa le with reset 
switch and about 100 new games. Any 
offers? If so phone Bob after 4pm, if on 
week day, on 570 5874 (10 months 
guarantee) . 

Wanted urgently. Wordcraft 20 Car
tridge wit:, memory for VIC 20. Detai ls 
to Warriner, 4 Langdale Drive, Keying
ham, Humberside HU12 9T9. 09644 
2274. 

Commodore 64, C2N, cassette 1541 
disk drive, MPS 801 pr inter, WI CO 
Red-Ball joystick, Easyscript, games 
worth £80. Not for sale separately. 
£450. Ring Frank 01 -348 6847. 

Wanted. Printer in good condition in 
exchange for your choice of software 
on disk or tape . Over 500 tit les. For 
more info phone John, 063481470, or 
write, 90 Crestway, Chatharn, Kent. 

Wanted: Penpal for 16 year old ma le 
CBM 64 freak into hacking and M/C or 
basic programming, would prefer 
female of same age, write to Steve 
Huckvale, 47 Finham Green Road, 
Finham, Coventry CV3 6EN . 

C64 software MON64 £10, calc-result 
(E) £10, Zeus 64 Assembler (T) £5, Forth 
(T) £5, Busicalc (T) £5, Hesware Paint 
brush £3. Phone 01 -998 0571. 

Finnish 64 owner looking for pen pals. 
Ma le or female, must own a disk drive. 
Post your letters etc to me as soon as 
poss ible. All letters answered!!! Timo 
Kouhia, Rauhanka llio, 08680 Muijala, 
Finland. 

Commodore 64 Easyscript word pro
cessor £25 and Pi lot Easy Program
ming Aid £10 . Both unused. Phone 051 
3552573. 

Commodore Plus/4, Datasette, MPS 
801, Misc programs, cassetes and 
manuals. Less than six months old, 
£299 ono. Easyscript, Easyfile and 
Easyspell, unused £120 ono. Contact 
Chris Mwaba, lA Pavenham House, 
London SW3 3RH. 

CBM 64 software - Hardware to sell -
swap. More than 3000 programs avai l
able for C64. Only . on disk. Does 
anyone have CP/M programs for CBM 
64. Send your list, letter to Denizalp 
Osnabrucker Str. 3, 1000 Berlin 10, W. 
Germany. 

CBM 64 owner would like to exchange 
program lists with other users have 
root programs. Send your lists for 
mine. P & 0 Cadman, 81 Honywood 
Close, Hilsea Park, Portsmouth, Hamp
sh ire . Phone 0705 671578. 

VIC 20 16k, 3k RAM Packs, cassette 
recorder, tape and cartridge based 
games and 40 column ROM . Dust 
covers fo r computer and tape £130 
ono. Tel 0914690157 (Gateshead) . 

Commodore Easyscript word proces
sing package & 5 game diskette, brand 
new, never been used. Unwanted part 
of package worth £70, accept £35 ono. 
Tel: (0993) 850237 Oxford area. Will 

CBM 64 1541 disk drive, over £250 
worth of software and oroqramming 

books including Easyscript. One year 
old £350 only. Tel 01-519 1916 after 
6pm and ask for Marcus. 

Will swap CBM 64 games worth over 
£200 for a 1541 disk drive. Many new 
releases including Basic Lightning and 
International Soccer. Tel: 01-554 7690 
after4.30pm. 

According to music dictionaries Jank
o's 1881 keyboard was praised by Liszt 
because he liked the typewriter layout. 
Send £1 for the Commodore version to 
Qwertonic Dimension, 71 Elmfield 
Avenue, Teddington, Middx TWll 
8BX. 

CBM 64, I have 1500 programs on disk 
and would like to collect more . For 
details write to Yves Pype, Spalaan 19, 
8400 Oostende, Belgium . (D isk only). 
All letters answered!! 

For sale: Vic 20 starter pack including 
cassette unit, basic part 1 also 16k 
switchable Rampack. Vic programmes. 
Two cartridges, six expanded games 
and two unexpanded. The lot £150. 
Phone 01-449 9240 (evenings) . 

VIC 20 with 16k Exp. programmers aid, 
cassette, assembler course, books, 
games etc. £80. 0223 207716 eves. 
Could deliver. 

Wanted: Elite Cheat by Crazy Horse 
Software - 1541 Physical Exam by 
Evesham Micros - Pools Winner by 
Selec - Centipede Print by Mushroom 
Software. Please state your wants/ 
trades, (disk if possible). Please to P.O. 
Box 48, Derby, DE6 6QP. 

4040 (upgrade 3040) dual disk drive 
£350. Interfaces, Dams and Interpod 
£40 each. Cables, IEEE and two PET
IEEE £18 each. Accept £450 for lot 
otherwise ovno. Ring 0753-88380 
(Slough) anytime. 

CBM 2023 printer, Commodore 
graphics, exl. condition £100 ono, with 
free word processor, tape or disk (or 
software to the value) and free roll of 
paper. Phone Bournemouth 23923. 

Commodore 64,1541 disk drive, MPS 
801 printer, 1702 colour monitor plus 
music studio tape and games. Also 
C2N data sette £675. Phone Skelmers
dale 33045 or call at 92 Carfield, Skel
mersdale . 

Vic 20 computer + C2N cassette recor
der + Arcadia and Quest of Merrarid. 
Good condition - £60 o.n .o. Tel : 061 
4342375 anytime. 



Swap DER Molen single turntable re
cord player for CBM 64 printer or 
modem or sell. £25. Ring Simon on 
Barnsley (0226) 762349 after 6pm or 
write to 15 Highfields, Hoylandswaine, 
Sheffield S30 6JP. 

Wanted for Commodore 64. White 
Lightning and other software. Both 
utilities and games on tape. What do 
you have? Contact Dave March, 2 
Hillside Avenue, Dronfiel d, Sheffield, 
S18 6RG. Phone Dronfield 413 868. 

Spectrum 48K, Loprofile keyboard, 
DATA recorder £180 of games, Kem p
ston interface and joystick, worth £400; 
£180 ono or swap for Commodore 64. 
Also microdrive and interface 1, £45 
with leads and cartridges. 253 7390 
after7pm. 

13 CBM 64 originals. Cost £120 sell for 
£50. Includes absolutely no rubbish ego 
Entombed, Elite, Exploding Fist, Pit
stop 2, Impossib le Mission , Thing on a 
Spring 2, US Gold etc. Phone Dave 
(0734)785130. 

C2N Unit wanted. Also a hard carry 
case for CBM 64. Good prices paid . 
Phone 01-274 9820 after 6pm . 

C64 owner wants pen pals to swap 
programs, programming knowledge 
and views. Write to: Paul Blackmore, 
123 All Souls Ave, Willesden, London 
NW103AT. 

Wanted. damaged C64 or other PET for 
school demonstrations. Must be free. 
Postage costs will be returned . Write 
Janusz Rodzewicz, Jakuszow 42, 59-
215 Rzeszotary, Poland . 

16K VIC 20, plus 29 original games plus 
programming course plus cassette re
corder plus educational program for 
kiddies. All ex condition, bargain at 
only£90. Phone: 3192947. 

Practical Spreadsheet, Basical utilities 
games, books, mags. Value £400. Sell 
for £165. Tel 0602 383722 . 

CBM 64 Easyscript, Future Finance, 
Easyspell £10 each . Also excellent 
Logic Dice Game similar to Yahtzee 
only £3.50. Wanted SX64. Phone 021 
7776756. 

MPS 801 printer £100 ono. 1541 Ex
press £10, Easy Script £10, Future 
Finance £5, Practicall £5. Ring (0256) 
Basingstoke 55124. 

Wanted Computhink disk drive or can 
anyone repair mine. Also require inter· 
face for 64 to teletype 43 printer. 

CBM 64 software to sell, tape and disk 
all originals eg Dropzone tape £6. 
General Automation Parallel Printer 
Interface £35. Please send S.A.E. for 
list. Ian Learmonth, 109 Rickyard Road 
The Arbours, Northampton. 

CBM 64 User wants penfriend in Eng
land, Europe and USA to exchange 
letters, utilities and software. Please 
write to Giuseppe Longo, Corso Pes· 
chiera 275, 10141 Torino, Italy. 

CBM 64, C2N recorder, 1541 disk drive, 
Star 10X printer, Print 64 interface, 
joystick, super-script, all manuals and 
covers, complete system first class 
order, £395. Phone Robert (evenings) 
Ferndown (0202) 895759. 

Wanted: Computhink disc drive or 
some person to repair mine, otherwise 
I have lost all my programs. HELP -
want disk drive for PET 2001 small 
keyboard old ROM . Phone Weybridge 
44420. 

HERE1S MY CLASSIFIED AD 
.-------------------------------------~ : : 
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I: Please continue on a separate sheet of paper :1 

I make this words, at per word so I enclose £ for trade advertisements. 
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~------------------------------------~ 
Send your classified entries to: 

Classified Department, 
Commodore Computing International Magazine, 

40 Bowling Green Lane, 
London EC1R 

Tel: 01-278 0333 

Private readers- Free (max. 32 words) 
Trade advertisements -cost 40p a word 
Semi-display-why not make your 
advertisements more substantial by choosing 
the semi-display rate. It is only £8 a single 
column centimetre. 
Please ensure that all classified 
advertisements are prepaid. 



ADVERTISERS DIRECTORY 
FEBRUARY 1986 

Adamsoft Ltd 
Argus Press 

Calco Software 
Cascade Games 
Chromasonic 
Computatill Ltd 

Datel Electron ics 
Dialog Software 
Dimension Computers 
Dosoft 
Duckworth 

Evesham Micros 

FCC Systems 

Grafsales Ltd 

•• FAST CBM 64 REPAIRS" 

STANDARD SERVICE INCLUDING PARTS. LABOUR, 
POSTAGE, VAT £27.50 

EXPRESS SERVICE AS ABOVE BUT RETURN OF 
POST SERVICE £34.50 

REPLACEMENT CBM 64 POWER PACKS £29.50 

1541 DISK DRIVE ALIGNMENT FULLY INCLUSIVE 

£14.90 

Please state faults. The above prices cover electrical 
parts; replacement keyboard , case. pcb or power 

supply 9xtra. 

TRILOGIC 
DeptCCl 
~Trlgooft) 

29 HOLME LANE, 
BRADFORD BD4 OQA 
Tel: 0274-684289 

MOONRAKER £6.95 
CBM64 Space Game features fast -
• Fly-Into Rolling Radar Display 
• Infra-Red Target Screen, Altitude , Time , 
Score Indicators, FueVPurchase Option, Pro
motion! Send your Name, Address & Pia or 

Cheque for £6.95 (P&P Free) to: 
J&J GILMOUR LTD, 

Dept C1985, 4 Copse Close, Liss, 
Hampshire, GU33 7EW, England. 

Tel : 0730-893430. 
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52 
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Home & Personal Computers 45 

Level Ltd 61 

MCTLtd 52 
Meedmore Distribution Ltd 24 
Micro Control Systems 49 
Miracle Technology 6 
Micronet 800 33 
MPS Software 81 

Orpheus 4 

Pitmans lBC 
Precision Software 36 

Screens Microcomputers 36 
Selec Software 61 
64 Software Centre 56/65 

COMMODORE 
REPAIRS 

BY COMMODORE APPROVED 
ENGINEERS 

VIC 20 modulators £6.50, VIC 20 
from £14.50, CBM 64 from £18.00, 
C2N from £7.00, Printers, Disk unit 
etc., for more details, write or 
telephone 

G. C. BUNCE AND SON 
36 BURLINGTON ROAD, 

BURNHAM,BUCKSSL17BQ 
Telephone: (06286) 61696 

GADGET 64 £5.95 
This 100~;o machine code CBM64 cassette 
utility offers Append . Delete. Renumber (in
cluding Goto. Gosub. etc) Satisfyingly simple 
to use . Send your Name. Address & PO or 
Cheque lor £5 .95 (P&P Free) 10 ' 

J&J GILMOUR LTD, 
Dept C1985 , 4 Copse Close, Liss . 
Hampshire, GU33 7EW, England . 

Tel: 0730-893430. 

64 Supplies Co. 51 
SJB Disks 55 
SMC Ltd 18 
Supersoft OBC 

Trilogic 81 
Trojan Products 51 

Virgin Games 9 

Wigmore House 24 

Zero E lectronics 55 

SPANISH, ARABIC, PORTUGUESE, ITALIAN 
WORD PROCESSORS 

For CBM64 £89 each including post. 
VAT extra. Dealers welcomed. 
Contact: DT Promotions, Unit F, Arndale 
Centre, London SW18 4TD. 
Tel: 01-870 5711 Telex: 8951182 GECOMS G. 

HOME ACCOUNTS 
Put your house in order! 
Probably home computing ' s 
best use! Comprehensive 
coverage of bank accounts. 
Credit cards, HP in -built 
accuracy check. Records all 
transactions . Projects cash
flow for any period ahead. 
Available for all Commodore 
machines. £8.45 or free 
details from: 

Discus Software 
Freepost, 

Beach Approach 
Brixham TQ5 8BR 
Tel: 08045 55532 



If you've bought the new 
Commodore 128 or you're 
thinking about it, Pitman 
have news for you. 

A new book from SAMS, the 
official Commodore 
publishers. It's the 
first and only official 
guide to Commodore's 
exciting new business 
computer. 

Now you can read about the 128, 
with its three operating modes - 64, 
128 and CP/M - and learn how it can 
work for you at the office or at home. 
So whether you own a 128 or simply 
want to know more about it, you'" 
find that the official book for the 
Commodore 128 Personal 
Computer is a very wise investment. 

er! 
* Use spreadsheets, word 

processors and databases * Choose peripherals * Create graphics and 
animation * Run CP/M programs 

... and more! 

~ ---------------------------
To Peter Marshall, Pitman Publishing 
Ltd, 128 Long Acre, London 
WC2E9AN 

Please send me: 
The Official Book for the Commodore 
128 Personal Computer ISBN 0 672 
224569 Price £11.50 (plus £1.15 p+p) 

I enclose a cheque/postal order (payable to Pitman Publishing Ltd) 
for £12.65 (inc. p+p) Alternatively, please debit my ZO!:lO_OE!JO 

Account N umber I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Signed 

Name (capitals please) 

Address 



Choosing the right computer 
is a good start - but can you 

find the right software? 

~ 
SUPERSOFT 

At SUPERSOFT we're very conscious of the 
fact that people who spend several hundred 
pounds on computer equipment are looking 
to do rather more than play Space Invaders. 

Financial planning is a rather grand name 
for sornething you've been doing all your life 
- making ends meet l Perhaps if Mr 
Micawber had used BUSICALC he would 
have been able to balance the books a little 
better. 

For home, club or small business use 
BUSICALC 1 should pay for itself in no time at 
all; for larger companies we recommend 
BUSICALC 3, one of the few real ly valuable 
programs that you can learn to use in a day. 

Although your Commodore 64 is a power
ful musical instrument you need to be a 
pretty good programmer to understand how 
it all works. Unless, of course, you buy MUSIC 
MASTER! 

To use MUSIC MASTER requires no prior 
musical knowledge, though in the hands of 
an experienced musician it will prove an 
invaluable tool. You don't need to know the 
first thing about programming either l MUSIC 
MASTER is the musical equivalent of a word 
processor, remembering the notes you play 
and allowing you to replay and edit them as 
you w ish . 

INTERDICTOR PILOT is a space flight 
simulator. Nowadays simulators are widely 
used to train pilots and astronauts because
to be frank - it's a lot cheaper (and safer) 
than the real thing I 

Imagine, if you will , life in the 22nd 
century: space travel is commonplace, and 
on the outskirts of the galaxy the first war 
between civilizations is being fought. A short
age of trained pilots has prompted the Feder
ation to develop a computer simulation that 
allows raw recruits to gain experience with
out paying for their mistakes with their lives. 
With the aid of your Commodore 64 you too 
can learn to pilot the Interdictor Mk 3 craft. 
But be warned - this is no game! 

.. ~ .- ~ .r,.. ...... ,,-.,- ____ ... -.-.--~ .... ---= 
::- "!. , ~;.~ ~;:: ~-:. "L ":;":=" .. :.. = .:: = =-

SUPERSOFT, Winchester House, Canning Road, 
Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex HA3 7SJ 

Telephone: 01-861 1166 

Other SUPERSOFT products include the 
MIKRO ASSEMBLER cartridge, the only 
assembler that's ideal for beginners yet pow
erful enough for the professional (most of 
our competitors use it!) The VICTREE cart
ridge adds dozens of commands to Basic 
including toolkit aids and disk commands ; or 
on disk there's MASTER 64, a really com
prehensive package for the keen prog
rammer . 

Of course, we do also publish games 
programs, and with classics like STIX, QUINX 
and KAMI-KAZE in our range we are one of 
the market leaders. But we most enjoy 
coming up with the sort of programs that are 
going to be in use for months and years, not 
hours and days - the sort of programs that 
make you glad that you bought a computer 
and glad that you bought SUPERSOFT! 

You won't find SU PERSOFT products on 
the shelves of your local supermarket. But 
most specialist shops stock titles from our 
extensive range (a nd are prepared to obtain 
other programs to order). However you can 
also buy direct by sending a cheque (pre-paid 
orders are post free !), by calling at our 
offices, or over the telephone using your 
ACCESS card. 


